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Entron ET-999A 
Free Voltage 

21” Toshiba CRT

Notes: Many people have purchased 
these chassis and complete monitors 
that claim to be free voltage, this is 
partly correct as they will operate from 
90v ~ 265v but “ONLY“when operated 
through an isolation transformer.

Many of these have been plugged 
in directly to mains voltage 110v or 
230 / 240v and have blown fuses and 
rectifier diodes.

In a lot of cases if you are using an 
RCD “residual current device” for 
power protection it will trip this circuit 
breaker and not damage the chassis 
at all, While this is good, if you remove 
the chassis looking for a reason why 
your circuit breaker keeps tripping you 
will not find a fault on the chassis .

This is happening because they are 
not electrically isolated.

All other chassis that claim to be free 
voltage do not require an isolation 
transformer hence the confusion with 
the way these are labelled.

Always use an isolation transformer 
with these chassis!
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Fenice-14.28 CGA 240v 14”
Symptoms: Wont Power up

Cure: Replace C206 (100uf 35v), C205 (22uf 
50v), Also check that White wire wrapped 
about ferrite of flyback is connected at both 
ends Marked C1 and S1.
 
Symptoms: Vertical Size to small 

Cure: Common fault replace C24 (100uf 
35v) located near flyback, Also check C80 
(100uf 35v), If left can also cause Vertical IC 
marked 12 on chassis to fail (TDA1675A) 
.

Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C26 (100uf 50v)

Symptoms: Picture not stable, shaking or 
shrinking when displaying bright picture

Cure: Replace C71 (47uf 250v), C72 (10uf 
250v), occasionally C63 main Filter cap 
with cause the same symptoms but is 
more noticeable due to noise coming from 
chassis (100uf 400v)

Symptoms: Pin Cushion problems (hour 
glass effect)

Cure: Replace C51 (10uf 160V)

Symptoms: Horizontal size won’t adjust 

Cure: Replace C18 (47uf 250v) if ok 
check for shorted transistor T16 (BD537) 
or broken solder connections under this 
transistor

Symptoms: Chirping Sound

Cure: Check for Shorted HOT T13 
(BU508A) or Shorted D22 (BY228), if ok 
Check Flyback for Shorts, Flyback number 
HR-7368, sometimes these flybacks are 
visibly burnt out.

If Flyback has shorted out this will often 
burn up R50 (33 ohm 9 w) if not open circuit 
it may have burnt off where soldered.

Symptoms: Squealing while running, 
sometimes this will cause interference 
across screen

Cure: Resolder Coil L1, Put hot glue or 
silicon between coil and heat sink

Symptoms: Horizontal Collapse 

Cure: Check small add on PCB where 
Horizontal Yoke wires connect, this section 
runs very hot and can burn the connectors 

off or melt, Wires also become very brittle 
due to excess heat and can snap off 
easily.

Notes: Many of these chassis have been 
damaged when re-installing or simply 
wont power up although chassis is in 
perfect working order, This is due to the 
Remote Control wiring plugs being placed 
backwards or in the wrong position.

For Reference CON1 on Controls:
Pin 1 not used
Pin 2 Orange
Pin 3 White
Pin 4 Gray
Pin 5 Pink
Pin 6 Yellow
Pin 7 White/ Green
Pin 8 Brown
Pin 9 Red
Pin 10 Black
Pin 11 White
Pin 12 Not Used

CON 5 on Chassis

Place Connector with Orange wire on first 
available pin on left side of CON5

There should be 2 unused or missing pins 
on right side of chassis connector CON5
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Special Note: This chassis has not 
Capacitor location number silk screen 
on the chassis so all Capacitors that 
correspond to listed faults have been 
given RED numbers.

Symptoms: Dead wont power up, fuse 
ok

Cure: Replace capacitors 1(22uf 25v), 2 
(470uf 25v), 3 (10uf 50v)
 
Symptoms: Ticking sound

Cure: Check for shorted HOT T43 
(BU508A) also for shorts across the 2 
Diodes labelled BY228 x 2 If not shorted 
replace flyback HR-7368

Symptoms: Horizontal Tear

Cure: Replace Capacitor 13 (10uf 250v)

Symptoms: Horizontal Size wont adjust 
and Pin cushion problem (hourglass)

Cure: Replace Capacitor 11 (47uf 50v), 
Capacitor 5 (10uf 160v), Capacitor 8 
(10uf 160v), if still not fixed replace T16 
(BD709)

Symptoms: Brightness not stable

Cure: Replace Capacitor 4 (1000uf 35v) 
Always replace this cap, often swells

Symptoms: Picture shaking during scene 
changes of bright screen

Cure: Replace Capacitor 7 (47uf 250v)

Symptoms: Vertical Fold 

Cure: Replace Capacitor 6 (47uf 160v), 
Capacitor 9 (100uf 35v)

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure: Check for burnt /open R41 (2.2 
ohm 1/2w) located in front of capacitor 
4 if open replace Vertical Drive IC 
(TDA1675A) located behind capacitor 9

Symptoms: Picture jittering, unstable

Cure: Replace Capacitor 10 (2200uf 
35v)

Symptoms: Picture has constant wobble

Cure: Replace Capacitor 12 (220uf 
400v)

Symptoms: Load squealing noise while 
running, sometimes interference across 

screen, static

Cure: See attached picture with label 
Squealing Coil, put silicon rubber 
between this coil and the heat sink it is 
almost touching

Symptoms: Intermittent shut down or 
wont come on after replacing suspect 
capacitors 

Cure: Check large resistor R50 beside 
flyback, often burns track off under 
chassis or physically breaks off.

Notes: Be very careful when working on 
these chassis they are very fragile and 
easily cracked, components are also 
known to break off when handling.

Be sure to check around flyback and 
larger caps and resistors for broken 
tracks and bad solder

Neck board solder is also a problem 
area so be very gentle when removing or 
fitting to CRT.

Some of the wires get so hot on the neck 
board they become very brittle and often 
break of when moved to much, especially 
look out for the 24V Yellow wire .

Fenice F28C CGA 240v 27 - 28”
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Eygo 728 
Glendale GE-728HR 

Rodo CH-28115K 
110v 26~ 28” 

Symptoms: Dark on one side of screen

Cure:  Replace C407  10uf 300v

Symptoms: Screen very bright with 
retrace lines

Cure: Check for open resistor R336  
3.9ohm 1 watt

Symptoms: Picture to big and shaking, 
power supply wonʼt adjust

Cure: Replace C313 100uf 160v and 
C802 1uf 160v located beside each other.

Symptoms: Wont power up, Fuses ok

Cure: Check for open resistor R331 6.8K 
3 Watt 

Symptoms: Pin Cushion wonʼt adjust 

Cure: Replace Q903 2SD1138 

Symptoms: Hot shorted or failing after 
short period

Cure: Replace C314 10uf 160v

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure: Replace vertical output IC302, 
AN5521, some version used a slightly 
different IC that has the part numbers 
rubbed off, This IC is a less common 
LA7832, not interchangeable with some 
minor component changes.

Symptoms: Vertical Fold 

Cure: Replace C393 100uf50v also check 
or replace C392 22uf25v

Notes:  Before replacing any suspect 
components always check these chassis 
for bad solder joints in suspect area, 
many display similar symptoms as faulty 
components.

If having problems in power supply 
section, check around areaʼs that get 
really hot as they are known the get cracks 
through tracks in this area.
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Hantarex Polo/2 28, 15 / 25K 230v 25” – 28”
Symptoms: Ticking noise, wont power up

Cure: The most common fault with these 
chassis is flyback failure, If HOT is not 
shorted flyback will be dead,  in some case a 
dead flyback with destroy HOT 
Flyback part number 28020280 or HR 7375

Symptoms: Pin cushion wonʼt adjust, 
picture to wide or to narrow, no horizontal 
size adjustment.

Cure: Check / Replace D47 and or D48, 
Also check for shorted T19 (BDX53C) If 
T19 Shorted check R135 (100ohms 1/2w)

Symptoms: Vertical Fold 

Cure: Replace C66 (220uf25v)  

Symptoms:  Vertical Collapse / Severe fold 
not cures by replacing C66

Cure: Check for Open R105 (2.7 ohms 1/2w) 
if Open replace IC6 (TDA1675), occasionally 
this IC will partially fail causing severe fold 
that replacing C66 wonʼt cure. Replace With 
later revision TDA1675A

Symptoms: Wont power up

Cure: Check R32 (1ohm 1/2w) Several times 

I have seen this resistor open for no apparent 
reason. (Supply to 12VDC regulator IC3)

Symptoms: Taking long time to power up 
and making a hissing sound 

Cure: Replace C17 (220uf 25v) & C25 (22uf 
50v) & C18 (22uf 50v) all located under 
power supply cover / cage 

Symptoms: Making fast click sound when 
switched on but wont power up

Cure: Check for Shorted power diodes D10, 
D13, D14, D15, if measuring short in circuit 
but ok out of circuit, check for short HOT or 
Dead flyback.

To check for dead flyback Remove link J25 
beside flyback and check again for shorts 
across these diodes.

Symptoms: Picture shaking, sometimes 
blanking out, jumping in size with scene 
changes

Cure: Check and or replace C1 (100uf 250v) 
& C19 (100uf 250v) 

C1 is often glued to chassis to prevent cap 
from breaking off, although this is often still 
a problem with both C1 and C19 (suggest re-

gluing or silicone rubber).

Symptoms: Picture wobbling all over, 
noticeable buzzing noise coming from under 
power supply cage.

Cure: Replace C12 (150uf 400v) main filter 
cap

Notes:  As shorted flybacks are very 
common in this model there is a simple test 
to find verify this if you are certain the HOT 
in not dead.

Remove Jumper J25 located beside flyback 
and connect 60W light bulb across where link 
should be ( If the light glows brightly and 
chassis sounds like it is operating normally 
flyback is dead .( not recommended to operate 
for more than a minute like this) 

Another very common problem on this model 
is bad or cracked solder connections where 
control cable plugs into chassis (CN9), The 
cable between the controls and the chassis 
is very stiff cable and will often crack these 
pins off the chassis.

This will display many strange faults and that 
appear to be component failure, so before 
searching for any faults “always” check this 
connector first.
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Kaga Electronics / Nanao / Sega

Model:  KZ-20EN-L / Sega MC-2000S / TSK-KV19 
(12 Pin CRT,) Flyback MSH1FACO2

(See special notes regarding model types)

Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C409 and C416 both 
(10uf 100v), C411 and C417 both 
(220uf 35v)
 

Symptoms: Screen Flaring

Cure: Remove top cover above flyback 
and replace C523 (100uf 50v), C526 
(10uf 160v), C526 (1uf 160v), While 
cover is off flyback replace C524 (47uf 
160v)

Symptoms: Horizontal Tear, 
Some confuse this for with vertical 
problems

Cure: For 12 Pin CRT type C412 

(470uf 16v) not present on 10 Pin 
CRT “ES” model chassis

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse 
(Common Fault)

Cure: Check for Shorted Tantalum 
capacitor C408 (10uf 16v) 

Symptoms: Horizontal Hold not 
locking or changing with heat

Cure: Replace C511 (220uf 16v)

Symptoms: No vertical hold

Cure: Replace C510 (1uf 50v)

Symptoms: Blowing F902 secondary 
fuse

Cure: Check HOT for Short (mounted 
on side of chassis) if short is measured 
disconnect and measure again as 
quite often the short is across C514, 
C515, C516 (222nf 2KV) High voltage 
blue caps, these sometimes explode 
or split open when they short.

If these all appear ok check for physical 
signs of damage to flyback, they are 
known to swell, split and short out.

To measure Flyback for short, 
Disconnect RED wire that connects to 
flyback under chassis (Marked “G”) 
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Then measure between the pin on 
the flyback it was connected to and 
Ground.

This Model chassis uses a flyback 
known as a LO-BI 20KV type 
MSH1FACO2, For 12 Pin CRT only. 
(As apposed to more common 26KV 
unit used in the ES type 10 Pin CRT 
with MSH1FAC13 Flyback)

Symptoms: Horizontal position not 
working, picture shifted to one side

Cure: Check for shorted Q505 and 
Q504 both (2SD763) 

Symptoms: Picture shaking violently, 
Sometimes chassis shuts down 
quickly after switch on

Cure: B+ should be Aprox 105 VDC, 
but sitting around 145 VDC, Check for 
shorted Q901 (2SC2555) 

Kaga Electronics / 
Nanao / Sega

Kaga-Nanao KZ-20EN-L 12pin
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Symptoms: Not switching on, fuses 
ok but B+ high

Cure: Replace Q902 (2SA1091), Also 
check for shorted Q903 and Q904 
both (2SC2610)

Symptoms: Vertical Jitter, Jumping

Cure: Replace C406 (470uf 16v)

Notes: 

As with many chassis this one is no 
stranger to bad solder joints, I have 
come across many of these chassis 
that have virtually self destructed due 
to poor solder.

Pay special attention to solder under 
L502 and L504, and all area’s close to 
these coils.

Many intermittent faults are caused 
by bad solder joints under connectors 

CN102 and CN201, and one that 
traps many people is a small jumper 
between the centre leg of Q901 and 
positive side of main filter cap C905, 
labelled J32 but often cant be seen.

SPECIAL NOTES:

This chassis has been re-badged 
many times and causes a lot of 
confusion regarding model numbers, 
CRT types, flyback types etc

As a simple guide:
All models work from 13” to 20” CRT

All version with 12 Pin CRT socket 
use Flyback MSH1FACO2 
EG: KZ-20EN/ L / KV

All Versions with 10 Pin CRT socket 
use Flyback MSH1FAC13 
EG: KZ-20ES / EV

All 12 pin versions have Coil / 
Transformer T503, R422 and C412 
installed, these components are not 
installed in 10 Pin CRT versions like 
KZ-20ES, The KZ-20ES was later 
replaced and interchangeable with 
the Nanao MS7-20L

The 12 pin Version can be used on 
virtually any 12 pin CRT, including 
much older Kaga Densi, Toei etc, If 
you find there is a interference lines 
across screen when trying on different 
CRT, Add a 1K ohm 1/4w resistor 
across the Vertical output pins on the 
chassis ( in parallel with the vertical 
yoke ) 

Model:  KZ-20EN-L / Sega MC-2000S / TSK-KV19 
(12 Pin CRT,) Flyback MSH1FACO2
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Kaga / TSK / Nanao / Sega KZ-20ES 

NOTE: These Faults /Solutions are 
specific to the 10 Pin CRT versions, 
for all other faults refer to the Kaga 
KZ-20EN-L etc

Symptoms: Poor Focus 

Cure: Common fault with 10 Pin CRT 
socket (Brown Socket), remove cover 
from socket where focus wire solders 
to it , if there is any signs of green 
deposit / corrosion replace socket.
 

Symptoms: Blown fuse F901 (1.25A) 
Lift cover from flyback and check for 
visible signs of swelling or exploded 
flyback transformer , very common on 
this model and often shorts HOT as 
well .

See KZ-20EN for other faults or 
instructions to check for shorted 
flyback if unsure.Kaga-Nanao KZ-20ES-L 10pin

  10 Pin Type CRT    Flyback MSH1FAC13A, Some use MSH1FAC11A
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Kortek 20” Free Voltage CGA only
Symptoms: No Picture, High Pitched Squeal

Cure: On visible observation any or all of the 
filter caps C613, 614, 615 and C616 blown 
top off or swelled, Replace all 4 caps (100uf 
160v) 

The reason these caps fail is because 2 other 
caps in the power supply section fail allowing 
the B+ to go up to in some cases 200VDC.

Replace C610 (33uf 160v) and C611 (10uf 
160v), Also check HOT Q402 (2SD1880) this 
is often damaged at the same time (Shorted)
 
Symptoms: Horizontal size won’t adjust

Cure: Q404 (BDX53C) or Q403 (2N4403) 
shorted, sometimes both, caused by burnt / 
melted Coil L402, Also replace C433 (4.7uf 
160v)

Symptoms: Switching off and on randomly

Cure: Check for broken solder under Q401

Symptoms: Blown main Fuse

Cure: First check bridge D601, if short 
measured across + and – remove IC1 regulator 
maybe shorted (STR-S5741), This regulator is 
sometimes damaged due to broken tracks that 
connect to it, Although they look to be soldered 
ok that are often broken so try moving each 
leg of the regulator to see if they move.

Symptoms: Sparking around flyback

Cure: Flyback overheated due to power supply 
problem above causing it to run way over 
specifications, flyback number (KFS-60291)

Symptoms: Brightness varying or shaded 
patch of screen

Cure: Replace C801 (10uf 250v)

Symptoms: Picture fading in and out

Cure: Check for cracked connections under 
connector BP801 near flyback

Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C206 (220uf 35v), C202 
(47uf 50v) also check C806 (1000uf 35v) 
Occasionally IC201 is Faulty causing the 
same symptoms (TDA1675A) 

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure: Replace (TDA1675A) check for open 
R802 (3.9 ohm 1/2w) and for shorted D804 
(IN4004) 

Symptoms: Won’t start up

Cure: Check for 12 VDC across D812 (12v 
zener1W) sometimes shorted, Also check for 
shorted Cap C804 near flyback, + marking 

on PCB backward to pay attention to way it is 
installed (47uf 50v)

Symptoms: Picture has Horizontal interference 
or jumping in and out of sync

Cure: Check all caps around IC401, C409 
(10uf 50v), C617 (220uf 16v) C408 (1uf 50v) 
C618 (470uf 25v), also note that POSI-NEGA 
Switch for sync is backwards.

Symptoms: Colour problem, colour locked on 
flat out

Cure: Check the 3 large resistors on Neck board 
R325, R305 and R315, they are mounted very 
close to edge of PCB and often break off or 
crack the solder, also check that parts on neck 
board are not bent over touching other parts, 
this neck board is very crowded and often 
parts short against others.

Notes: The RGB input and Yoke plug sockets 
are identical on this model. 
If you are not paying attention as I have seen 
many times with these, people swap the RGB 
and Yoke plugs over when installing chassis 
causing major game board and chassis 
failure.

As with many older Kortek chassis interference 
is common, this is caused by bad grounding 
between chassis PCB and Frame, always 
check that all screws on frame are tight 
especially the screw under chassis near C805 
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Kortek / Sharp Image / Sejoo Corp / Vision

Model: KT-2502 / KTM F25 and 
Various Other model numbers for the 
same chassis, EG: this chassis is the 
same as Sharp Image SI-239 and 
many other model numbers.

Symptoms: Blown main Fuse

Cure: Check for short across 
D601 Bridge, if ok replace IC601 
(STRS574)

Symptoms: Wont Power up, Fuse 
ok.

Cure: Before you do anything carefully 
check for stored voltage across C606, 
Replace R604 and R605 (200K 1/2W) 
one or both open circuit.

Symptoms: Picture changing in Size 
on bright screens (Normally when 
trying to display white)

Cure: Replace C610 (10uf160v) and 
C609 (33uf200v)

Symptoms:  Horizontal size won’t 
adjust

Cure: Check for short across Q701 
(TIP122), if shorted replace and check 
L402 and L403 for visible burning this 
will cause Q701 to fail again after 
short period.

Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C205 (220uf35v) 
if still folding replace IC201, 
(TDA1675) Replace with later revision 
(TDA1675A)

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure: Replace IC201 (TDA1675A) 
and R903 (15ohm 1w) and always 
replace C205 (220uf35v) when this 
cap fails it will destroy IC201

Symptoms: Vertical Hold not locking, 
picture rolling 

Cure: Replace C202 (1000uf16v)

Symptoms: Colour missing

Cure: Check for cracked connections 
under small rider board BP102, many 

of these where not pushed all the way 
though the holes before they were 
soldered.

Symptoms: No picture, High pitched 
squeal

Cure: Check for obvious burnt 
flyback, If ok check for shorted Q402 
(2SD1880), check for shorts and splits 
across C418, C421,C422, C420, If any 
of these high voltage caps are blue 
in colour instead of standard brown 
colour they will if not already fail.

 Symptoms: Vertical interference, 
band of vertical lines across screen

Cure: Check of Philips head screws 
under chassis that connect to tracks, 
especially ones in power supply and 
flyback sections. Check all screws on 
chassis frame they all must be tight

Symptoms: Dark on one side of 
screen, colours flaring
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Kortek-Sharp 
Additions

Symptoms:  Wont power up, power 
supply appears normal

Cure: Replace C408 (10uf 50v)  

Symptoms: Squiggly edges of 
picture 

Cure: See photo left, This is the most 
severe case but starts off at top of 
picture and grows to cover all picture 
as cap fails C403 (1uf 50v ) 

Cure: Replace C903 (33uf200v) some 
versions used a 10uf or 22uf, replace 
all with 33uf200v

Notes: These chassis used various 
flybacks; all are compatible with each 
other though they appear difference 
in physical appearance.

Can use KFS-61088 or TC8113, HR 
also make a replacement for these 
now 

HR-46217, some components near 
flyback will need to be moved slightly 
to fit the HR replacement.

Many of these chassis have problems 
with the Horizontal Size and Pin 
cushion jumping around at random; 
this is caused by bad solder joints and 
or cracked tracks under Pincushion 
PCB mounted just behind R906 
beside flyback.

Intermittently shutting down, Check 
for broken solder / tracks under R415, 
this resistor sits up high and often 
breaks off or vibrates loose.

Kortek / Sharp Image / Sejoo Corp / Vision
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Kortek – Vision Pro VGA KT-2938F

Symptoms: Wont Power up / Clicking 
/ Chirping

Cure: Check for shorted HOT Q302, 
if shorted replaced and also replaced 
C324 (10uf 63v) when this cap fails it 
will kill the HOT.

Symptoms: Dull Picture / Slow to 
come up with picture

Cure: Replace C118 (470uf 16v)

Symptoms: Vertical Lines top or 
bottom of picture (or slight fold)

Cure: Replace C113 (1000uf 35v), 
C203 (220uf 35v), C205 (470uf 16v)

Symptoms: Darker on one side of 
screen / shading effect

Cure: Replace C135 (100uf 100v)

Symptoms: Intermittent power up

Cure: Replace C206 & C207 (470uf 
16v) and C123 (33uf 50v)

Notes: As with most Kortek monitors 
this model uses poor quality caps 
that always fail even if they physically 
appear to be ok.

I suggest when doing any repairs on 
these chassis that you replace all 
electro caps in power supply section 
and always replace C324 .
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Nanao MS9-29A, T, 
SU Dual Res 110v, 

Used by Sega, 
Namco, Etc 29”

Symptoms: Blown main fuse

Cure: Check Q901 Mosfet (2SK1358), Sometimes 
will fail will HOT is shorted. 
 
Symptoms: Ticking Sound

Cure: Check for shorted HOT Q506 (2SC4692) or 
(2SC4188A)

Symptoms: Brightness level changing or picture dull 
with retrace lines

Cure: Replace C513 (10uf 250v) and C332 on neck 
board (10uf 250v)

Symptoms: One colour on flat out, EG: if blue, it 
will make screen a bright washed out blue colour 
with retrace line (occasionally image visible in 
background) 

Cure: See Picture (Shorted Zener or diode) Check for 
shorted diode on neck board D303, D313 or D323, or 
Zener ZD301, ZD311 and ZD321 (12 v 1/4w)
If one of these diodes is shorted remove and retest, 
monitor will operate fine without diode present.

Also Check for Open resistor R306, R316 and R326 
(100 ohm 1/w) S
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Symptoms: Interference across screen, 
sometimes noticeable after a clicking 
sound from neck board.

Cure: Check for broken solder on CRT 
Socket earth, this pin is located directly 
under socket where focus lead joins to 
socket.

Symptoms: Monitor not Starting or 
sounds like starting up before quickly 
shutting down. “Most common problem 
with this model”

Cure: Firstly have a close look at U550 and 
surrounding area (see picture) leakage. 
jpg, If it looks anything like this it needs 
to be cleaned up before proceeding or 
changing any components., Pay special 
attention to cleaning in and around the 
legs of the IC itself and also U401, in 
some cases you might need to remove 
them to clean properly.

When clean retest, if still shutting down 
perform the following test using a 6 volt 
battery. Connect + to pin 10 of neck board 
socket and – terminal to any ground point 
and wait for heater in tube to glow, quickly 
disconnect and power up monitor and look 
at screen for vertical collapse, If will only 
flash on screen quickly before shutting 
down, If you see this replace the following 
parts.

U401 (LA7837), C402 (470uf 25v) C407, 
408 and 409 (100uf 35v), C958 (47uf 16v) 
and any smaller electro caps in this area 
that appear to have leaked, mainly 10uf 
and 22uf caps.

Symptoms: Picture rolling or not syncing 

Cure: See attached picture leakage.jpg, 
this is the first symptom before you see 
before the vertical section fails due to 
problems listed above.

Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C402 (470uf 25v)

Symptoms: monitor appears to be running, 
heater glowing but no picture

Cure: Check for Open R519 (4.7 ohm 
1/2w), if open replace C513 (10uf 250v)

Symptoms: Monitor Dead, visible damage 
under flyback, See Picture (surface mount.
jpg 

Cure: There is a series of 8 x 1.8K surface 
mount resistors that supply the 12 volt 
section of the chassis, these run very hot 
and several times I have seen this area 
completely burnt up, see picture MS8-
29_Supply Burnt.JPG, these resistors can 
all be replaced with a single resistor ( 15K 
5W) .

Look carefully at picture of normal 
location of resistors and new location of 
replacement single resistor, also visible 
are the tracks that burn away when this 
fault occurs.

Notes: This Chassis will directly replace 
the SEGA / Sanwa PM1745 model used in 
many Sega games, only the vertical plug 
from the yoke will need to be changed to 
suit.

To date this is by far the most reliable 
version of any 29” Nanao, there is a later 
version but the only change is that it is 
auto switching between 15K& 25K, The 
normal selection plug has been replaced 
by a relay.

Nanao MS9-29A, T, SU Dual Res 110v, Sega, Namco 29”
S
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Nanao MS8-29 FAN

NOTE: This model is almost identical 
to the MS8-29FSG; please refer to this 
model for any faults not listed here.
Any Faults listed here are specific to 
this model

Symptoms: Colour problems 

Cure: This version uses the older small 
neck board and is easily damaged 
around colour drive transistors, before 
looking anywhere else check that 
Q302, Q312 and Q322 are not broken 
off, in some case missing.

If ok and solder joints on neck board 
have been checked  but colour missing, 
check for open resistors R306, R316 
and R326, if open check for shorted 
corresponding zener diodes ZD301, 
ZD311 and ZD321, Chassis will work 
perfectly ok without these zener 
diodes in the circuit.
 

Symptoms: Picture fading in and out 
of running but no heater

Cure: Check for bad solder joints 
under connector CN570

Nanao  MS8-25FB

NOTE: This model is identical to the 
MS8-29FSG; please refer to this 
model for repair information.

While this model is listed as a 25” 
monitor, it is a Japanese measurement 
so it is not like a standard 25” monitor 
in the USA, and the true measurement 
is 23” or 59cm’s.
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Nanao MS8-29FSG
Symptoms: Secondary Fuse Blown

Cure: Check HOT, Q533 for short (many types 
used) (2SC4288A), (BU2520A), (BU508A), 
Also check for shorted Q901 (2SC3306), 
can also short Q902 (2SA1091) and Q903 
(2SC2482), Most often all this damage is 
caused by bad or burnt solder under Q532, 
occasionally when Q532 stops running R542 
can burn open (47 ohm 1w) 
 
Symptoms: Sounds like chassis is running but 
no picture, heat sinks very hot!

Cure: Measure for 12.6 VDC at end of R913 
(end closest to front of chassis), If between 10 
and 12 volts solder wire link across coil L902 
and measure again, if now 12.6 volts leave 
wire link in place .

Symptoms: no power up fuses ok

Cure: Measure for 12.6 VDC at end of R913 
as above, If between 0 and 7 volts check other 
end of R913 should read approx 90 to105 
VDC, (use rectifier negative for ground ref), If 
this voltage is ok remove zener diodes ZD901 
and ZD903 one at a time under R913 (6.2v 
1/4w) one or both of these zener’s can be 
shorted.

If shorted check for open R914 (120 ohm 
1/2w) and replace Caps C911 (220uf 16v) 
C913 (220uf 25v) and C422 (470uf 16v)

Symptoms: Switching off straight after turn on

Cure: Replace Vertical IC401 (LA7832) and 
C432 (100uf 35v) Also check for Open R432 
near flyback (4.7ohm 1/2w)

Symptoms: Picture Slow to reach full 
brightness 

Cure: Replace C570 (22uf 250v) and check 
C332 on neck board (10uf 250v)

Symptoms: Picture won’t Sync, Rolling 
horizontally or vertically

Cure: See note on Nanao Sync Faults 
(IC102)

Symptoms: Pin cushion problems (hour glass) 
H-Size to small

Cure: Check for shorted Q408 (2SC3621) or 
broken / bad solder joints under this transistor, 
also check IC402 (SUB board used on this 
model) for obvious burnt components or 
broken solder joints under chassis.

Symptoms: Intermittent shut down, sometimes 
on switch on

Cure: Replace C909 (100uf 160v)

Symptoms: Continually blowing HOT after 
running for several hours or days

Cure: Check that Coil L531 is not touching 
the screw that mounts D530 to heatsink, if 
can wear through the enamel on the coil or 
even arc between gap causing HOT to blow 
instantly.

If above is ok and other cures ruled out, replace 
IC502 (HA11423), C430 (1uf 25v Tantalum), 
C420 and C532 both (1uf 50v) all located on 
small SUB PCB Marked IC103

Symptoms: One or more colours missing

Cure: Lift one end of zener diodes ZD101, 
ZD111 and ZD121 one at a time, can be 
run perfectly without these zener’s in circuit, 
they are there for protection but cause more 
problems than they protect.

Symptoms: Picture going black but chassis 
still running 

Cure: Resolder Q572, even if it looks like it is 
soldered ok

Notes: These was the last of the 29” dual Res 
MS8 series, it was replaced by the MS9-29A.
The MS8-29FSG and MS8-29FAN are almost 
identical except for a larger upgraded neck 
PCB and additional pin cushion control PCB 
on the FSG model, There are other very minor 
layout changes but on first inspection many 
people believe they are identical.
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Nanao / Kaga Denshi / Sega
MS7 and MS8 Series all

Symptoms: No Vertical or Horizontal Sync

Cure: This problem is seen on many of these chassis 
and often caused by leaking or cracked flyback, 
missing or bad CRT earth connections and also when 
attempting to run these monitors out of range EG: 
with newer 39 in 1 games on wrong sync settings, 
and when using with Mame applications on wrong 
settings. 

These transistor can often read dead short or low 
resistance when damaged, they are only very small 
so are easily and regularly damaged.

It can be easily repaired by replacing a single Surface 
mount NPN transistor on the Sync PCB see attached 
Pictures.

The transistor is a very common standard NPN type 
like BC817; many other generic equivalents can be 
used.
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Orion (Korean) A-One

Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C17 (100uf 50v)
 

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure: Replace U02 (LA7830)

Symptoms: Picture Shaking / 
Wobbling

Cure: Replace C05 (22uf 160v) 
and C03 (47uf 200v), Check for 
Shorted power transistor mounted 
on side frame of chassis (2N3055), if 
shorted will sometimes takeout Q02 
(2SC2310)

Symptoms:  Large Resistor (220 
ohm 25w) mounted on side frame of 
chassis smoking or burnt out 

Cure: Replace 2N3055 mounted on 
side of chassis; also check for shorted 
Q05 HOT (2SD1398) often shorts out 
causing power supply section to fail. 

Symptoms: Wont power up, regulator 
on side frame very hot

Cure: Check for shorted HOT Q05 
(2SD1398)

Symptoms: Picture very dull, no 
brightness or colours missing

Cure: unfortunately this is the most 
common problem with these monitors 
and is caused by CRT failure; This 
CRT is only an 8 pin type so not easily 
replaceable or checked with standard 
rejuvenator adaptors.

Notes: While the CRT’s on this 
monitor are known to fail the chassis 
were very reliable, I have replaced 
faulty CRT’s with many common types 
of CRT’s used in 20” AKAI TV’s and 
other cheaper brands, in some cases 
the Yoke did not even need changed 
so measure Yoke impedance before 
going to all the hassle of changing 
yoke and setting up convergence 
again.
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Orion (Korean) PWB-2012 PWB2022 14” to 20”
Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C421 (22uf 160v) and 
C309 (4.7uf 25v)  and C314 (4.7uf 
160v)
 
Symptoms: Very bright washed 
out picture before shutting down or 
blowing Fuse 802

Cure: Replace C420 (100uf 50v) 
C315 (220uf 16v) and C551 (10uf 
63v) Always replace these caps when 
working on this chassis, if left faulty it 
often melts the flyback.

Also check C418 (1uf 250v) 

Symptoms: Blown Main fuse PWB-
2012

Cure: Replace bridge rectifier D801 
with 4 amp type (KBL-404) as done in 
later PWB-2022

Symptoms:  Horizontal hold and 
picture not stable

Cure: Replace C308 (220uf 16v)

Symptoms: Pin Cushion fault

Cure: Replace C311 (470uf 25v)

Symptoms: Picture shaking /wobbling

Cure: Replace C807 (22uf 160v) and 
Check for open R802 (10K 1/2w) 
also check main filter cap for obvious 
leakage C805 (680uf 200v)

Symptoms: Fuse F802 Blown

Cure: Check for shorted HOT Q404 
(2SD1398), if shorted also check for 
shorted Q801 (2SC3306), Check for 
obvious signs of blown flyback or 
measure for shorts.

2 types used KFS-60314 and later 
revisions KFS-60344A both are 
interchangeable.

Most common reason for above faults 
is shorted Yoke / Deflection Coil, To test 
for this leave yoke plug off and power 
up chassis, you should see a bright 
dot in the middle of the screen,then 
plug in yoke plug,if fuse blows again 
Yoke is dead.

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure: Check for open R317 and R318 
(3.3K 1/2w) also check for bad solder 
around Q301and Q302, also check 
for broken track under C421

Symptoms: Shutting down when warm 
or after short time

Cure: Check that B+ is set to 110vdc 
at Fuse 802, if wont adjust check for 
shorted Q801 and for open R805 and 
R806 (47K 1/2w) if ok replace Q802 
and Q803 (2SC2482) 

Symptoms: Colours bleeding /flaring

Cure: Replace C254 (220uf 25v) and 
C251 (100uf 25v) 

Symptoms: Colour missing

Cure: Check all transistors on neck 
PCB for bad solder, also check for 
broken pots.
If colour still missing check for open 
R226, 227, 228 (1K 1/2w)
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Occasionally a transistor will fail on 
these neck boards so to identify the 
fault one swap parts from known 
working colour. Faulty transistor will 
more than likely be one of the larger 
types 2SC2383 in Q201, Q203, and 
Q205 

Blue=Q201, Q202   
Green= Q203, Q204
Red= Q205, Q206

Q202, 4, 6 are 2SC945
Q201, 3, 5 are 2SC2383  

Symptoms: Picture fading in and out, 
or chassis running but no picture / no 
heater

Cure: Check heater connections 
to CRT, start from Pin3 of Flyback, 
Check R419 (1.2 Ohms 1w) and 
check for cracked connections under 
CN203 and on Neck PCB CN201, 
From CN201 Orange Wire marked S2 
and Brown Wire marked S1, they go 
to Pins 6 and 7 of CRT socket, all of 
these points are known problems.

Symptoms: Vertical Hold won’t lock

Cure: Replace C410 (1uf 50v)

Symptoms: No Power up, B+ ok 
110vdc and fuse 802 ok

Cure: Check for B+ at one end of 
R405 (6.8K 5w ) and 12.6vdc at other 
end, if lower that 12.6 and R405 very 
hot remove IC101, if voltage comes 
back to normal replace IC (HA11235) 
also check that R405 is not bent over 
touching on link J19 this is cause of 
IC blowing.

Notes: This chassis is also a universal 
replacement for all 12 pin CRT’s, as 
many of the original CRT’s fail due to 
shorted Yokes these chassis can be 
used on many other CRT’s.

It is also worth noting that although 
the Vertical Sync pin is not installed 
on these chassis, the wire can still 
be added to solder pad labelled Sync 
V. Very handy for replacement older 
chassis that needed dual sync like 
space invaders etc.

Orion (Korean) PWB-2012 _ PWB2022 14” to 20”
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Orion (Korean)  PWB-2018
Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C311 (22uf 160v) and C306 
(4.7uf 50v) Also change C310 (4.7uf 160v)
 
Symptoms: Vertical Hold won’t lock (rolling)

Cure: Replace C503 (1uf 50v)

Symptoms: Vertical collapse 

Cure: (first check Switch 301) should always 
be switched to Normal.
Check for open R312 and R314 (3.3K 1/2w) 
and R317 (39 ohms ½ w), Check for cracked 
or broken solder under R315 and Q301 and 
Q302.

Symptoms:  Side of picture distorted, looks 
like pin cushion problem.

Cure: Replace C312 (470uf 25v) and C414 
(470uf 25v)

Symptoms: Picture flaring, brightness not 
stable

Cure: Replace C410 (4.7uf 160v) and C403 
(470uf 25v)

Symptoms: Picture wobbling

Cure: Replace C406 (22uf 160v), Check 
R802 (10K 1/2w) and check that C413 is 
not broken off. 

Symptoms: Power supply problems, Should 
be set to 110VDC at fuse FB02, Adjustment 
not working, voltage to high or to low

Cure: Check for broken solder under R804 
(220 ohm 20w), lift one end of R805 and 
R806 to measure for open ( 47K 1/2w 
), Check Q801 for Shorts (2SC3090) or 
(2SC3306) if all measures ok replace Q802 
and Q803 (2SC2482)

Symptoms: Blown Fuse FB02 1.25A 

Cure: Measure for shorted HOT Q402 
(2SD1398) if blown always check for shorted 
Q801 in power supply before powering back 
up.

If fuse blows again remove Q402 and 
measure solder pad from where collector 
(centre pin of Q402) and Ground if you 
measure short remove flyback and test 
again, these flybacks often blow (KFS-
60213)

Symptoms: Blowing Fuse FB02, Chassis 
appears to have no faults

Cure: Remove Yoke from CRT and look for 
physical signs of burning, this is also a very 
common problem with all 20” Orion CRT’s

Symptoms: Power on but no picture

Cure: This model is known for bad solder 
joints, you will see these symptoms when 
R412 or R406 break off, both large brown 
3watt resistors.

Symptoms: Colour missing

Cure: check all transistors on neck pcb for 
broken solder connections

Symptoms: Picture chopped on sides

Cure: Check for broken CRT GND pin 
on neck board, the often snap off on this 
model

Notes: This model chassis was made 
to specifically replace older Kaga Densi 
chassis that used the separate flyback in 
the metal box that become unavailable.

It was found that these chassis where 
compatible with all 12 Pin CRT’s from 14” 
to 20”  such as Toei, Awa, Orion, Kaga, 
Mitsubishi, Philips and many others .
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Yellow Wire

Sub Board
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Pentranic / Rodotron CH288, 15K only 
and 15/24K Dual Resolution

Symptoms: Main fuse blown

Cure: Replace FET (2SK1358 or 2SK1940) or 
(2SK1117 must be insulated from heat sink) 
Check Diode D502 always replace R513 (270K 
½ W) on Small Power supply sub board. See 
Pic (Sub Board)

Symptoms: Wont power up fuses ok

Cure: Check for open Resistor R510 (22K 2w)

Symptoms: Wont power up ticking noise

Cure: Check for shorted HOT Q401 (BU508D) 
many other common types can be used like 
BU2520DX, 2SD1880 etc., if HOT is blown 
always replace C456 (10uf250v) 

Symptoms:  Wont power up or intermittent 
power up, sometime switching of and on at 
random.

Cure: Replace R513 (270K 1/2w) 

Symptoms: Wont power up fuse ok  

Cure: Check for open R516 (6.8K 3w) 12v 
supply to IC2

Symptoms: Picture shaking, unstable with 
scene changes

Cure: Replace C501 (100uf 200v) and also 
C313 (220uf 200v) 

Symptoms: Dark side of screen, of shadowed 
bars on one side of screen

Cure: Replace C407 (10uf 250v) 

Symptoms: Over bright screen, Screen voltage 
wont reduce

Cure: Check for open R401 (2.2ohms 1/2w)

Symptoms: Picture going off and on while 
monitor appears to be still running

Cure: See Picture, Yellow wire to neck PCB, the 
solder where it connects to chassis often cracks 
although surrounded by glue on top of chassis

Symptoms:  Colours missing / overlapping, or 
chassis running but no picture.

Cure:  Measure for 12VDC at D703 (12v Zener) 
on neck PCB, if low replace IC701 (LM1203N)
Occasionally this Diode reads dead short, lift 
diode to check, short will be either across diode 
or IC701.

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure:  Check for burnt D506, earlier models 

used a small 1 amp diode that fails, later model 
use a larger 3amp diode like MR856, Upgrade 
to larger diode if necessary ( holes to fit larger 
diode need to be drilled ) 

If there has been any problems in this area it is 
because IC3 (AN5521) has failed, also replace 
C393 (100uf 35v) .

Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C393 (100uf 35v) and also check 
C398 (1000uf 25v) often dried out by sitting 
against R398 

Notes:  There often problems with vertical 
collapsing and Horizontal pin cushion, before 
replacing any components always check for 
obvious solder problems caused by the large 
heat sinks on IC3 and Q302 breaking off .

If HOT has blown and after replacing still wont 
power up, check solder under R407 (beside 
flyback) this large ceramic resistor can desolder 
itself or burn off when HOT has shorted .

In all cases when working on these chassis 
Always replace old carbon film resistor R513 
with Metal film 600mw or higher, this 270K 
resistor will fail if not already, causing many 
of the problems listed above due to B+ circuit 
going over voltage.
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Sanwa / Sega PM1745 (B) & (C) 29” 110v 
Used in many Japanese Daytona, Sega Rally

Symptoms: Appears to start up but then shuts down 
before picture displays.

Cure: Replace Shorted IC302 (LA7832), C305 
(100uf50v) and check R315 (3.9ohm1/2w) fusible 
resistor

Symptoms: Wont power up fuses ok.

Cure: First check for vertical problems as described, 
Check for open R415 (5.6k 3w), also check under 
chassis for obvious bad solder joints (very common 
problem)

Symptoms: Wont power up F802 blown 1.5amp 

Cure: Shorted HOT Q404 2SD1880 or BU2520DX, 
Replace C441 (1uf300v) and check for bad solder 
around Q403.

Symptoms: Wont power up, one of both fuses blown, 
obvious power section burnt out.

Cure: Often happens when HOT has failed 
overloading Power Supply section.

First Check for shorted Q801 (2SC3306), If this is 
shorted it will quite often destroy most components 
around this section so is recommended all the 
following parts be changed at same time.

Q803 and Q804 (2SC2482), Q802 and Q805 
(2SA1091), R819 (3.9ohm1/4), R817 (1.5K 1/4w) 

Symptoms: Horizontal size or pin cushion won’t 
adjust 

Cure: Check for cracked tracks under Q406, if tracks 
/connection ok replace (2SD1944) this can not be 
replaced with equivalent.

Symptoms: Contrast / brightness appears like 
negative image 

Cure: Replace C111 (47uf200v) 

Symptoms: Wont power up fuses ok 

Cure: Measure for continuity between Pins 1, 2 and 3 
on flyback, if open in any direction flyback is faulty.
Check for open winding on T401, Resolder Q403, 
R416 and R417 and R418

Symptoms: Black Screen although chassis appears 
to be running 

Cure: Check for Open R130 (3.3ohm1/2w), check 
D401 for Short and also check for shorts and bad 
joints on Q104 and Q103, R130 will only burn if 
one of the above is shorted, but you will get similar 
symptoms from bad joints in these area’s

Symptoms: High Pitched Squeal while running

Cure: Put Silicon between L403 and Frame, repeat 
for L404 

Notes: 
The Revision of these chassis is screened in a box 
after the part number, Rev C had improvements to the 
power supply section and also had minor changed to 
the location of some components, Very important to 
remember if working in the power supply section of 
the different models that you pay special attention 
to the orientation of the transistors EG: Q804 is 
in the same location but reversed, only the tracks 
underneath were changed.

Never Adjust VR851 B+, in most cases the POT will 
break or crack, causing many intermittent problems 
as it heats up .A good indication that this POT is faulty 
is to watch the picture shrink in vertical size while 
making a squealing sound, followed by shutdown.

As the chassis cools 
it will restart itself 
and go through 
the above process 
continuously while 
only varying by 
about 6 volts

PM1745C Label
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Toei 
TC-A292-T

Symptoms: Vertical 
Collapse, Intermittent 
vertical size problems

Cure: Vertical IC is 
Dead, STK79915, 
mounted between 2 
heat sinks see picture 
at left.
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Toshiba DS-7209A 29” Pure Flat CRT 
used in “Maximum Tune 2”   15~31 KHz

Also another variation included in 
pictures is another version of the 
same Toshiba chassis used in Initial D 
2, locations are parts are the same . 

Symptoms: Chirping Sound, Partial 
Vertical Deflection

Cure: Replace Q301 (LA7846N) 
Vertical IC
 

Symptoms: Chirping Sound 

Cure: Check for Shorted HOT, Q420 
(2SC4288A)

Symptoms: Appears to be running 
but not high voltage 

Cure: Replace FET Q427 (2SK1378) 
also Check Q428 (2SJ512) or 
(IRF9520)

Symptoms: Appears to be running, 
heater on but no picture 

Cure: Check for open Coil L501 (can 
be bypass with wire link), Fuse F803 
and Check C814 (2200uf 25v)

Symptoms: Running but no heater, 
or heater voltage low

Cure: Check Fuse 805 and C816 
(2200uf 16v)

Symptoms: Unstable Picture, 
sometimes shutting down

Cure: Check C463 (220uf 200v) B+ 
should read 175vdc while operating

Symptoms: Wont Power up straight 
away of taking several minutes to 
switch on

Cure: Replace C809 (220uf 35v)

Symptoms: Main Fuse Blown

Cure: Check for shorts across main 
B+ Regulator Q801 (STR-6624), If 
shorted Check for open R807 and 
R808 both (0.33 Ohms 1w) and R811 
(1.0 ohm 1w)

Notes: Very similar to the Toshiba 
Chassis used in Initial D, both 31Kz, 
be careful not to mistake for the Pure 
Flat screen Sanwa also used in these 
games.
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Toshiba R-1781 29” Pure Flat CRT 
used in “Initial D 29”   15~31 KHz

Symptoms: Chirping Sound, Partial 
Vertical Deflection

Cure: Replace Q301 (LA7846N) 
Vertical IC
 

Symptoms: Chirping Sound 

Cure: Check for Shorted HOT, Q420 
(2SC4288A)

Symptoms: Appears to be running 
but not high voltage 

Cure: Replace FET Q427 (2SK1378) 
also Check Q428 (2SJ512) or 
(IRF9520)

Symptoms: Appears to be running, 
heater on but no picture 

Cure: Check for open Coil L501 (can 
be bypass with wire link) , Fuse F803 
and Check C814 (2200uf 25v)

Symptoms: Running but no heater, 
or heater voltage low

Cure: Check Fuse 805 and C816 
(2200uf 16v)

Symptoms: Unstable Picture, 
sometimes shutting down

Cure: Check C463 (220uf 200v) B+ 
should read 175vdc while operating

Symptoms: Wont Power up straight 
away of taking several minutes to 
switch on

Cure: Replace C809 (220uf 35v)

Symptoms: Main Fuse Blown

Cure: Check for shorts across main 
B+ Regulator Q801 (STR-6624), If 
shorted Check for open R807 and 
R808 both (0.33 Ohms 1w) and R811 
(1.0 ohm 1w)

Notes: Very similar to the Toshiba 
Chassis used in Maximum Tune 2, 
both 31Kz, be careful not to mistake 
for the Pure Flat screen Sanwa also 
used in these games.
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Wells Gardner U5000, 25” ~ 33”
Free Voltage 15/25K

Symptoms: Blown main fuse

Cure: Check for shorted Q101, 
(SSP6N60A) universal replacement 
(2SK1117), This can Blow for numerous 
reasons so carefully check for shorts 
on all the following components and 
replace as necessary, D117, D106A, 
B & C, D105, D111, D110 & D109, if 
either or all of the last 4 are shorted 
U101 will also be dead (UA3842) 
always check C118 (1uf poly cap) 
if is U101 dead this cap can often 
explode.

If C118 is shorted R106 (1k 1/4w) will 
often go open and occasionally R117 
(1k 1/4w)

As a general rule if Q101 is shorted it 
will most often damage U101.

Symptoms: Power supply problems

Cure: To isolate if the problem is being 
caused by power supply section, lift link 
W159,when lifted power supply should 
make 1 click sound when powered up, 

if link is lifted and clicking noise heard, 
Check for shorted D106A, B & C and 
C115 ( 100uf 200v) if these check ok 
replace Switching transformer T101 .

To test power supply section is working, 
lift link W159 and place 60W light bulb 
across C115, if working correctly it 
should light, not pulse.

Symptoms: Intermittent shut down

Cure: Check solder under B+ 
adjustment VR101 or replace if 
suspect (1K), this fault can be easily 
located by spraying with freeze spray 
while operating, this is will often cause 
chassis to go on and off pot is faulty.

Symptoms: Slow to power up

Cure: Check for open or high value 
R120 (68K 2w)

Symptoms: Blowing main Fuse, Q101 
ok

Cure: Check for Shorted Diodes D101, 

102, 103 & 104, also D107 & D108 if 
either of these are shorted check for 
open R105 (470 ohm 3W) and R104 
(10K 7W)

Symptoms: No power up, fuse ok and 
all above checks ok

Cure: Check for open R102 and R103 
(68K 1W), one end needs to be lifted 
for correct measurement.

SPECIAL NOTE: All notes below 
assume power supply section has 
been tested and working correctly

Symptoms: Clicking sound, Won’t 
power up

Cure: Check for shorted HOT Q704 
(2SC3686) If blowing short time again 
after being replaced check all HV poly 
caps C718, C723 & C721, If any of 
these caps are out of tolerance it will 
destroy HOT either instantly or after 
running for some time depending on 
how bad they are.
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Very important to always check / 
replace C716 (1uf 200v) part of H 
Oscillator Circuit 

Symptoms: Wont power up R728 Very 
Hot

Cure: Check for shorted Z702 (13v 
1 W Zener), if ok check for shorts 
across Q708, Q705 & Q703, If Q708 
is shorted also replace Zener Z705 
(9.1v 1/2w) and check for Open R760 
(100 ohm 1/2w) Some versions have 
(470ohm 1/2w) is this location .

Symptoms: Wont Power up, all 
voltages appear ok.

Cure: Check for open R765 (33K 
1/2w) Very Common

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure: Replace U601 (TDA1771) 
C613 (100uf 50v) and D603 (IN4007 
or Equiv), Check for open R303 (1.2 
ohm 2W) if open check for shorted 
D302 (RU2 600v 1amp Fast Recovery 
Diode )

SPECIAL NOTE: If R303 burns up 
after replacing and checking all above 
components, replace U601 again. 
(Many times I have replaced these 
IC’s and they have failed instantly 
when switched on for no apparent 
reason ) Do not pay attention to the 
orientation of the writing on the IC itself 
only note the notch indicating Pin1, 
some manufactures of these IC’s put 
the part number on the back of the IC 
which reverses the way where Pin 1 
appears to be.

Symptoms: Intermittent Horizontal 
collapse

Cure: Check all solder connection 
under Res Change plugs CN15K and 
CN25K

Symptoms: Picture Shaking / 
wobbling

Cure: Check or replace C115 (100uf 
200v)

Symptoms: Screen washed out, out 
of focus, Appears to be Dead CRT or 

Flyback See: U5000 Screen washed 
out.JPG

Cure: These symptoms have fooled 
many people into thinking their monitor 
is worn out when in fact it is a very 
simple fix, Replace C310 (10uf 250v) 
and or C504 (4.7uf 200v) located in 
neck PCB.

Symptoms: occasional clicking sound 
with interference / flash across screen, 
sometime looks like vertical is rolling 
once.

Cure: This is an earthing / Gnd 
problem caused by a bad connection 
between chassis and metal mounting 
plate. It is very important to make 
sure these screws are tight and there 
is a star washer installed between 
where the chassis mounts to plate 
and chassis itself, secured tightly with 
both screws.

Symptoms: All colours appears mixed 
up or chassis running but no picture

Wells Gardner U5000, 25” ~ 33”
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Wells Gardner U5000, 25” ~ 33”

Cure: Check for 12VDC on Pin 1 of 
U500, if below 12v replace U500 
(LM1203N) If no 12V with Pin one 
disconnected check for Open R510 
(30 ohms 1w) some versions also 
have a 12v zener diode across the 
+15v supply and GND which can also 
short.

Symptoms: Colour Missing or driving 
flat out

Cure: Replace associated driver 
transistor Q503 BLUE, Q504 GREEN, 
Q505 RED  (2SC3782)

Symptoms: Colour dropping in and 
out at random

Cure: Replace C515, C516 & C517 
all (0.1uf poly 25v or higher) these 
caps will often fall apart when trying 
to remove if they haven’t already.

Symptoms: Colour on flat-out controls 
have no effect

Cure: Check for broken solder and 
broken tracks around Q503, 4 & 5 
and Large 3w resistors R528, R529 & 
R530

Symptoms: H-Size will not adjust 

Cure: Check for shorted Q710 
(BDX53C or TIP102), also check or 
replace Q709 (2N4403), check for 
shorted diode D708

Symptoms: Can not focus screen 

Cure: Replace flyback transformer 
053X0624-001

Notes: There are several minor 
variations of this chassis; some don’t 
have the Res change plug installed, 
some also have a Pin Cushion 
correction PCB located at CN202 as 
in Picture.

As a general rule with these chassis, 
always check for broken or cracked 
controls before delving into chassis 
repair, they are easily cracked on both 
the neck board and remote control 
boards.

It is also a good idea the look over 
the neck board around the area’s that 
run very hot for bad solder joints if 
experiencing colour problems.

I have also noticed many of these 
chassis with a broken or cracked L701 
coil; this can be glued with hot glue or 
silicon rubber.
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Wells Gardner 9200 Series

Symptoms: Appears to be running 
but no picture (heater on)

Cure: Check for shorted HOT Q418 
(2SC5144), If shorted check D417 for 
Short if also shorted check for open 
R854 (1.2 ohm 1w) and R462 (1.0 
ohm 1/2w) If either of these resistors 
are open replace Q413 (IRF644A), 
D424 (IN4148) and Q411 (2N7000)
 

Symptoms: Horizontal Collapse, 
High Voltage working

Cure: Check for open R462, If open 
replace Q413 (IRF644A), D424 
(IN4148) and Q411 (2N7000).

If these components check ok or are 
replaced and still no deflection, check 
for Aprox 170vdc at R854; if present 
replace IC404 (UC3842)

Symptoms: Vertical Fold

Cure: Replace C466 (470uf 25v)

Symptoms: Vertical Collapse

Cure: Check for Open R317 (1 ohm 
1/2w), R855 (.1 ohm 1/2w), if open 
replace IC301 (TDA8172) and always 
check / replace C466 (470uf 25v) 

Symptoms: Dark Picture, Factory 
Mode reset but still to dark.

Cure: Replace C828 (2200uf 16v) 
Cap in Power supply section (location 
number covered in glue) there is only 1 
x 2200uf 16v cap in the power supply; 
you should be able to read Aprox 8vdc 
across this cap.

Notes: I have had many of these with 
failed Q413 (IRF644A) and associated 
components, so have upgraded Q413 
to higher more robust (2SK1117) with 
no further failures.

If you want to isolate power supply 
section from rest of chassis lift one 
end of R854, End closest to edge of 
chassis. Can read up to 185vdc with 
no load connected.

Correct B+ is 170 VDC

Factory Reset instructions PDF 
included for reference.
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FACTORY MODE COLOR GAIN ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE:

1. Warm up Procedure: 
Apply power and a video signal to the monitor so that there is a picture on the screen for about 20 
minutes before making any adjustments.   This will give the monitor a sufficient time to warm up 
so that the adjustments that are made will not change. 

1.1   Key Description 

DOWN/UP
Scroll through various Icons on Main Factory Menu. 
When in the COLOR GAIN icon mode - Toggle through the GAIN MODE, BIAS MODE and 
OSD MODE. 
When in GAIN MODE, BIAS MODE and OSD MODE; 
Adjust values after a parameter has been selected. 

MODE
Saves adjusted value and return to Main FACTORY MENU.

SEL
Selects Icon on Main FACTORY MENU.
When in GAIN MODE, BIAS MODE and OSD MODE, selects parameter to be adjusted. 

 When in RE “RECALL”, saves all changes and exits FACTORY MENU Mode. 

All adjustments are made by searching and selecting an icon using the digital control panel 
buttons.

MODESELUPDOWN

SW102SW103SW104SW105

Digital Control Panel

Page 1 of 4 

Wells Gardner 9200 Color Gain Adjustment
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1990 Update: Monitors

Arachnid 6000
Scrambled Video

Bob Hade
T.B.I. Games Unlimited
Rockford, Illinois

SYMPTOM
The video screen displays garbled informa-
tion when a bullseye is hit.

SOLUTION
Replace capacitor C19 on the logic board.

SYMPTOM
The fuse blows immediately upon replace-
ment.

SOLUTION
Replace BR1 on the power supply board,
(mount the bridge 3/4 inch above the circuit
board for ventilation). Replace the 1-1/2 SB
(slo-blo) line fuse that comes with the game
to a 2 amp SB (we do this to all our Arachnid
dart games). Many times a light bulb will
burn out and take the 1-1/2 amp fuse with
it. Sometimes, even replacing a bulb will
take the fuse out!

It’s a good practice, though rarely done, to
turn the machine off before moving it out
from the wall to get at the back door. This will
lessen the chance of shorting out the hot
bulb’s filaments when moving the game.

NOTE
Save your old matrixes! Those manufac-
tured during the first two weeks of 1987 can
be returned for exchange through your dis-
tributor.

Taito Chase H.Q.
Monitor Problem

Frank “The Crank” Seninsky
Alpha-Omega Amusements & Sales
Edison, New Jersey

SYMPTOMS
Many of our Taito Chase H.Q.’s have a
monitor brightness problem that can be
easily corrected. When viewing the picture, it
appears that the brightness control is set too
high. The colors are good but the grey raster
is is too bright. No amount of contrast and/
or brightness adjustment will correct the
situation.

SOLUTION
The problem turns out to be a defective disc
capacitor on the monitor neck board at
location C206. Chase H.Q. uses a Hantarex
model MTC 9000 monitor. Change this cap
and you’re back in business!

Wells Gardner
19K4600 Keystone

Frank “The Crank” Seninsky
Alpha-Omega Amusements & Sales
Edison, New Jersey

SYMPTOMS
Several of our 19" Wells Gardner 19K4600 Series
monitors (used in Pac Man and Defender for ex-
ample), have developed a keystone problem. Keyston-
ing is a lack of squareness to the picture —sometimes
referred to as a warp in the picture.

SOLUTION
As with many older monitors, this problem is caused
by a defective capacitor. In this case it is C614 (33
mfd/25v), a radial cap that is the culprit. When
looking a C614, it does not look defective but it
probably has internally opened over time. C614 is
located on the main PCB just to the right of where the
Horizontal/Vertical board connects (right side).

✪  ✪  ✪
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Hantarex Monitors
Stable Sync Cure

James Beck
Greater Southern Distributing Co.
Atlanta, Georgia

SYMPTOM
A problem with Hantarex MTD 900/E moni-
tors seems to be widespread. Whenever you
try to convert a Williams game that uses this
monitor, the vertical sync is hard to lock in.

There is such a narrow range of lock, it drifts
out on location and the video starts to roll.
There was a bulletin about a component
being reversed, but that checks out ok.

SOLUTION
On the deflection half of the board check
R205 (4.7K) and C201 (0.1uf @ 160V). Odds
are, they aren’t there due to the make of the
original game. Add them!

Then, connect composite sync (or negative
composite sync) to the horizontal (or nega-
tive horizontal) terminal ONLY. Do NOT
jumper the horizontal and vertical sync pins
together like you have to do on the Elec-
trohome monitors. When you add these
components into the sync circuitry, it will
lock the vertical in solid.

Electrohome G07
Keystone Problem

Kevin Mahler
Western Music
Twin Falls, Idaho

PROBLEM
 I changed cap C501 and the game still has
this “Keystone” video problem. The video
screen caves in about 2/3 of the way up the
top. Using an Electrohome G07-CB monitor.

SOLUTION
Replace C517 and C518 (100uf @ 25v, 220uf
@ 25v). They are in the pincushion correc-
tion ckt (next to flyback). That should get it!

 Arachnid 6000
Dart Monitors.

Kevin Mahler and Russ Cantrel
Western Music Company.
Twin Falls, Idaho

SYMPTOM
If you have a small wavy vertical line on your
picture and it takes it five or ten minutes to
come on or won’t come on at all and you have
already changed C9 on the power supply
with no results.

SOLUTION
Try changing C212 on the monitor board
itself. This has happened to us twice and, so
far, it has worked each time.

✪  ✪  ✪
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Bally/Midway Ram-
page Rolling Video

Matt J. McCullar
Forum Fair Arcade
Arlington, Texas

PROBLEM
Recently I was working on a Rampage whose
picture continually rolled either up or down,
depending on where the vertical hold pot
was set. Adjusting the pot would slow down
the rolling, but not stop it. For some reason
the monitor would not lock onto the picture
and hold it steady.

SOLUTION
My first thought was a bad vertical hold pot,
but eventually I looked down at the com-
puter assembly and noticed that its video
output connector was seated cock-eyed in
its socket. I pushed it back in and the
monitor zoomed in and locked on the picture
perfectly! Apparently the loose socket was
still making contact with the color signals,
but the vertical sync signal on the very end
of the connector no longer reached the pin.
Since this has happened on more than a
couple occasions, anytime I find a monitor
with a rolling picture I check the video cable
from the computer to the monitor.

Toei Monitor
Vertical Deflection

Ronnie Belitz
Lark Amusement
Bristol, Tennessee

SYMPTOM
The problem I had was that the vertical
deflection on a Toei monitor was folded over
so bad that half the screen looked like you
were looking at it in a mirror.

SOLUTION
After much t’shooting, I finally found the
problem. It was caused by C55 which caused
the vertical sweep to start in the wrong place.
After replacement with an equivalent ca-
pacitor, things were back to normal.

Toei Monitors:
Symptoms/Fixes

Patrick Groom
Harry Liaros Vending
Buffalo, New York

PROBLEM
There are three problems I have been encounter-
ing on these monitors. Symptoms involve caps.

SYMPTOM: Pincushion (pix bent downwards).
SOLUTION: Replace C57, 470uf/16v.

SYMPTOM: Vertical hold is out of tolerance. May
have Vertical linearity problem. When it almost
locks in, it looks like the frequency has doubled.
And it may lock in after it warms up.
SOLUTION: Replace C62, 220uf/25v.

SYMPTOM: Horizontal hold is out of tolerance.
SOLUTION: Replace C41, 100uf/16v.
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Video Monitor
Capacitor Types

Bruce Jellison
Automatic Vending & Games
Bangor, Maine

PROBLEM
Regarding James Beck’s article on Monitor
Width Size Change in the January issue of
STAR★TECH Journal. If the original cap is re-
placed with a general replacement type such as
a polyester, it will usually fail in a short time due
to dielectric heating

SOLUTION
The replacement must be an equivelent polypro-
pylene type designed for high a-c current and
low dissipation factor. I got my replacements
direct from Wells Gardner. They have a mini-
mum order policy so you must order several.

NOTE
Sprague makes a type 715P Orange Drop that is
suitable. I have found few distributors that
stock this series however, so it is usually a
special order. By the way I have only found the
.15 value in former Williams Moon Patrols.

Merit Pub Time
Display Blanking

Jim Kelly, Customer Service Manager
Merit Industries
Bensalem, Pennsylvania

PROBLEM
Some Pub Time Darts with overhead
Cricket display have a blanking problem.
During game play or between games, the
overhead LED display goes completely
blank or displays erratic information.

SOLUTION
A modification kit is now available to cure
this condition. Call Merit Customer Serv-
ice at 800/445-9353. This kit will be sent
through your local Merit Distributor.

Wells Gardner
19K4914 Sizing

Tim Voyik
Interspace Video Sales Inc.
Sacramento, California

PROBLEM
For those of you who are stuck with Gauntlet
cabinets using the 19K4914 style monitor
and are having problems expanding the pic-
ture size to full screen.

SOLUTION
Above the horizontal output transistor is a
terminal board with a diode and two caps.
Remove this board and disconnect the 3
wires going to the monitor board. Replace
C365 with a (0.39 or smaller polypropelene
cap @ 200 v or higher). I used a 0.153 @ 400v
and achieved excellent sizing.

Kristel Monitor
Wavy Video

Ken Layton
Capitol Amusement and Vending
Olympia, Washington

PROBLEM
Model 600 series games. On monitors made
by Kristel Corporation, the picture is poor,
wavy and has vertical foldover at the top.

SOLUTION
Replace C208 (1uf @ 50vdc), radial cap.
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Shifting & Expand-
ing GO7 Monitor

James Beck
Greater Southern Distributors
Atlanta, Georgia

PROBLEM
How do I shift the picture of an Electrohome
GO-7 monitor farther than the pin adjust-
ments allow? While we’re at it, how can I
expand the picture width beyond the hori-
zontal width coil max adjustment?

SOLUTION
Try this, it has worked well for me.

1. To get more vertical shift replace
R421 (12K @ 2W) with a 10K @ 2W.

2. To get more horizontal shift re-
place C501 (.001uf @ 25V) with a .1
uf @ 25V.  Then use the horizontal
frequency control to shift the pic-
ture. You will find a much greater
range of shift before the monitor
looses sync.

3. To get more horizontal width,
turn the B+ adjust fully clockwise.
This will give you more horizontal
width and the voltage won’t be high
enough to cause any X-Ray prob-
lems (your regulator will run cooler
too).

If that’s not enough, but I don’t
know why it wouldn’t be, you might
try taking a few windings off the
horizontal width coil. That’s a little
drastic though and shouldn’t be
needed. You might need to boost up
the vertical size after the B+ adjust.

Atari Pole Position
Disco Monitors

James Beck
Greater Southern Distributing
Atlanta, Georgia

NOTE
When taking voltage measurements, be sure
to use the “Zero-Volt Reference Test Point”;
the chassis is not connected directly to the
board ground. It goes through a 1K resistor!

CAUTION
Although the chassis is at earth potential
(unless you cut the ground strap) you will get
out of spec voltage readings. If you have a
jumper between the power supply and earth
ground, the chassis will be connected
through the loop to DC ground.

Wells Gardner
K4600 Neg Sync

James Beck
Greater Southern Distributing
Atlanta, Georgia

PROBLEM
If you put a kit into a cabinet that uses one
of WG’s 4600 series monitors and you have
problems getting a good lock onto negative
composite sync, perform the following
simple modification.

SOLUTION
Cut the jumper on the Horiz/Vert board that
shorts out C351. The jumper is located near
the horizontal hold pot.
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Atari Asteroids Monochrome X-Y Monitor
Problem & Solution

Matt J. McCullar
Forum Fair Arcade
Arlington, Texas

This is one of the weirdest problems I ever faced.
It consisted of a monitor for an Asteroids game.
Although it took several days to find, I’ll concen-
trate it here.

The problem: no picture on the screen. High
voltage was present, but the heater did not light
up. This kind of monitor has separate power
supplies for heater and high voltage, so I
checked the 3-amp, slo-blo fuse in the trans-
former-heater circuit. Removing the fuse and
using the continuity function on my DVM, the
fuse looked good. The heater inside the neck of
the CRT had not opened up and was also good.
With no fuse in the circuit I got 6.3 volts A.C.
from the transformer, which was normal. But
every time I reconnected everything, the voltage
to the heater dropped to about 3 volts. I checked
all the wiring and it was good.

I did run across one interesting thing: the coin
door lamps use the 6.3 VAC to light up, and their
sockets appeared a bit faulty so I cut their wires
and took them out of the circuit. But that did not
help light up the picture tube’s heater.

I finally got a break a few days later when the
heater fuse blew. When I replaced it, the heater
came on! What happened? I concluded that the
fuse’s internal resistance had slowly increased,
thereby dropping the voltage across it. Instead of
blowing the way it should have, this one just
slowly weakened. I didn’t notice this before be-
cause the beeper-continuity function on my
DVM turns on the beeper when it finds anything
under 30 ohms across the meter leads. Ideally,
a fuse should be very close to zero ohms (al-
though some fuses with very small current rat-
ings are about 10 ohms), but this one had
apparently slowly increased to several times
what it should have been. Since its overall resis-
tance had not yet gone over 30 ohms, however,
the beeper on my meter turned on and I assumed

the fuse was good. So now, when I check a fuse,
I don’t use the continuity test and instead get a
direct resistance measurement.

My dad is a retired engineer from a Texas electric
power company and I asked him if he ever ran
across a fuse doing this. he said an electrical
substation in west Texas got knocked out for a
while because a fuse developed a cold solder
joint inside one of the endcaps and increased its
resistance. But since it wasn’t visible, no one
caught it by just looking at it. He also says that
the same thing can happen in circuit breakers.
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Hantarex Herring-
bone Pattern Fix

Chris Richards
Coin-Op, Inc.
Webb City, Missouri

PROBLEM
I’ve got a World Series in a counter-top version,
that uses a Hantarex monitor, and it has a
problem I have never seen before.

SYMPTOM
It has Herringbone pattern reminiscent of the
kind you get from power supplies, but the supply
isn’t the problem. I tried jumpering common to
ground, and then swapped out the supplies, but
that didn’t do any good. In addition, the game
has vertical bars in the picture, that are darker
than the rest of the screen. They are very evenly
spaced.

I’m curious if I’ve got bad B+ filtering here or
what, but I don’t know for sure where to look
‘cause I don’t have any Hantarex schematics,
and right now I don’t have the time to run circuit
traces, unless it is absolutely necessary (trans-
lation: I’m lazy, and I’m hoping someone else has
already figured this problem out!)

SOLUTION
James Beck
Greater Southern Dist. Co.
Atlanta, Georgia

No problem, Chris,
I have run across this one before...

CULPRIT
Take A look at C25, (47uf @ 16V). It will cause
that problem, and take a look at how it’s con-
nected to the 7905 (-5v regulator). Some of the
boards were turned out with the silkscreen
legend for the + and - reversed, and the parts
stuffers put the part in backwards. Hence, no
filtering!

NOTE
Since it is a negative supply, the positive lead
should run to the chassis ground.

Wells Gardner 7900
Horizontal Collapse
Bill Eaton
Nickles & Dimes Inc.
Laguna Hills, California

PROBLEM
Lately, I’ve been seeing some real “humdinger”
problems with  the 7900 series Wells Gardner
monitor chassis.

SYMPTOM
Horizontal Collapse, yes folks the word  is hori-
zontal and all you get on the screen is a Vertical
line...

SOLUTION
L1, L2 or D15, 16, 17, 18 —any or all bad.

DETAILS
L1 or L2 start to work out of the board via heat.
This problem is really apparent on Medium
Resolution Monitors. Wells Gardner has attrib-
uted the problem to vibration and recommends
reinforcing the coils on older units with “hot
melt” or similar material. (Also, you should go
over the solder connections at the same time.)

NOTE
Great care should be taken to use a material that
would  be  mechanically suitable and would not
cause any additional damage to  the coil because
of some mechanical or chemical interaction.

TRACKDOWN
Wells Gardner did not have a booth at the show
(AMOA, 9/89), but I just caught a glimpse of a
badge that said “Wells Gardner Electronics Co.”
and I homed in and, what do you know, it was
Larry Brady, V.P. and Sales Manager. Well, what
the heck, I’ll rag on anyone (even V.P.s). Larry,
thank you for your expedient and prompt an-
swer that was waiting on the ole’ fax upon my
return.

This restores my faith in management that
cares, I certainly did not expect such a quick
response. Thanks again Larry, WG couldn’t have
a better Customer Service team!
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Electrohome GO7
Vertical Deflection

James Beck
Greater Southern Distributing Co.
Atlanta, Georgia

PROBLEM
Concerning an Electrohome GO7 Robotron
monitor: No Vertical Deflection and FR401
(68 ohm, 2 watt fusible resistor) keeps open-
ing. Known good: Deflection yoke, R414,
R415 and C412.

SOLUTION
Check these suspected parts for failure:

X402 (may be shorted)
X401 (may be shorted)
D401 (open or shorted will

cause problems)
C411 (may be shorted)

NOTE
Make sure you’re replacing FR401 with a
wire-wound replacement and NOT a carbon
type.

Mike Cowen
Video Images
Scottsdale, Arizona

PROBLEM
If you are having trouble finding a replace-
ment capacitor for the main filter C604, try
checking with your local Panasonic
(Matsushita) parts distributor.
SOLUTION
They should stock an exact replacement
part or they can order it.

PART NUMBER:

ECET200H600X (or Y)
Exact replacement 600uF/200V,

About $11.

ECET200H800X
Better replacement 800uF/200V,

About $15.

Electrohome GO7 Replacement Capacitor

Hantarex MTC9000
Low B+ Voltage

James Beck
Greater Southern Distributing
Atlanta, Georgia

PROBLEM
Any suggestions for a low B+ problem. It’s 65v vs.
130v. Have checked the current limiting resis-
tors and replaced TR15 Horizontal Output
xsistor, TR20 (pass xsistor), and TR19 (driver).

SYMPTOM
Check the voltage drop across R81, better yet is
the B+ doing a slow oscillation?

SOLUTION
If either is true, you probably have a blown
flyback transformer. I have gone the same route
several times this past year and they have all
have been bad flys.

If you take a look at the feedback loop made up
from D18 and R100 you’ll see the connection
with the flyback. Pull the dude out and give it a
good visual inspection: I’ll bet you’ll find a bulge
on it somewhere.
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Disco Monitor
Sync Lock

Evan Wessel
Mercury Amusement
Haverford, Pennsylvania

PROBLEM
The sync lock is poor. Everytime the scene
changes, the monitor loses sync.

SOLUTION
I have discovered a cure for the poor sync
lock on my converted Atari I-Robot with a
“Disco” brand monitor (named in the
70’s?).

PROCEDURE
I was able to get normal lock by adding a
1K resistor in the sync line. Just splice it
in series with the sync wire going to the
monitor. I’m not sure why this monitor
was overloaded by my conversion board,
but it may be a problem in future conver-
sions that use this brand monitor.

NOTE
My conversion board worked fine on a
Wells Gardner monitor, by the way. Keep
this tip in mind if any of you encounter a
problem like this in the future.

Hantarex Replace-
ment Xsistors

Chris Richards
Coin-Op Inc.
Webb City, Missouri

SYMPTOM
I recently had some problems with the red color
amplifier on a Hantarex MTC 9000. The red input
was totally saturated.  No problem. I whip out my
schematic, find the transistor in the amp sec-
tion, check it out.

PROBLEM
Sure enough, had a collector to emitter short. So
I pulled out my handy dandy NTE reference and
crossed the transistor. It crossed to a 123AP with
the package rotated 180 degrees. This also
crossed for a 2N2222, 2N3904, and a 2N4401.
Well I just happened to have some 2N4401
transistors on hand so I put one in.

Now I’ve got almost no red! Replace it again,
same story. Go to my NTE dealer, get the 123AP,
same story. Finally called Hantarex, got THEIR
transistors, put ‘em in, everything worked. So
what is my point?

SOLUTION
If you have a Hantarex monitor, and something
blows up, git-aholt-of Hantarex and get the
factory part. Since this sucker uses European
parts, there is no guarantee that a NTE or SK
part will fill the bill properly.

SNK/Tradewest Video Interference
uses only pin 3. I have found on many occasions
that the single ground wire was installed in pin
4, which is not connected to anything!

Inspect the gap between the video sockets?
That’s where pin 4 is! With no ground reference
to the monitor, the video signals pick up all kind
of Radio frequency Interference (RFI).

SOLUTION
A sharp, pointed instrument will pop the black
ground wire out of pin 4’s hole. It then slides
easily into the empty pin 3 socket and locks into
place. This should eliminate the interference.

Matt J. McCullar
Forum Fair Arcade
Arlington, Texas

SUBJECT
Does your Ikari Warriors, Guerilla War or other
S.N.K./Tradewest game have a very strong pat-
tern of interference on the screen?

CAUSE
The video connector for the monitor and the
pins for the incoming signal lines. Two ground
pins - 3 and 7 - are available, but Tradewest
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Hantarex MTC 9000
Current Limiting

Jean-Guy Hardy
Service Coin Ltd.
Saint John, N. B., Canada

PROBLEM
Complete loss or low +130 volt output.

CIRCUIT ID
The MTC 9000 monitors use a current limit-
ing system to guard against excessive cur-
rent flow from the regulator output transis-
tor.

The two areas you should check in the power
supply are resistor network R111, R112 and
resistor R110, these resistors are part of the
current limit sense circuit.

The two resistors R111, R112 are the ones
that monitor current flow from the regulator
and produce a voltage drop that provides
bias to the emitter of Tr22, along with R110
which set the reference voltage to bias the
base of Tr22.

If the value of R111, R112 increases, the
voltage drop will also increase and limiting
will take place, or if the value of R110 in-
creases the same action takes place.

Replace these resistors with proper replace-
ments specified by the manufacturer.

Merit Pub-Time
Jumpy Video

Michael T. Smythe
Indy Amusements, Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana

PROBLEM
If the monitor jumps or squeezes together
when control lamps are flashing the prob-
able cause is the switching power supply.

SOLUTION
Replace it with a power supply that has 12
volt outputs at 2 amps.

NOTE
If there is no picture at all, suspect the
flyback transformer, as we have replaced
several. Otherwise, this has been a very
reliable machine.

SERVICE MANUALS

BEST OF STAR★TECH JOURNAL: MONITORS
From 1979 to 1989. Ten years of video monitor service tips
and symptom/solutions! This manual belongs on every
service bench. Everything from Theory-of-operation to
Troubleshooting is covered for black & white models, X-Y
types and color monitors (US & foreign). Including common
failure modes, specific component failures, suitable re-
placements, testing methods, isolation techniques, modifi-
cations and enhancements for most every video monitor
ever used in the Coin-Op Amusements Industry during the
past ten years! 120 pages, arranged so that you can easily
find the monitor you want by Game manufacturer &
Monitor manufacturer. Price $49. (Monitors '90 - '96: $69)

✁
Rush me ______ Best Of S★TJ: Monitors      $49
Rush me ______ Monitor Symptom/Solutions  $69

  Name: _________________________________________

 Address: _______________________________________

 City/State/Zip: ________________________________

❑ Payment Enclosed        ❑ COD

Mail coupon to: STAR★TECH Journal, PO Box 35,
Medford, NJ 08055.
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Electrohome/Wells
Gardner Fading

SYMPTOM

The left side of the monitor is dark while the right
side displays normal video.

CAUSE

The problem described is caused by a poorly
filtered B+ boost coming from the flyback.

SOLUTION

On an Electrohome GO7 chassis monitor the
filter cap is located on the neck board. Check or
replace cap C107, 10mfd at 250v. When it fails
it causes excessive brightness, i.e., with the
screen control turned all the way down, the
picture still has retrace lines in it.

On the Wells Gardner K4900 series monitors
chassis, the cap that will cause side-to-side
fading is C702 (10uf, 100v) located near the
flyback on the main board. Replace this cap with
10uf at 160 volts.

Beware The
Crystal Explosions!
SUBJECT

Recently I had a really spooky experience. I had
just removed the glass from a video game and
turned to set it down when all of a sudden it
exploded right in my hands as though it had
been shot by a gun! It completely disintegrated
into a pile of marble sized pieces on the floor, still
crackling, leaving me dumbfounded.

When I related the incident to co-workers I found
that some others had similar experiences involv-
ing thick (1/4 inch) sections of glass.

I’ve ruled out poltergeists sun spots, and bad
karma, and there were no Memorex tapes any-
where in the vicinity. Does anyone know what
causes this?

EXPLANATION

What you had was a piece of tempered glass. It
has excellent strength and durability. And that
is exactly what it is designed for: Strength
without the bulk.

TEMPER TEMPER

When the original plate of glass was rolled it had
many surface defects and is very brittle at room
temperature. (I’m sure you’ve broken an ordi-
nary glass window before, the cracks were formed
along these defects.) It is these surface defects
that provide the stress lines that cause the glass
to break so easily. To avoid the surface defects
and to increase overall strength a tempering
process is used.

THE PROCESS

After the rolling process, the sheet of glass was
heated again to almost the melting point. That
smooths out all of the surface defects, then the
hot glass is exposed to a cold blast of air. That
instantly solidifies the surface and yet keeps the
interior hot. As the interior slowly cools it con-
tracts and pulls the surface into a compressed
state. That makes it one seriously stiff piece of
glass!

Believe it or not, your average pinball glass has
over 15,000 psi (pounds per square inch) of
surface tension on it, and pressures of up to
35,000 psi aren’t uncommon.

IN REAL LIFE

Now, say you have one of these 15,000 psi pieces
of glass that’s been hit and scratched in several
places (arcade wear). What you were carrying
around was a 15,000 psi time bomb that had all
kinds of stresses built up and focused on and
around these little scratches. Add a little ther-
mal stress from a pair of warm hands and a little
mechanical flexing from the movement and
BOOOOOMMMMMMM! Little bitty chunks of
stress relief, that you will find in the strangest
places for years to come, are flying.

FOR YOU FACT NUTS

Surface stresses of 1,000,000 psi have been
attained with heat and chemical tempering.
How would you like to have some of that stuff go
off in your hands!
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Sanyo Monitor
Raster Shift

SYMPTOM

Whole raster shifts to right hand side (monitor
normally oriented) of picture tube. This is not
foldover, not a sync problem. This monitor is
found in Nintendo videos.

CURE

Some technicians when using this type of moni-
tor with a conversion kit, expand the picture by
changing C470 (Note: C470 printed on PCB but
shown as C480 on schematics) which is rated at
.47 @ 400v to a lower value.

Too low a value, (example .2 @ 400 say), causes
overheating of R479 and D475. Also, C485 which
is positioned right below R479 fails. Replace
C485 check R479 for 330 ohms.

NOTE

Changing C470 (a.k.a. C480) for a much lower
value causes discoloration of the trace on the PC
board, a sure sign of impending failure of one of
the above components.

Nintendo Dual
Interference Cure

A common complaint heard from dual-cabinet
converters...

PROBLEM

I am trying to convert a Nintendo dual cabinet
(sit down) to two JAMMA wired games, one is
Eswat, the other UN Squadron. The problem is
interference between, I think, the two monitors.

I have used shielding between the monitors
(metal), separate power supplies, and separate
isolation transformers. I have also tried getting a
little more distance between the monitors.

The yokes are about 5 inches apart. If I pull one
monitor out about 6 more inches the problem
stops, this is great but it makes it very difficult

to close the cabinet! Any help would be greatly
appreciated.

SOLUTION

The problem you’re experiencing was covered
here in STAR*TECH Journal in the past year (by
me), but I’ll recover the quick version here.

The problem is caused by the magnetic flux of
the yokes being so close together. The sync
signals that produced by two different boards
(even of the same type) are a little different. The
monitors have no problem locking onto these
signals, but the difference causes a magnetic
“beating” of frequencies in the fields.

This beating is the ripple you see. The vertical
sync is most noticeable because it is at a low
enough frequency our eyes can perceive it. In the
original game this was no problem because the
two sides of the board set used the same master
oscillator. The only solution I can give you is to
use as much shielding as possible between the
two yokes.

In the cocktail games you must make sheet
metal cones to fit over the yoke assemblies and
silicon them in place. In the uprights you can get
away with a sheet between the monitors.

Make sure you ground the shields to earth
ground and the chassis.

NOTE

Eswat is a System 16 Sega pinout PCB but in the
Sega USA kit they have included a Sega to
JAMMA interface board and a JAMMA harness.

Hantarex MTC
9000 Sync Problem
PROBLEM

Try to lock in the composite sync on the monitor
and all you get is garbage.
SOLUTION

Most games today use the negative composite
sync setup but when this monitor is hooked up
that way there is no sync. The manual says that
Pin 1 on jack CB is ground, Pin 2 is the negative
vertical sync and Pin 3 is the negative horizontal
sync. This is incorrect.
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CORRECT PINOUT

Pin 1 is the negative horizontal sync, Pin 2 is the
negative vertical sync and Pin 3 is ground. This
should take care of the negative composite sync
hookup. You will still have a problem with the
vertical sync lock in. As with Hantarex’s 9000
series monitors you must not connect the nega-
tive vertical sync Pin 2 to the negative composite
sync line from the game board.

Hantarex MTC
9000 Blank Screen

SYMPTOM

Blank screen - no high voltage. This applies to all
Hantarex monitors Model MTC 9000.

All transistors in B+ regulation section check
good, as well as TR15 horizontal output. R105
turns into a toaster element, and the chassis
becomes a sandy beach.

CURE

Watch out for this one gang! This is my third
Hantarex Model MTC 9000 that has done this.
The problem is the EHT (flyback) transformer.
TH2 Hantarex PN 28026030. This baby is gone
south. If you look close, you might notice a nice
little hole punched through the case along with
a bit of melted plastic near the ferrite core. Better
order an extra one for stock.

Wells Gardner
19K4604 Vertical

SYMPTOM

Partial vertical collapse or small frame.

SOLUTION

Check resistor R317 on the top right hand side
of the “VERT” board; it should be 2.2 ohms and
is probably open circuit.

Reduce Picture
Width WG 7601

SYMPTOM

The picture on your newly converted game is too
wide and the monitor is a Wells Gardner 7601.
Adjusting the horizontal width coil shrinks the
picture, but not enough.

TEST

The next natural step is to measure the B+
voltage. B+ should be at 123 volts on this moni-
tor. If can be measured at Pin 4 of the voltage
regulator (IC4).

CHECK

If your B+ is higher than normal, but not high
enough to activate the x-ray protection circuit,
you would have a similar symptom. Our B+
checked OK...

CURE

Reducing the value of capacitance of C37 on the
monitor easily solves the problem. Our symptom
was originally encountered when a Double Dragon
II was converted to an MVP.

Ramon, (our senior technician), found out that
by increasing the value of C37, the picture got
wider; by decreasing the value of C37, the pic-
ture shrunk.

VALUE SELECTION

In this case we ended up connecting a 0.22 MFD
capacitor in series with the existing C37 which
has a value of 0.15 MFD. This gave an equivalent
value of approximately 0.09 MFD.

FORMULA

The formula for total capacitance of two capaci-
tors in series is (CT)=C1 x C2/ (C1+C2). If you
don’t feel like doing the math, just use your
capacitance tester.

The final step is to fine tune the picture by
readjusting the horizontal width coil.

By the way, our MVP is doing great and we sold
the Double Dragon II PCB and Header.✪  ✪  ✪
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Galaga Older
WG Monitors

SYMPTOM

The screen on the Midway Galaga video, which
uses the Wells Gardner monitor, changes to a
dominant green or blue background with verti-
cal retrace lines. The color amp drivers are all ok.

CAUSE

More than likely, it’s CRT failure. The indication
is that there is probably oxidation particles
laying between the electron gun and either the
heater or G1 grid.

SOLUTION

Since this is a very old and used monitor, before
you replace it (on what now is a marginally
profitable game) try this: Blow it out!

I have had good results blowing off these shorts
with a B&K brand CRT rejuvenator. This test
unit provides a charge designed to free the
internal tube elements of shorts from small
particles and will either cure it or finish it for
good!

Electrohome GO7
Dead Monitor

SYMPTOM

Monitor appears completely dead - power supply
voltage too high.

SOLUTION

Replace capacitor C511 (47 microfarad, 160
volts).

CAUSE

Failure of C511 causes false triggering of the x-
ray protector circuit in the monitor. This causes
the monitor to shut down. This symptom may be
intermittent, causing the monitor to operate
some of the time but shut down occasionally.
Examine C511. If it is the original capacitor,
change it!

Electrohome GO7
Curved Picture

SYMPTOM

Sides of picture are curved instead of straight.

SOLUTION

Replace capacitors C517 (100 microfarad, 16
volts) and C518 (220 microfarad, 16 volts).

CAUSE

The curved sides of the picture are an effect
known as “keystoning.” The screen will appear to
be narrower at one end than the other.

Electrohome GO7
Power Supply

SYMPTOM

Monitor appears completely dead; power supply
voltage 0 volts.

SOLUTION

Replace resistor R902 (2 ohms, 7 watts).

CAUSE

Monitor fuses will be okay but nothing works.
R902 is open!

Electrohome GO7
Blank Screen

SYMPTOM

Screen will appear blank but will show raster
(white screen) when brightness (screen) control
is turned up. Vertical retrace lines (diagonal
lines) will also appear on the screen. No picture
is visible.

SOLUTION

Replace transistor X304 or X305 (or possibly
both). X304 and X305 control the video output
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transistors on the “neck” board of the monitor.
When one or both of these transistors short
circuit, the video output transistors will shut off.

Electrohome GO7
Bright Picture

SYMPTOM

Picture too bright - video appears “smeared” or of
poor appearance.

SOLUTION

Capacitor C107 (10 microfarad, 250 volts) bad or
broken off. C107 is on the neck board of the
monitor. This is a common failure item.

The capacitor will often be obviously bad with
electrolyte leaking out of the bottom (looks simi-
lar to the appearance of a leaky dry cell battery).

Electrohome GO7
Vertical Line

SYMPTOM

Vertical line on the screen. Width coil (L502)
broken.

SOLUTION

Resolder the width coil or replace it.

W-Gardner 4600
Keystoned Picture

SYMPTOM

Picture “keystoned.”

SOLUTION

Replace capacitor C614 (33 microfarad, 25 volts).

CAUSE

As with the Electrohome GO7 monitor, this
capacitor failure will cause the sides of the
picture to curve and be narrower at one end than
the other. Capacitor C614 is on the main printed

circuit board of the monitor, directly beneath the
plug-in board that contains the horizontal and
vertical deflection circuitry. This capacitor must
be mounted in a bent over position or it will
interfere with the mounting of the plug-in board.

Wells Gardner
4900 Horiz Line

SYMPTOM

Horizontal line on the screen (loss of vertical
deflection).

SOLUTION

Replace resistor R313 (470 ohms, 7 watts).

CAUSE

This is a very common problem in this monitor.
Resistor R313 open circuits. It will not appear
bad to look at it, but will test bad with a meter.

This resistor is vertically mounted on the corner
of the printed circuit board.

W-Gardner 4900
Jumpy Picture

SYMPTOM

Jumpy picture. Bad solder joints on capacitor
C313.

SOLUTION

Resoldering capacitor C313 will stabilize the
monitor.

Wells Gardner
Model 19K4914

PROBLEM

Last year at Six Flags Over Texas, one of our
Gauntlet machines baffled us with a very strange
problem. When the game sat inside an arcade
there was sound but no picture. I checked the
fuses and B+ voltage, and both were okay.
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After borrowing another department’s truck, we
brought it back to the shop. We turned it on and
the picture appeared nice and clear, as if it has
never been gone. First suspicions included a lose
socket, so we checked it over and gave the game
a pretty healthy jarring around. The picture
stayed rock-solid. We even let is run for a day in
the shop and found nothing wrong. So, like
dummies, we trucked it back into the arcade.

Keep in mind that the only time games can be
moved around at S.F.O.T. during the season is
after two in the morning. We all had worked very
hard that day and putting this Gauntlet game
back into one of the arcades in the park was all
that stood between us and going home.

Since it worked fine in the shop, we drove
around, set it down, plugged it in...and rolled our
eyes when the sound came on but the picture
tube stayed dark! We roughhoused it a bit, but
it didn’t help. Back on the truck for a trip back
to the repair shop.

The next day I plugged in the game. We are in the
shop now, and you’ve guessed correctly: the
blasted thing works in here! We checked it over
again, beat the holy daylights out of it in hopes
of causing it to screw up, and the picture never
wavered once. So we trucked it back out into the
park again that night.

Guess what happened?

By this time Gauntlet, a pretty massive game,
enjoyed a free ride into and out of the park three
times at ungodly hours. Each time it behaved
like new in the shop, but shut off in the arcades.
Other Guantlets in the arcades worked fine, but
not this one.

Finally I decided to let the machine have its fund
and run in the shop until it gave up and shut off.
Sure enough, the picture blinked out after 24
hours.

SYMPTOMS

One clue to work with: every time there was no
picture, there would be no high voltage and the
heater wouldn’t light up. Both these voltages are
driven from the high-voltage transformer whose
primary connects to a chassis-mounted transis-
tor, Q352.

The B+ voltage was still fine, and the oscilloscope
proved the video signals were reaching the moni-
tor.

An oscillator circuit uses Q352 to drive the high-
voltage transformer. Sticking the ‘scope probe
on R364, an oscillating signal was definitely
present; but when I touched the probe to the
base lead of the transistor’s mounting socket,
the screen suddenly lit up! The heater came on,
and the high voltage brought a nice, sharp
picture to the screen.

But the instant I removed the probe, everything
downstream shut off. Aha! I touched and re-
moved the probe several times, and the screen
responded simultaneously.

INTERMITTENT VIDEO PROBLEM

SOLUTION

I shut off the game and removed the monitor.
After upending it on the bench, a close look
revealed the problem: the base lead of the tran-
sistor socket had a cold solder joint where it
joined the main PC board. I could clearly see a
dark ring around the socket let. I discharged
everything, plugged in the solder iron, and
sweated the joint. After remounting the monitor,
I plugged in all the cables and turned on the
game. This time the picture came on and stayed
there, no matter how much vibration we gave it.
It passed the acid test that night when we took
it back to the arcades; it came on fine and has
performed beautifully ever since.

CAUSE

A lot of games out there use this monitor. Its
design says if transistor Q352 does not get a
signal, it shuts off the heater voltage and the
high voltage. The monitor as a whole is still
electrically hot, however, because a loss of
flyback-transformer action will not affect the B+
voltage (unless the flyback shorts out, in which
case it will blow the fuse).

If you have any manuals for this monitor, check
them to see if Q352 is labeled as such. Atari’s
first printing of their manual for it, TM-283, left
out the reference number on the schematic.

Write in Q352 above the transistor if it is miss-
ing.
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Hantarex MTC
9000 Pix Width

PROBLEM

Picture width has changed and there is no
control of the horizontal amplitude control.

SOLUTION

Replace capacitor C42, 4.7uf/50 volts.

CAUSE

Hantarex makes use of transistors Tr 16 and Tr
17 as a resistive load control circuit in series with
the bridge coil B3, horizontal linearity coil B1
and the horizontal yoke to control the amplitude
of the picture width.

Capacitor C42, shunts the collector circuit of Tr
17, to provide an AC signal path. When C42
becomes open the picture will decrease in width
and even with Rv 4 turned to maximum width
amplitude, Tr 17 will still not provide the AC
shunt required for the signal.

NOTE

One of the reasons that C42 will become open is
that it is located near R97 which gets warm and
tends to dry this capacitor out.

Wells Gardner
13K7801 No Raster
MODEL

Wells Gardner Monitor Model 13K7801

SYMPTOM

No raster.

CAUSE

Burnt trace on monitor PCB between capacitor
C36 and flyback transformer.

SOLUTION

Repair trace and verify operation.

De-Zapping CRT
High Voltages

SUBJECT

Here is another useful solution to an old prob-
lem, I am not the sole inventor; in fact, I am not
even sure how long this has been around.

PROBLEM

Getting zapped when disconnecting the high
voltage lead to a CRT. This can occur even with
the time-honored test lead/screwdriver set up.

SOLUTION

The De-Zapper, make it yourself! Here’s how:

-Take two to three feet of ground strap or ground
braid, or even #10 stranded wire.
-Strip an inch of insulation off each end.
-Solder an alligator clamp to one end, and install
an old probe on the other.
-Tape the entire length with electrical tape.

PROCEDURE

With the clamp on chassis ground, the probe tip
can be easily slipped under the rubber HV boot
and the lead unclipped from the CRT without
fear of being zapped. Also, it can be used for
pulling “down” the collector tab of transistors
(ex.: in pinballs/skeeballs) for momentary “on
state” testing.

BOTTOM LINE

It’s easy to carry, handy to have and almost free
(check your junk box). It’s also safe. I have not
been zapped for years (from a CRT anyway).

Sanwa Monitor
Sync Problem

PROBLEM

When converting a Data East Karate Champ
cabinet to Bally/Williams Pigskin you’ll find that
the Sanwa Monitor will not sync properly and
will become jittery.
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SOLUTION

Run an additional line from pin 6 on the monitor
to the vertical sync output on the game board (for
vertical sync).

NOTE

Upgrading the .47ufd capacitor on the power
supply to 47ufd will stabilize the jittering.

W-Gardner 7000
Series Vertical Roll

PROBLEM

Vertical rollover on the top (this is in a Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles) and horizontal lines in the
middle of the screen. Capacitors check good.
Changed the vertical output transistor. Adjusted
the 50-60 control. Still no luck.

SOLUTION

Check D25, it might be open. If that doesn’t do
it, try evaluating R80. It might be out of toler-
ance. Replace it if it has a slightly higher value
than specified (even a couple ohms difference).

W-Gardner 4900
Vertical Foldover

PROBLEM

The picture has a vertical cut off or a folded over
edge on one side of the screen.

SOLUTION

This sounds like a Nintendo C407 capacitor
problem, but this is a Wells Gardner monitor.

Well, the solution is also similar. Capacitor C311
4.7ufd 160vdc in the vertical section is baked
open. Replacing the cap will restore your picture
to normal again.

W-Gardner 4600
Screen Control

PROBLEM

Little to no screen control (brightness).

SYMPTOM

Adjusting the screen control makes only little
change on the screen, yet the black level control
will bring up scan/retrace lines on the screen.

SOLUTION

Resistor R419 (330K ohm) is open.

REASON

With R419 open, the screen control circuit feeds
off the black level line making the black level
control act like the screen control to some de-
gree. Replacing R419 will give you the screen
control back again.

Build a Monitor
Test Station

WHY SHOULD I HAVE A MONITOR TEST STATION

Good question. One good reason would be to aid
your troubleshooting efficiency. First off, simply
because it is easier to troubleshoot a monitor on
a bench than in a game. Second, you can do all
those monitors that have been sitting around for
years at one time, making your labor cost effi-
cient.

I like to organize my week into: monitors one day,
power supplies the next, and video problems
after that. If you can do this, it makes your
troubleshooting time easier on you, and more
cost efficient.

Another reason for a monitor test station is to
split video problems in half. By hooking up the
monitor to the test station, you can establish
whether it’s the video board or the monitor. This
can be done by mounting your Monitor Test
Station on a cart with wheels. It then can be
taken to any part of your shop quickly and easily.
It could also be put into a box or a case and taken
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on location to perform the same function as the
shop model. It’s light weight and relative small
size makes it possible to take on the road.

In the shop, or on the road, it can perform the
following functions:
-Converging a monitor
-Adjusting purity
-Verifying picture linearity
-Doing all monitor adjustments after making
repairs (like changing electrolytic capacitors or
changing transistors), before putting the moni-
tor back in the game.

PARTS NEEDED FOR THE MONITOR TEST STATION

This monitor test station is easy to build with the
aid of some junk videos that have been building
up in your warehouse. It also makes the Monitor
Test Station cost efficient, since most of it is from
junk games.

The cost is somewhere from $0 (if you’re creative)
to around $50. Sure beats $300-$500 for a fancy
cross-hatch generator. The first thing you will
need is a CPU/video board, an interface board,
and a ROM board from a Williams Stargate,
Bubbles, or Joust video game. You probably
kitted one of these games and have the boards
around for spares.

Next, you need the AC end of a pinball or video
game. The AC end includes the following:
-AC cord with a three prong plug
-Fuse holder
-4 amp slow blow fuse
-DPST (double pole on/off switch)
-AC on/off switch
-AC line filter (refer to figure 1)

In addition, you need a normally open push
button (any Williams video or pinball has them),
a 5 amp or greater switching power supply with
+5, -5, and +12 volts (Peter Chou or similar type),
and an isolation transformer (can be taken from
any video game but make sure you have the right
terminals). Stranded wire and Molex or Panduit
type connectors will be needed also (you can use
the original Williams video game wiring har-
ness).

PUTTING IT TOGETHER

Here’s how to put it together. I took the original
metal mounting bracket from Williams Joust
game, with the CPU video board, interface board

and ROM board attached to it.

You can use a wooden board, a box, or whatever
works to attach the boards, power supply, and
the isolation transformer to.

Then mount the switching power supply (re-
ferred to as SPS from now on) and the isolation
transformer. I mounted mine on the metal mount-
ing bracket as shown in Figure 1. I also mounted
the AC end (plug, cord, line filter, switch) and the
push button on the front panel to be mounted
anywhere it’s convenient for you to use (under
the bench, on the side of cart, or on a box to take
with you).

Wire the AC end (plug, cord, line filter, switch) as
shown in Figure 1. Then attach the AC end to the
SPS and the isolation transformer as shown in
Figure 1 (be sure to wire the earth or field ground
as shown in Figure 1).

Attach one end of the push button switch to the
ground terminal of the switching power supply
(SPS) and the other end to 2JC.2 of the ROM
board.

Attach a wire from the SPS +5 volt terminal to
locations 2J2.6 and 2J2.4 of the ROM board,
and 1J1.7 of the CPU/video board.

Then attach a wire from the ground terminal of
the SPS to locations 2J2.1 of the ROM board and
to 1J1.2 and 1J1.3.

Attach a wire from the -5 volt terminal (SPS) to
location 1J1.9 of the CPU/video board.

Then attach a wire from +12 volt terminal (SPS)
to locations 1J1/8 and 1J1.5, of the CPU/video
board.

Now wire two long 16 gauge wires to the output
side of the isolation transformer. This will be
connected to the AC input of the monitor under
test.

I use a whole bunch of different AC monitor
connectors to interface the Monitor Test Station
to different monitors. Make sure you have an
earth ground hook up to connect to the monitor
chassis.

Then connect a RGB cable to 1J3 of the CPU/
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video board and the RGB input of the monitor
under test.
OPERATION/TEST

Flip the AC switch on. When the picture comes
up, it will say “High score table reset, bookkeep-
ing totals cleared, and factory settings restored.”

Now push the advance button (the push button)
7 times, waiting each time for the screen to
display the test it’s in. The next tests are monitor
tests:
-Color RAM test (color intensity test)
-Cross-hatch pattern
-All red screen
-All green screen
-All blue screen
-Color bar generator (primary and secondary
colors)

The advance button works forward through the
tests, keep pushing it to get through the board
diagnostics until you get to the monitor test you
want. Works the same as all Williams video
games with the push buttons.

WHAT MONITORS WILL IT TEST?
The monitor test station will work on the follow-
ing monitors:
-Electrohome Go-7
-Wells Gardner 79XX’s series
-Wells Gardner 49XX’s series
-Pole Position monitors
-Any monitors with positive sync

NOTES

You can add a 7404 to change it to negative sync,
if needed. With an adapter plug for the RGB
cable and a variac for the 100 Vac that Nintendo
monitors require, you can test Nintendo moni-
tors too.

Figure 1
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SERVICE MANUALS

BEST OF STAR★TECH JOURNAL: MONITORS
From 1979 to 1989. Ten years of video monitor service tips
and symptom/solutions! This manual belongs on every
service bench. Everything from Theory-of-operation to
Troubleshooting is covered for black & white models, X-Y
types and color monitors (US & foreign). Including common
failure modes, specific component failures, suitable re-
placements, testing methods, isolation techniques, modifi-
cations and enhancements for most every video monitor
ever used in the Coin-Op Amusements Industry during the
past ten years! 120 pages, arranged so that you can easily
find the monitor you want by Game manufacturer &
Monitor manufacturer. Price $49. (Monitors '90 - '96: $69)

✁
Rush me ______ Best Of S★TJ: Monitors       $49
Rush me ______ Monitor Symptom/Solution $69

 Name: _________________________________________

 Address: _______________________________________

 City/State/Zip: ________________________________

❑ Payment Enclosed        ❑ COD

Mail coupon to: STAR★TECH Journal, PO Box 35,
Medford, NJ 08055.

     ❑ 1 Yr $81         ❑ 2 Yrs $145 ❑ 3 Yrs $217

Canada:
     ❑ 1 Yr $92         ❑ 2 Yrs $166 ❑ 3 Yrs $246

Other Countries: (via Air):
     ❑ 1 Yr $144       ❑ 2 Yrs $260 ❑ 3 Yrs $389

 Company:   _____________________________________

 Attention:   _____________________________________

 Address:     _____________________________________

 City/State/Zip:  ________________________________

❑ Payment Enclosed ❑ Bill me later

Mail coupon to: STAR★TECH Journal, PO Box 35,
Medford, NJ 08055.

STAR★TECH Journal Subscription Form

NEW SUBSCRIPTION:
 Please initiate my subscription to

STAR★TECH Journal for the period indicated:
(U.S. funds, please.)

USA:

✁

Clear Precise Directions For:
• Wells Gardner • Electrohome

• Masushita • Hantarex
• Nanao • Sanyo

• Disco • Eygo

Directions Also Included For:
Sony, Hitachi, GE & Toshiba

REVITALIZE YOUR VIDEO!
With STAR★TECH Journal's

VIDEO BRIGHTENER
Increase your profits by increasing the

brillance of your video monitor!

Game play will be enhanced and the
colors will once again be vibrant.

Reclaim those old and faded
video monitors by installing a

S★TJ VIDEO BRIGHTENER!

SAFE & EASY INSTALLATION

FITS ALL 11'' TO 36" MONITORS

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Extends life
of weak or

dull monitors
and TVs!

Works on all
makes &
models!

Guaranteed

✁

Name: ________________________________________

Company______________________________________

Address _______________________________________

City/State/Zip _________________________________

Please add $4 s/h USA. Other countries add $9 via Air.

Star Tech Journal, POB 35, Medford, NJ 08055.
Ph: 609/654-5544.  Fx: 609/654-1441.

❏ Prepaid  ❏ COD (USA only)

ORDER FORM

Ship _____ STJ Video Brighteners @ $24
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Disco Monitors
Failed Capacitor

Symptoms
& Solutions

Disco monitors models DMC-2090DT-2A/B. I’ve gath-
ered up my notes and put together an electrolytic cap
checklist of different problems I’ve encountered over
the years.

PROBLEM

Very hard to sync monitor horizontally with horizon-
tal hold if at all.

SOLUTION

Replace C503 (10u @ 16v).

PROBLEM

Pix shifted slightly to left on right side of monitor.

SOLUTION

Replace C510 (100u @ 16v).

PROBLEM

Pix tends to “wave” inwards symmetrically from top
to bottom on the top third or so of monitor.

SOLUTION

Replace C533 (1u @ 50v).

Note
Keystoning at the raster top is the condition occuring
when cap is completely open.

PROBLEM

Pix rolls top to bottom, and looks like it’s being
“poured” out of top left corner of monitor.

SOLUTION

Replace C401 (330u @ 16v).

PROBLEM

Vertical roll.

SOLUTION

Replace C403 (1u @ 50v).

Atari Tempest XY
Monitor Trouble-

shooting Missing XY
Signal

PROBLEM

No deflection on monitor, LED D800 on, monitor
known good.

CAUSE

Missing X or Y (or both) signal at monitor. But where
to start you ask?

PROCEDURE

Well, the first place to check is at P/J 100, the monitor
input plug. Check pins 7 and 8 (X and Y outputs from
board), and pins 10 and 11 (X and Y grounds).

On many occasions, I’ve found the male or female
pins to be pushed outwards of their respective hous-
ings, making intermittent contact, if at all, or the
female pins on P100 “reamed out” causing the same.

As many times as P/J 100 has been connected/discon-
nected over the past decade, I don’t find that hard to
believe at all. This condition will eventually “fry” that
particular channel, so its a good thing to check when
you have them in your shop.

Next check continuity between J100 and pins T and
17 (X and Y out) and 16 and U (X and Y grounds) at
the board thus eliminating poorly crimped wires on
the edge connector.

Well if you still have a problem, onto the board.

SOLUTION

Check the +15vdc (VR3 7815), 15vdc (VR1 7915) and
+6.8vdc (CR5 6.8v zener).

If all are present, replace IC D/E 12 (TL082 op amp)
for the X channel or D/E 13 for the Y channel.

NOTE

I have never had an X or Y channel problem that this
procedure did not cure. But, if your’s still exists,
replace IC C12 then IC A/B 12 (MC 1495L) for X
channel or IC C13 then IC A/B 13 for the Y channel.
Happy hunting.
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Note
You can’t sync monitor vertically with vertical hold
period if this cap is completely open.

PROBLEM

Horizontal lines across top quarter of monitor, but
not quite a foldover effect.

SOLUTION

Replace C407 (10u @ 50v).

PROBLEM

Vertical collapse.

SOLUTION

Replace C412 (100u @ 160v).

Note
Dual parallel horizontal lines across center of moni-
tor when open.

PROBLEM

No pix, high voltage low (@ 10KV) or “fuzzy” pix out
of square.

SOLUTION

Replace C006 (22u @ 160v).

Note
No raster condition occurs when cap is completely
open.

PROBLEM

Increase in vertical size.

SOLUTION

Replace C601 (22u @ 160v).

Note
Vertical size will usually take care of this on location.

PROBLEM

Pix shifting to right.

SOLUTION

Replace C602 (470u @ 25v).

Note
Horizontal center will usually take care of this on
location.

Also: While you’ve got that monitor on your bench,
here’s a list of some caps that are probably “baked”
open but don’t really have any adverse effects on the

pix quality itself but do provide some filtering and
you’ve already got it out, right, so...

C706 (4.7u @ 250v on neck board)
C005 (4.7u @ 160v)
C529 (4.7u @ 160v)
C203 (220u @ 25v)

Electrohome GO-7
Brightness

SUBJECT

Capacitor C107 (10u @ 250v), as you may all know,
when this cap located on the neck of the board opens
or breaks, your pix is too bright. So your route man
notices this and turns the brightness down, right!

SYMPTOM

Now when this machine makes it to the shop what
you’ll see is a horizontally mounted GO7-CBO with
what appears to be a good pix except for the faint
vertical bars running left to right.

SOLUTION

So here’s the point! Before you go and swap out every
electrolytic cap in the horizontal and vertical sec-
tions, to no avail I might add, change C107. It prob-
ably needs it anyway. I always replace them with
caps rated @ 350v.

Electrohome GO7-
CBO Horizontal

Width
PROBLEM

After converting a game you have insufficient hori-
zontal width, and if you could adjust L503 (horizontal
width coil) without it breaking, it wouldn’t be enough
anyway.

SOLUTION 1
Try adjusting your B+ fully clockwise. This will give
you a little more width and it won’t be enough to kick
in the x-ray protection shut-down circuit.
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SOLUTION 2
In situations requiring more (approximately 1 inch+
on each side) change C515 (0.53ufd) to 0.39ufd.

Use polypropylene types and, as always, observe
your voltage ratings (equal or better).

NOTE

The 0.39u value has worked well for me several times
although each situation varies.

THE RULE

My general rule of thumb regarding horizontal width
circuits of all monitors I’ve encountered is the rela-
tionship between the capacitance on one side of the
width coil and the horizontal width itself. Simply
stated: More is Less, Less is More.

Electrohome GO7
Poor Filtering &
Vertical Collapse

PROBLEM

Video “wavers” slowly up and down.

CAUSE

Poor filtering of input to X901 (power driver).

SOLUTION

Replace C905 (10u @ 250v).

PROBLEM

Vertical collapse.

CAUSE

Poor filtering of input to deflection yoke.

SOLUTION

Replace C407 (4.7u @ 63v).

Hantarex 19"
MTC9000 Flybacks

SUBJECT

There was a problem with the flyback transformers
going bad on a few of the 19" MTC9000 monitors.

SOLUTION

Hantarex has updated this transformer with one of
two replacements. Eldor of Italy is the manufacturer
and part numbers are as follows:

Original - 28026030
Replacement - 28026031 or 28018460 (smaller)

No problems have been reported with either one of
the updated flybacks installed. The 18460 is identical
electrically to the 26031 buy physically smaller.

NOTE

This change applies to the 19" model only. The 13"
and 25" have had no reported problems.

Hantarex MTC9000
Horizontal Width

PROBLEM

Having problems getting your MTC9000’s horizontal
width back down to size?

SOLUTION

Replace C42 (4.7u @ 50v non-polarized). This prob-
lem is especially noticeable after replacing a bad
flyback with the new replacement part.

MTC9000 Hantarex
Flyback Change

SUBJECT

Hantarex monitors seem to be plagued with flyback
problems. A lot of them just fail for no apparent
reason. They claim to have made a better flyback for
the MTC9000 model now, but it is a royal pain to
install.

PROBLEMS

The ground lug is not centered like the original, so a
new hole has to be drilled to accommodate it.

The screen control hits the metal frame around the
high voltage section so that has to also be cut.

A cap has to be changed also, to use the new one (C36).
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I have installed 2 of them this week and only time will
tell if they will hold together.

OTHER MODEL

Another Hantarex monitor that has mucho problems
is the little MT3000. It is used on earlier Merit
Premier Darts.

I would guesstimate that they have better than a 50%
failure on the flyback. They claimed to have a better
one for this model, but I found a lot of them die also.
I wish they would have stuck to the original MTC9000
model. That had fewer problems than the newer
redesigned stuff, seems to me.

THE GOOD NEWS

Well, there is one bit of good news, they will sell to
anyone directly and the flybacks are priced reason-
ably. The MTC9000 flyback transformer is about $35
and the MT3000 is $20.

Hantarex MTC9000
Composite Sync In-

stallation Note
SUBJECT

I’m not sure if this is common knowledge or not, but
it sure had me scratching my head for a while.

PROBLEM

No vertical hold.

SOLUTION

With Hantarex MTC9000 series monitors, if your
game has composite sync output, be sure to connect
it to the horizontal sync input only.

NOTE

If you hook it to both vertical and horizontal sync
inputs, (like is done on most other monitors), the
vertical hold will not lock properly.

Hantarex MTC9000
ECG Parts

SUBJECT

I don’t mind the flybacks kicking out, it’s all the
strange problems that it causes:

Not locking the vertical correctly.

Only a red line across the screen, etc.

PROBLEM

The biggest pain in the a.. however, is that there are
no ECG or SK cross reference numbers to the failed
parts.

SOLUTION

I got lucky with a monitor that the factory repaired
and they used ECG replacement parts with the
numbers on them.

The horizontal output transistor and the regulator
that I couldn’t find in the books, but my supplier had
them. The horizontal output is ECG2300, and the
regulator is ECG2311.

Kristel Monitor
No Raster or
High Voltage

PROBLEM

No raster or high voltage.

SYMPTOM

Checking the voltage at pin 2 of IC 202 measures
around 8 volts, and the voltage at the base of Q202 is
at near 0 volts.

SOLUTION

I’ve had this problem twice, and it has been C212
(4.7ufd 35vdc) that had gone bad each time, replace
and your up and running again.
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Kristel Monitor
Raster Loss

Low DC Volts
PROBLEM

Loss of raster.

SYMPTOM

Loading down of the monitor +12vdc on the power
supply.

SOLUTION

Diode D204 (1N4936) has shorted, replace and you’re
back in business.

Matsushita Monitor
Bright Raster

PROBLEM

Matsushita monitor #TM-202 G has picture that’s
too bright with horizontal retrace lines.

SYMPTOM

B+ (180vdc) low (@ 125vdc).

SOLUTION

Replace cap C559 (4.7u 250v), it’s open.

Matsushita TM-202G
Improper Sync

SUBJECT

Matsushita monitor TM-202G used in early/mid
1980’s Atari Games.

PROBLEM

When turned on, monitor will not sync for two min-
utes if at all.

SOLUTION

Replace C805 (33u @ 160v) with one rated at 250v.
Don’t just check it, replace it as I’ve had them check
fine in and out of circuit and still not function.

Nintendo Monitor
Retrace Lines

SYMPTOM

I had a Nintendo monitor (20-EZV (RC)) mounted
horizontally with a picture that faded from normal to
too bright with retrace lines and so forth.

CAUSE

Started checking the standard capacitors and found
C471, 10ufd @ 160v baked completely open.

SOLUTION

Change capacitor with equivalent value and equal or
better rating.

NOTE

Had no jail bars (i.e. hum bars indicating a filter
capacitor failure) on picture.

Nintendo Monitor
Horizontal Tear

PROBLEM

20 EZV(R-C) horizontal tear.

SYMPTOM

Monitor appears to be out of sync. Adjusting horizon-
tal hold causes high voltage to increase and shut
down monitor.

Checked IC401 and sync amp. TR204; both checked
fine.

SOLUTION

Replace capacitor C459 (100u @ 16v). It’s open.

Nintendo Monitor
Black Bars

PROBLEM

Nintendo monitor 20-EZV(R-C) with black bars (jail
bars) running vertically across monitor (mounted
horizontally).
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CAUSE

Capacitor C471, 10u @ 160v is baked open.

SOLUTION

Replace capacitor with component of equal or better
rating.

Nintendo Monitor
Bad Pix Quality

PROBLEM

Nintendo monitor 20EZV(R-C) (mounted horizon-
tally) with poor picture quality. Pix will appear to be
normal at left and gradually become too bright on the
right and sometimes appear to have a horizontal
keystone effect.

CAUSE

Poor filtering of the horizontal input to the flyback.

SOLUTION

Replace C472 (100u @ 160v) it’s open. While you’re
there change C471 (10u @ 160v) because as you may
have noticed from previous articles, C471 can cause
a couple problems.

NOTE

Replace these caps with those rated @ 250v.

Sanwa Monitor
Vertical Foldover

SYMPTOM

Vertical foldover problem with Sanwa 20 inch color
monitor #20116DU. Used in Kung Fu Master game or
its conversion cabinet.

SOLUTION

Part C320, 4.7mfd @ 160v radial capacitor. Remove
and replace.

Sanyo Monitor
Black Vertical Lines

SYMPTOM

Black vertical lines on Nintendo (Sanyo) monitor.

SOLUTION

Replace C302. Rating: 1mfd @ 50 volts.

Sanyo Monitors
Problems

& Solutions
SUBJECT

After seeing a couple of articles on the Sanyo moni-
tors (Model 20=EZV) that are used in Nintendo video
games, I felt that some follow up was in order.

Following is a list of the more common problems
associated with Sanyo monitors.

PROBLEM

Vertical foldover (also appears as a partial shrinking
of the top of the screen). This is the most common
Sanyo monitor problem.

SOLUTION

C407 (10uf @ 160v) a high temp. range will extend the
life of the cap. (i.e., -55 to +105 C).

PROBLEM

Black bars (jail bars) - mentioned in the July 1991
STAR★TECH Journal.

SOLUTION

C471 (10uf @ 160v); could also be C472 (100uf @
160v), C467 (1uf @ 160v), C468 (330uf @ 25v), or C469
(220uf @ 25v).

PROBLEM

Wavy picture.

SOLUTION

Voltage regulation problem, most commonly Q901 or
IC601.
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PROBLEM

Horizontal tear.

SOLUTION

After checking the horizontal hold potentiometer,
check C459 (100uf @ 16v) - this capacitor also causes
multiple images before drying out completely.

PROBLEM

Brightness too high (can’t adjust down).

SOLUTION

R478 (1 ohm, 1/4W).

The following are less-commonly reported problems
as listed by our service technicians.

PROBLEM

Brightness too low (can’t adjust up).

SOLUTION

C303 (10uf @ 50v).

PROBLEM

Black vertical lines.

SOLUTION

C302 (1uf @ 50v).

PROBLEM

Horizontal sync problem along the top edge of the
screen that won’t adjust out.

SOLUTION

Change R491 from 100k to 75k ohms.

WG K4600 Vertical
Deflection

SYMPTOM

No vertical deflection. Vertical/Horizontal PC board
tests fine. Yoke tests fine.

CAUSE

-15v from flyback is shorted. -15v goes to Pin 3 of
P301/J301 of vertical/horizontal PCB but we verified
that the PCB was good.

SOLUTION

The 15 volts also supplies voltage to the neck board
for the color cut-off circuit. One of the color drive cut-

off pots was bent and shorted. Replacing the pot
solved the problem.

NOTE

This problem shouldn’t occur too often, but if you are
experiencing an intermittent problem with these
symptoms, check these pots.

Wells Gardner Horz
Output Transistors

PROBLEM

We have received some complaints of horizontal
output transistors failing more than once in the same
chassis.

CAUSE

The problem appears to be related to the damper
diode (D18).

SOLUTION

We highly recommend that anyone changing the
horizontal output transistor (Q11) also change the
damper diode (D18) at the same time. This takes care
of the multiple failure mode.

If any operators or service personnel have questions
regarding the proper diode to use, please contact
Chuck Hedrick, Manager Parts and Services, Wells
Gardner 312/252-8220. Fax 312/252-8072.

Wells Gardner K7000
No Raster,

No High Voltage
PROBLEM

No raster.

SYMPTOM

No high voltage, B+ high (130-160vdc).

IC2, IC4, Q10, Q11, D10, D12 and C36 known good.

CAUSE

Poor (if any) filtering of B+ out of regulator IC4.
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SOLUTION

Replace C57 (47uf @ 160v) with one rated @ 200v).

NOTE

Check this cap. especially if high voltage is intermit-
tent.

Wells Gardner
19K6101 Low B+

SUBJECT

This tech tip pertains to the Wells Gardner 19K6101
monitors (Tempest).

PROBLEM

Monitors had low B+ (181vdc).

SOLUTION

Replace ZD 902 (150v zener).

IN ADDITION

Replace ZD 901 (12v zener) for same symptom.

NOTE

While repairing nine 19K6101 (Tempest) monitors, I
had six with ZD 902 bad and two of the remaining
three with ZD 901 bad. All were leaky and regulating
at wrong voltages causing pot to vary between 110-
165vdc.

Wells Gardner 4900
Vertical Height, Ver-

tical Collapse &
Sync Problems

SUBJECT

A few problems I’ve encountered with the Wells
Gardner 4900 series monitors (not covered in previ-
ous STAR*TECH Journal articles).

PROBLEM

Vertical collapse (will appear as a fat horizontal line).

SOLUTION

Replace C313 (100u @ 160v).

PROBLEM

Lack of vertical height on top half of monitor that is
too bright with horizontal retrace lines.

SOLUTION

Replace C701 (1000u @ 25v).

PROBLEM

Best description I can give on this one: Monitor is out
of sync.

Displaying “squiggly” horizontal lines across the
monitor approximately 2 inches in height at the
center of the monitor.

SOLUTION

Replace C301 (330u @ 16v) or inspect PCB for cold
solder joints or broken trace in this area.

CRT Alignment
I’d like to say a few words on CRT alignment. Have
you ever replaced a CRT only to find rainbows on
screen? Tried degaussing with no help? Ok, let’s go
over it again.

After replacing the CRT, align the yoke back on the
neck roughly where it was on the old CRT. Snag the
clamp just enough to hold it.

Install the magnets in the same approximate place
on the new CRT that were in the old one (roughly just
ahead of the guns).

NOW, disconnect the RGB lines from the logic board
and install a jumper from +5v to the red monitor
input. Leave the sync connected. Power it up. This
will give you a red screen (on most monitors - some
AC coupled monitors this won’t work, and it’s back to
the shop for the pattern generator). Gently loosen the
yoke clamp and move the yoke back and forth on the
neck to give a full solid color screen without rainbows.
Also, level the screen with the tube outline.

Snug the clamp. Degauss the CRT at this point and
then double check your yoke setting - picture square
and mono colored? Fine. Go ahead and glue in the
rubber yoke wedges.

If the game has an internal convergence generator,
then power down, disconnect the +5v jumper, recon-
nect the RGB lines and use it to converge and purify
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the screen. If not, and no pattern generator is handy,
try this.

With the +5 jumper in place (RGB lines disconnected.
Sync must be connected!), shrink the picture both
horizontally and vertically to get a small square
block.

Connect additional jumpers from +5v to B&G inputs.
The square should now be white, on a black back-
ground. Align the convergence to a single white
square. No R, G, or B “shadow lines” on the edges.
Enlarge the picture horizontally noting any minor
corrections and then vertically.

Power down, disconnect jumpers and reconnect RGB
lines. Put up the game and check it out.

I’ve been told this method was kind or crude. It is, I
admit it, but it has worked for me.

Happy game.

How To Test For A
Faulty Flyback

Transformer
SUBJECT

How to effectively diagnose a failed monitor flyback
transformer.

PROCEDURE

One “almost” sure-fire way to diagnose a bad flyback
is to check to see if it has any ringing.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

It should give a sharp rise followed by a sharp fall
followed by a smooth fall. If the area where it should
be a smooth fall has ringing (up, down, up, down, up,
down, etc.) after it, then the flyback is probably shot.

VISUAL INSPECTION METHOD

Another way is simply by observation. Discharge the
second anode to ground (power off, please!) and clean
the flyback off so you can get a good look at it. Many
times, when they fail, they will blow a slight hole,
crack or swell up.

To do this, power the monitor up through an isolation
transformer powered by a variac.

Ground your scope probe’s ground lead to the monitor
chassis.

Take your scope probe and place it near the deflection
yoke.

Set the scope to 50 uS sweep and about 2 volts per
division.

Slowly power the monitor up to about 70 or 80 volts
and observe the waveform.
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Arachnid 6000
Monitor No Hi-Volts

SYMPTOM

Arachnid 6000 (9") monitor with no high voltage.

SOLUTION

Check the peak-to-peak voltage at the base of the
horizontal output transistor. If it is low (should be
around 7 Vpp) replace C14 (4.7uf, 50v) capacitor
located next to the horizontal output heat sink. It
has probably opened up or changed value.

Arachnid
English Mark Darts

Monitor Cap
SUBJECT

The Omni Vision monitor. This monitor is used in
English Mark Dart games.

PROBLEM

When servicing, be aware of improperly marked
polarity on the PC board for capacitor C48 (100uf
@ 25v, radial). The silk-screened markings are
wrong.

SOLUTION

When reinstalling this capacitor, take note of the
proper polarity. The minus side goes to the collec-
tor of transistor Q5.

Data East Lethal
Enforcer Fuzzy Video

SYMPTOM

Video is not crisp or seeing double characters.

CAUSE

The game uses a mirror to reflect the image from
the monitor and this is the cause of the double
imaging. There is nothing wrong with the game.

It appears almost as a ghosting problem on your

home television except it is up/down instead of
left/right. The mirror is reflecting the monitor
image from two points, one from the mirror mate-
rial on the back of the glass and the other from the
top surface of the glass itself.

The second image is much weaker than the first
and should not cause any problems for players.

Electrohome Temp
 Capacitor Fix

PROBLEM

As you all may know, when C511 (47ufd @ 160v)
fails, or is failing, it can cause a couple of problems
from no raster to intermittent raster with an
oscillating high voltage.

SOLUTION

The solution, of course, is to replace C511. But
here’s a little “tech tip” you can pass on to your
route men - or for your techs too busy to swap it
out on location.

Simply take an electrolytic cap (even a value as low
as 2ufd will work) rated @ 160v and connect the
negative side to ground and the positive side to the
monitor B+ (120v).

NOTE

Although this will work for months, this is strictly
a temporary repair procedure, for as you know, if
C511 is failed or failing, it is probably one of 4 or
5 capacitors that are doing so (probably drying
out).

PROCEDURE

The easiest way to do this is to:

•Place a “horseshoe” terminal on the negative side
of the cap.

•Loosen the screw on the mounting bracket for
R01 (22052 @ 25w in the power regulator circuit
on the chassis) and

•Connect the “horseshoe” terminal.

•Then solder the positive side of the cap to the side
of R01 that goes to the emitter of X04 (Power
Regulator).
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Hantarex MTC 9000
Squeal Off

SYMPTOMS

On power up, monitor emits a high pitched squeal.
No raster. B+ around 160v. Sometimes picture will
come up, but it will be distorted and warped in
some cases.

SOLUTION

C34, (22ufd @ 160v) B+ filter cap gone south.
While you’re at it, you might as well replace C42
horizontal width amp cap (47 ufd @ 50v), it prob-
ably needs it.

Hantarex MTC 9000
Excessive Width

SYMPTOM

Cannot reduce width down far enough to view
entire picture.

PROBLEM

This particular monitor encountered was in a
Taito Chase HQ.

PROCEDURE

After confirming that B+ was running at +130vdc,
it was found that in the width coil circuits, C42, a
4.7uf @ 50v electrolytic, was open.

Replacing C42 brought the width down and was
then completely controllable by the Horizontal
Amplitude Control RV4, located on the stand up
PCB with all of the other vertical and horizontal
controls.

LOCATION

C42 is located inside of the big metal heat sink, to
the left of the flyback, and requires the use of a
needlenose pliers to remove and replace.

Hantarex MTC 9000
Sync Compatibility

Modification
SUBJECT

Most of us are aware by now that Hantarex MTC
9000 monitors will not lock vertically if composite
sync is applied to both sync pins (#5 and 6 on CA
connector).

SOLUTION 1
The solution to this is to apply composite sync to
the horizontal sync pin only. This works fine, but
wouldn’t it be nice to make the monitors compat-
ible and interchangeable with the rest of the
industry?

SOLUTION 2
The addition of a couple of 1uf capacitors to the
monitor board permits standard sync connec-
tions.

PROCEDURE

Lift one end of R25. Attach a 1uf capacitor to the
lifted end and solder the other end of the capacitor
to the vacated hole. Solder a similar 1uf capacitor
across R35. You should now experience a solid
vertical lock.

NOTE

Used was a 50v film type capacitor.

Hantarex MTC 9110
Intermittent Video

SUBJECT

Hantarex MTC 9110 25" Monitor.

SYMPTOM

Intermittent loss of video, self correcting. Some-
times the monitor restarts voluntarily and other
times only after it’s been shut down for a day.

It was suspected that the overvoltage protection
was kicking so, so D10 was snipped on the moni-
tor board and no more shutdown.
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SOLUTION

Add a 10k resistor in series with D10. I appears
that the secondary voltages that the 25" monitor
generates are 10%-15% higher than that of the
MTC 9000 chassis after which the 9110 is modeled
and may be causing random intermittent shut-
down.

Hantarex New
POLO Monitors

High Speed Diodes
SUBJECT

Hantarex has a new line of monitors out desig-
nated by the word POLO. The distinctive thing
about them is that they are built around a switch-
ing power supply. The switcher takes up about a
third of the circuit board and is covered by metal
shielding.

PROBLEM

Hantarex POLO monitors, diode failure.

OBSERVATION

POLOs lately have a shorted D119 in the 12 volt
supply. This completely shuts the unit down as
the 12v supplies the horizontal oscillator.

TEST

A quick check for this is to find the 7812 regulator.
Right next to that is a board jumper that leads to
the switching section. This jumper is the input to
the regulator and goes to Ov when the diode
shorts.

REPLACEMENT

The diode is a BYV28/200T. The unit seems rather
particular about what you put in there too. At first
was used a similar size diode out of a scan-derived
voltage source from a scrapped Hantarex 900
chassis. The POLO came up but a wisp of smoke
from the “new” diode warned not to let is run more
than a few seconds.

SOLUTION

The switching supply runs many times faster than
the 15kHz horizontal frequency, so even many
“fast switching” diodes are no fast enough. The
original part cured the problem in both cases.

Hantarex MTC 9000
Raster Lines

SYMPTOM

Horizontal lines at bottom or top of the raster.

CAUSE

This condition is caused by a non-linear vertical
waveform as viewed with the oscilloscope at TP3.

SOLUTION

Change capacitor C9 (100uf, 35v) in the vertical
amplifier circuit.

Hantarex MT-3000
Common Failures &

Causes Used In
Merit Premier Darts

FAILURE

No Picture, No High Voltage.

CAUSE/SOLUTION

This is the most common problem with the moni-
tor. It is often caused by a defective flyback trans-
former but other sections of the monitor can also
cause this symptom.

Keep one thing in mind, this monitor is not like
typical monitors, its filament voltage is directly
driven off the B+ line and not from a derived
voltage from the flyback. This means the filament
can light even without high voltage present.

First covered will be the non-flyback failures be-
cause you will want to check these components
out before changing the flyback.

TROUBLESHOOTING

•Start with a check of the power supply output
voltage, it could be read at the lead of R28 that is
closest to the back of the chassis.

•If it is below 9.5 volts then changes are your
horizontal circuit is down somewhere.
•If it is zero volts check the fuse. The fuse is a 2
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amp fuse of small dimension and sometimes blows
when a bad flyback is present, most of the time
however, the fuse will be intact.

•Take a good look at the circuit board and look for
any hairline cracks.

•Take a reading of the voltage on the emitter of
TR10. Also check it at R46 to make sure it didn’t
open. This is where the horizontal IC gets its power
from. No juice here and you will get no picture.

•Next place to look is C10 and C11. Check them
out physically and if they appear good, check them
with a meter or cap tester. They are involved in the
feedback loop to the main power supply regulator
of the monitor.

•Also in the feedback loop is R32, check it.

•Next, take a look at the power supply section
itself. This includes TR7, TR8, ZD1 and any resis-
tors that are in the circuit.

•The last thing to check, before condemning the
flyback, is TR11, the horizontal output transistor.

If all this checks out, then you could be fairly
certain that the flyback is shot - replace it.

FAILURE

No Video, monitor has high voltage.

CAUSE/SOLUTION

This is another common problem. It is generally
caused by a failure in one of the transistors in the
video stages.

TROUBLESHOOTING

•Check TR1, TR2, TR3 and TR4.

•If you find these to be good, check the neckboard
out for cracks and also,

•Check TR201 and TR202 while you are at it.

•Another possibility is the external contrast po-
tentiometer although this is rare.

•Also check TR5 and TR9 which make up the
blanking circuit when the monitor is configured
for a dart game.

FAILURE

Poor or no sync.

CAUSE/SOLUTION

Usually caused by a bad TR1 and/or TR2.

TROUBLESHOOTING

•Check jumper configuration also. See chart be-
low.

TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTIONS

Original Part # Substitute
BC548 2N5550*
BC558 2N5401*
BDX53A TIP102 or TIP122

* = Install transistor backwards.

FAILURE

Picture brightness too high and brightness con-
trols have no or little effect.

TROUBLESHOOTING

•Check the derived flyback voltage circuits. The
most common part to go is R75. It will open up.

•If it is good, check D9, D10, R64, R65 and ZD2.

DO ON EVERY REPAIR

•Check the condition of all electrolytic capacitors.
You don’t have to measure them but look at their
casings to see if they are heat shrunk. If they are,
you may want to consider changing them.

•In general, if C10 and C11 look like they are over
a year old, change them on general principle. They
seem to take a beating and commonly fail.

•Also, make sure the jumper configuration is
correct, check it against the chart below.

•Most importantly, make sure the DAG (picture
tube) ground is attached to the connector on the
neckboard. If it is left off, it will usually trash TR1
thru TR4.

•When finishing up, make sure the B+ is set at
10.8 volts.

JUMPER CONFIGURATION FOR PREMIER DARTS

SP10 - FS2
SP11 - FS5
SP12 - FS7
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Hantarex Polo 25"
Monitor Street
Fighter II CE

Horizontal Output
GAME

Street Fighter II Champion Edition

FAILURE

Horizontal Output Transistor (HOT) shorted.

REPAIRS AND CHECKS

Hantarex customer service techs advised to check
R229, a 1 meg ohm resistor for an open condition,
T113 (horizontal drive xsistor) and D134, D135 for
a shot condition. None were defective. After replac-
ing T114 (BU508A) with an EGC2302, the monitor
was powered up, which takes a few seconds before
the high voltage appears, and a bright blue screen
came on. This was traced to R228, a high wattage
resistor mounted on stilts on the neckboard. It
had broken loose from the copper traces on the
solder side, turning the blue gun on - all the way.

CAUSE

This, of course, loads T114 via the flyback, which
is probably why it failed. A good idea might be to
reinforce R22 and R25 on the neckboard. Maybe
something could be done at the factory level to
reinforce this fragile area.

Matsushita Monitors
Dim Screen

PROBLEM

When powered up, screen comes up real dim. After
10 to 15 minutes, screen is normal.

SOLUTION

Replace C406 (1mfd, 160vdc) in the blanking
section of the monitor.

Matsushita Vertical
Hold Cap For Atari

Pole Position
MONITOR

Matsushita 19" monitor.

GAME

Used on Atari’s Pole Position games.

PROBLEM

Vertical Hold will not lock-in, getting a rotating/
looping effect with the picture on the screen.

SOLUTION

Found C405 (2.2ufd 25vdc) a Tantalum Capacitor
in the vertical section of the monitor bad, replace
and verify.

Merit Pub Time
Darts Vertical

Height And
Linearity Problems

SYMPTOM

On Pub Time Darts by Merit Industries using the
Hantarex 9" amber colored monitor, you may have
insufficient vertical height and bad vertical linear-
ity on the monitor.

That is, it has wide-spaced horizontal lines near
the top, badly crunched two thirds of the way
down, then too widely spaced the rest of the way
to the bottom of the screen.

PROBLEM

Thinking this was the monitor at fault, a different
video signal was substituted and the monitor
displayed a decent picture. The monitor was put
back into the game and the voltage was turned up
on the power supply. A decent picture appeared
after a voltage of 5.35vdc was reached. Knowing
this board did not have to be at this voltage to
display a good picture, something must be going
out (borderline operational) on the board.
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SOLUTION

Eventually replaced was the TMS9118 Display
Controller, U25, with a TMS9128 which is pin for
pin compatible. The 5vdc adjustment was then
able to be returned back to normal.

SOURCE

Merit has had problems with their TMS9118 chips
and has begun to substitute the TMS9128 in it’s
place. It is available from the factory, parts sup-
plier Semitech, or your favorite Texas Instrument
dealer.

Sharp XM-2001M
Horizontal Problem

SYMPTOMS

1) Horizontal wrap-around of video image.

2) Horiz-Centering has no effect.

3) “Clattering” sound as Horiz-Hold is adjusted -
sometimes triggering shutdown circuitry.

SOLUTION

Replace C609 (100uf 16v). This cap leaks (electri-
cally speaking) although it will test good.

Sharp Image 27"
Monitor Purity

Problem
SUBJECT

The degausser on the large 27" Sharp Image
monitor is between bad and poor. (The degausser
is an electro-magnetic device which demagnetizes
the monitor and cleans up bad color areas caused
by external magnetic fields - it is activated each
time the monitor is turned on.)

SOLUTION

The only trustworthy way to have a good picture
without a purity problem is to use a dedicated
external degaussing coil.

SOURCE

Can be purchased from MCM Electronics (toll free
at 800/824-8324). Their prices range from $14.20
to $29.95 per unit.

Wells Gardner K7000
Hi Voltage
Shutdown

SYMPTOM

Monitor goes into high voltage shutdown from
unregulated B+ and the regulator (STR3130) is
not shorted.

On power up, audible high voltage whine can be
heard coming in, then, just as quickly, voltage
drain can be heard. B+ around 160v. No raster.

NOTE

You can read the value of the high wattage, 180
ohm resistor mounted on the side of the chassis if
it isn’t shorted.

SOLUTION

C57, (47ufd @ 160v) is baked dry. Sometimes cap
will be domed on top, but not always.

Wells Gardner K7000
Blown Safety Caps

PROBLEM

Blue colored safety capacitor (C36) shots out and
blows the line fuse and maybe the B+ Regulator.
One side may be split or blown off. This problem
may cause you to spend a lot of time, especially if
you find the H.O.T. (horizontal output transistor),
transformer and the AC rectifier diodes good.

IDENTIFICATION

The number on the cap, which is a four legged
device, is .0061 @ 1600v. The Wells Gardner part
number is 046X0551-003.

SOLUTION

Of course, this safety cap must be replaced with
the exact part number.
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Wells Gardner 79XX
Series: Shadows,

No Pix, Blown Fuse,
No Regulation,

No Horizontal Sync
PROBLEM

Shadows or what appears to be shadows on half
the screen.

SOLUTION

Replace C57, a 47uf/160v capacitor.

PROBLEM

No picture. Fuse is good. Glow in the neck of the
picture tube.

SOLUTION

Replace C57, a 47uf/160v cap. Poor filtration of
C57 on the output of the regulator causes the high
voltage shutdown circuit to kick in.

This cap seems to account for many problems,
since it filters the B+ voltage out of the regulator.
This is a good place to start troubleshooting. It is
the first thing to change in a no picture situation,
where you have high voltage and no blown fuse.

PROBLEM

No regulation. 157 volts at R301 instead of 123
volts.

SOLUTION

Apply a load resistor (500 ohms, at least 5 watts)
across R301 and the chassis (be careful! this is
123 volts dc) while measuring the voltage across
load resistor. If it regulates to 123 volts, it is not the
regulator but probably the horizontal output tran-
sistor.

PROBLEM

Blown fuse F1, 2 amp SB.

SOLUTION

This is usually the high voltage output transistor
Q11. Take it out and take a resistance measure-
ment and compare it to a known good transistor.
Emitter to Base is around 47 ohms both ways

because of the biasing resistor internal to the
transistor.

This could also be the regulator IC4, or diodes
D19-D22, the bridge rectifier.

PROBLEM

No horizontal sync.

SOLUTION

If you have 19k volts at the picture tube anode,
then it’s IC2. Sync problems usually are generated
at this IC or its associated circuitry.

Wells Gardner K4914
Horizontal Tear

PROBLEM

Horizontal tear when the monitor is cold, but
seems to correct itself when it warms up.

SOLUTION

Replace C354 (47uf @ 25v). Readjust horizontal
hold and horizontal shift to properly center the
picture.

Wells Gardner
13K7842 Vertical

Collapse
PROBLEM

Intermittent vertical collapse on Wells Gardner
13" monitor.

CAUSE

C40, a 2200mfd at 35vdc capacitor is drying up.

SOLUTION

Replace it. This capacitor is in a hard to get to area
- next to the flyback transformer and dries out
because of the heat and little ventilation.
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Wells Gardner 4600
Vertical Centering

SYMPTOM

Poor vertical centering.

SOLUTION

If the yellow vertical centering jumper doesn’t give
you enough “up” displacement of the video, try
adding a resistor in parallel with R649 (1.8K). A
680 ohm worked well.

A 500 ohm resistor in series with a 500 ohm
potentiometer placed in parallel with R649 should
give some fine adjustment range. Refer to the
diagram below.

Wells Gardner 79XX
Series Black

Monitor Plague
NO PIX

No Picture, No Raster.

POSSIBLE SOLUTION

This is sometimes caused by a bad electrolytic
capacitor @ C57 (47mfd @ 160v) but, sometimes
not.

CHECK

R89 has a cold solder joint from excess heating of
R89 (not out of the ordinary for a right cabinet) or
R89 has broken away from the pad or trace on the
flip side of the circuit.

This breakage is sometimes deceiving. It looks OK
at first glance but upon closer examination with a
magnifying light glass, you can see the break
around the pad of R89.

Checking with an ohmmeter is also deceiving
because the pressure from your meter probes can
“make” the circuit.

In fact, sometimes this problem manifests itself by
way of an intermittent black screen, most of the
time in a location that turns their games on/off at
night and in the morning.

THE CURE

The fix is simple enough, just wrap a wire around
the leg of R89 and “electrically” reattach to the
circuit with solder. “Electrically” reattach because
the circuit goes to many points, make sure they
ohm out.

Well Gardner 79xx
Series Component

Upgrade
Wells Gardner has decided to upgrade C57 to a
.47ufd at 220v. In addition, they are upgrading the
temperature rating from 85 degrees C to 105
degrees C. Any repairs that you make in the field
should have this change done as a matter of
routine.

This should extend the usable life of the monitor
chassis by several thousand hours.

Regarding R89, some monitor cabinets have in-
side temperatures that exceed the 55 degree C
monitor ambient temperature specification. This
can accelerate, or cause R89 to self-heat and
reflow the solder in that circuit.

Electrically and thermally strain relieving the re-
sistor should prevent or repair a circuit failure of
R89. In addition, it is recommended that more
ventilation be installed in cabinets, or positive
ventilation be installed in such cabinets, i.e., a
fan.
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Wells Gardner 25"
Monitor

Dim Display
SYMPTOM

The symptom is that on a Wells Gardner 25"
monitor, the display is going dim. You can turn the
brightness all the way up, and if you turn the HV
up the picture starts to fade. The monitor is fairly
new, only a one year old model and you know that
it’s supposed to last longer than this.

CAUSE

The Wells Gardner model #7000 and on up moni-
tors us e capacitor-coupled RGB input, and if your
board has a lot of Vdc bias on the video signal it will
“swamp” the monitor input.

SOLUTION

If this is your case, (measure for Dc on these video
lines) try putting 5K pulldown resistors on the
RGB outputs from the PCB.

Wells Gardner #7131
Out Of Focus

Display
SYMPTOM

This problem has happened on several Leland
Super Off Roads. Left half (right down the middle)
is darker, out of focus and has waves in the
picture, the right half is crystal clear.

SOLUTION

Change cap C57. This part has been upgraded to
a 47uf capacitor at 200v DC and 105 degrees C.

This part is available from Wells Gardner under
part number 45x0580-026. Replace the old C47
with this upgraded part.

Zenith 9-227-01
Vertical Foldover

SYMPTOM

Vertical foldover.

CAUSE

Check C2103 100uf/35v radial capacitor. Replace
and verify.

Troubleshooting
Monitors With An
Audio Gen (Part 1)

SUBJECT

Part of the problem is that big pile of monitors in
the corner that aren’t fixed but may be repairable.
Until we know for sure they will continue to take
up space and cost us time and money.

TROUBLESHOOTING VERSATILITY

One of the most useful tools for your video bench
is an audio function generator, also known as a
sine and square wave generator.

Coupling this tool with your scope you can:

•Check electrolytics in circuit.

•Check flybacks in or out of circuit.

•Check entire horizontal circuit in seconds.

•Check diodes and transistor junctions.

•Decide whether to repair or junk chassis before
you tie up precious hours!

SELECTION

A usable generator should put out both sine and
square waves, the sine being the one most used
here. It should have a variable output from the
millivolts up to about 10-12 Vpp. A frequency
range of 10Hz to 100kHz is adequate, most will go
higher. For your monitor bench, great sensitivity
and incredible bandwidth are not needed. If that
saves you any money it’s good to know.
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CONNECTION

Referring to Figure 1, connection is very simple.
The output of the generator is paralleled with the
input of the ‘scope, and the two lines come out as
test leads. (Note that the ‘scope is obviously an old
model.)

The output of the function generator is normally
50 ohms or a little more and can safely be shorted
to itself. This is the basis of most of the testing
described here - noting what the device under test
(DUT) does in terms of loading down the generator.

SET-UP

Most electrolytic capacitors test well at 3kHz or a
little more. To calibrate your system set the fre-
quency here and set the output to maximum, or at
the maximum before the output clips. Set the
scope to a setting that just over-scans the screen,
then back off the generator to give a full waveform.

TESTING

Now, try touching the probes to several different
values of electrolytics. In Figure 2C, a 1mfd cap
will leave jut a trace of a ripple. All higher values
give a direct short indication - if they are good.
Thus, you can go through a chassis, guided only
by the symbols on the solder side, and check every
cap on it in seconds, or at least not many minutes.

If you get a waveform, you have only to check
topside to find that:

1) The hole was not stuffed in this model,
2) The cap is 1 mfd or less, or
3) You’ve found a bad cap.

CAPACITOR NOTES

Sound too easy? There are a few cautions. The first
is that this check is only for internal resistance. If
the cap has merely changed value, this may not
show it. However, electrolytics are not usually
specified to be precision parts. This check finds
more actual trouble making parts than most check-
ers that give value.

Another caution is that a shorted cap, or a very low
impedance circuit can cause a reading that is
erroneously good. If you suspect that might be the
case, merely unsolder one of the leads and try the
cap out of the circuit.

OFFSET

Some generators have a feature that can help you

here, too. If your machine has a D.C. Offset control
available, just set it off a half a volt. Then a short
will give you a 0 volt reading, while a good cap will
give you that offset. (This is assuming you are
using D.C. coupling on your scope. See Figure 3).
When in doubt, us an ohmmeter, although shorted
caps in monitors are rare.

SAFETY FIRST

Of course, a strong caution is in order here too.
This device is strictly cold chassis! Make sure
power is off each time you make a measurement.
Beware of some of those big power caps too, which
can hold charges for weeks if the fuse blow or the
board is cracked. You just got that function gen-
erator - don’t smoke it!

GROUNDING

Another possibility for false indications is a ground
path. Your test signal has a ground side, as most
scopes and generators do. If you are working on a
chassis that has other test equipment hooked up
to it, then hooking the “hot” side of your probes to
the grounded section will ground the waveform
and make you think the cap is good. If you work
with chassis that are completely disconnected
from other units this will not be a problem.

BOTTOM LINE

With all these cautions, there is one thing you can
be sure of. A cap that fails to short out your signal
is bad and should be replaced. As you stand
looking at an unfamiliar chassis and wondering
whether a cap job will help, such an inventory will
tell you a lot in a short time.
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Troubleshooting
Monitors With An

Audio Gen (Part 2)
FLYBACK TRANSFORMERS

Ah yes, the flyback! You’ve got a pile of those in the
corner too, don’t you? Some of them were replaced
on a hunch, then you found another problem, and
it just is not worth it to solder it back in for testing
purposes, not to mention wear and tear on the
circuit board. So here you are, stuck with junk
that’s too expensive to throw away!

Most flybacks can be easily tested on our little unit
here, again with high accuracy. Refering to Figure
4, the input terminals are marked with the X’s.
These are the terminals to hook your probes to. If
you don not know which these are, say for that
used part on your shelf with the question mark on
the side, then do an ohm check for continuity.
Ring each set of pins that has continuity. A good
reading anywhere in the unit would tend to indi-
cate a good part.

To test the flyback, sweep the frequency between
10 and 100 kHz. Somewhere there should be a
strong resonant peak, where the amplitude goes
very high. This indicates a good transformer. At
this point you can take that fearsome high voltage
wire and short the clip to the pins on the bottom
and see the waveform fall as you load it down. Due
to the controlled voltage and current used, you
can even shot the voltage through your hand, but
don’t let that become a habit when the unit is
operational.

This test is most effective on line voltage monitors
where the transformer input runs at about 120
volts. It will work on those little 12v dart monitors
too, but the resonant peak will no be as high. In
this case, it is a good idea to compare your suspect
to a known good one before calling it good or bad.

HORIZONTAL CIRCUIT

This test can be performed in-circuit by connect-
ing between chassis ground and the collector of
the horizontal output transistor.

In this case you are not only check the flyback, but
the entire section, including:
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•Output transistor (C-E shorts)
•Damper diode (often internal within transistor)
•Scan-derived voltages, associated diodes
•Deflection yoke

There are three main differences between check-
ing this section as a whole and just ringing the
flyback. First, some of the coils and capacitors are
there to tune the flyback, and so the resonant
frequency will change. The textbook norm is 47kHz,
but it is very common to see them anywhere from
15-70 kHz. Secondly, there is now more “stuff”
loading down the circuit, so the peak will have a
lower amplitude. Nevertheless, there should be a
definite peak. Thirdly, there is now a damper diode
involved, so we should only expect to see half the
waveform (Figure 5b). When in doubt, check your
reading against a known good part or chassis.

If it fails to allow a peak, then steps should be
taken to localize the problem. First disconnect the
collector of the output transistor. This can often be
done by just removing the mounting screws. Each
time you disconnect anything, re-check the circuit
to see if the short is gone.

It’s a good idea to take about 90 seconds at this
point and check any diodes on scan-derived sup-

plies - basically any diode tucked away in the
flyback area. Again, you are looking for that diode
waveform of Figure 5b. Any diode that reads as a
direct shot should have a lead lifted and be re-
tested. Although a shorted diode will tend to pull
down the readings on all of these in circuit, there
is often a subtle difference between the short and
other diodes.

Don’t allow this test to take up very much time,
though, because the flyback is now your biggest
suspect. You are only testing the diodes because
they can be checked very quickly. Also in this
category is the deflection yoke. It is rare for them
to short on game monitors, but hey, a plug in part
- pull the plug.

Most flybacks can be unsoldered cleanly enough
to check them without even removing them from
the board. Take any shortcuts that will work, but
make sure of each step. Dogs, for the most part,
tend to be technician created. Poor procedure,
assumptions, installing wrong parts, making prob-
lems instead of fixing them - we all have our
moments. Let’s try to keep them farther apart.

Regarding dart monitors mentioned previously,
there is another trick your little oscillator can do
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too. When the monitor is fixed (you hope) but you
can’t test it on your RGB fixture and the machine
is on location, there is a way! Switch the generator
to square waves and tune it to about 31kHz. Feed
that into the input of the monitor and turn the
output down a bit to give a good balance of light
and dark. You will probably see a tweedy, out of
sync pattern. Rock the frequency a bit and presto,
two vertical black bars and two light bars! This is
strictly a go/no go test and can be useful for
checking brightness and contrast, but not for
setting size. Do not try to set horiz or vert holds by
this, instead adjust the frequency of the generator.
If, however, the monitor fails to come up you just
saved yourself a location trip, and your reputation
as the company that “gets ‘em fixed” is intact.

TRANSISTORS

We have already looked at diode testing. Closely
related are transistors. This tester is of lesser
value here, but the probe in the hand is often the
fastest. A transistor is two diodes, the base being
the middle of the sandwich. Thus, between the
base and the other two legs one should get a diode
reading. C-E should read open except for some of
those fancy transistors with an internal diode.
Some Darlingtons also have an internal resistor E-
B, so suspect parts should be checked against a
known good one. Actually, in circuit resistance
and especially capacitive coupling tends to make
many such measurements involving transistors
“iffy.” You’ll still find some this way, but watch
your time. You may have better success with a
VOM.

One aspect of transistors may be of interest. That
is the tendency of the E-B junction to zener at 6-
7 volts (Figure 6). If your oscillator puts out this
high of a voltage you can see this happen. Aside
from helping you identify the Emitter and the
Collector, it doesn’t help you much but it is
interesting.

Other uses for this set up include amplifiers and
power supplies. Even when repairing other prob-
lems it can be reassuring to give them a quick cap-
scan before sending them out. The high frequency
used is especially compatible with switching sup-
plies. You can also test the diode on a pinball coil
without desoldering it, at the same time checking
the coil for short turns. Or run down the row of
drivers on a pinball CPU and pick the shorted ones
right out. Or check the traces on a logic board for
continuity or shorts one to another.
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Another caution would seem to be in order. If you
are checking on a logic board it is probably a good
idea to lower the oscillator voltage somewhat.
Microprocessor parts get more sensitive all the
time.

QUESTION

Is it possible to take a medium resolution monitor
and downgrade it to a standard resolution moni-
tor? The application might be useful for a conver-
sion. What’s the difference?

ANSWER

Yes, medium resolution monitors differ from the
standard resolution monitors used in video games
in a couple areas.

For one, medium resolution monitors use a differ-
ent horizontal frequency than standard resolution
monitors. The reason? Better resolution (of course).

The “almost” NTSC standard resolution systems
are so-so at best for 19" monitors and absolutely
lousy at 25" and above.

Game designers who want to get a decent picture
at 25" and to show off all the “little things” in their
games, a higher resolution than the standard was
needed. The medium resolution systems are the
equivalent of EGA in the IBM world.

MODIFYING

Yes, you can (sort of) convert those medium reso-
lution monitors to “standard” frequencies. The
easiest way to do it is by comparing a Wells 4915
(MedRes version) schematic to the 4902/03
(StandRes version) schematic and doing the ap-
propriate changes to the horizontal oscillator cir-
cuit.

BOTTOM LINE

The only snag is that the yoke may need to be
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changed and the convergence may not be perfect.
Although it can be done, it is not recommended for
game use as the dot pitch will never be exact. Some
applications, though, might not be fussy about the
shortcomings: such as a test set-up, etc.

Modifying Medium Resolution Monitors
To Standard Resolution
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Capacitor Data Sheet For Monitors

HOW TO USE THE CAPACITOR DATA SHEET

•First, look up the monitor to be repaired by manufacturer or chassis number.

•Use Digi-Key (DIGIK) part number to order caps.

•All caps are SU-type with 85 degree Centigrade rating for temperature.

•Don’t forget to check the QU column for quantity.

•Value (VALUE_) and Voltage (VOLT) are given for convenience.

•Placement gives the location on chassis.

NOTES

•On the Wells Gardner 19K4626 chassis, “input brd” refers to the Input board,
“v/h brd” refers to the Vertical/Horizontal board.

•On Electrohome GO7-CB chassis, C107 is on the neckboard.

•On the Wells Gardner 19K4901 chassis, C351 is mounted over diode D306
(“D306ov Dio” on spec sheet).

•The capacitors for chassis 19K4901 are the same for most of the 19K49xx
series of Wells Gardner monitors.

Parts Source: Digi-Key Corp 1-800/DIGI-KEY.
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HANTAREX POLO 25”
MONITOR TEST PATTERN

& B+ FILTER

SYMPTOM

Noisy video.

CAUSE

At first glance it’s not clear if this is a monitor
problem or possibly a bad ground or maybe even a
faulty power supply. Hantarex now provides a slick
way to quickly narrow down the cause of these types
of problems by providing a built-in test pattern.

PROCEDURE

To turn on the test pattern, find the remote adjust-
ment board. On it you will find a 2 pin jumper
labeled Test. Jumper the pins together.

SOLUTION

After installing this jumper, it was found that the
noise was present even on the test pattern. This
indicated conclusively that the monitor was at fault.

The problem turned out to be C121. This
100mfd cap is the main 138 volt B+ filter.
Hantarex was very helpful in explaining
that this cap has a tendency to be bumped
due to the handling of the monitor dur-
ing game production since it sits out near
the edge of the monitor board.

More than likely, one of the leads broke
internally and was arcing, thus causing
the noise on the video.

HANTAREX MTC
9000 SHUT DOWN

TEST

SYMPTOM

Hantarex MTC 9000 was coming on for

a fraction of a second then shutting down. All the
filter caps were OK and there was no garbage on any
of the B+ lines.

PROBLEM

Found R94 burned open, when replaced and the
voltage on C57 was checked, it was found to be low
(this should be about 26V), and R94 was starting to
get hot again.  The problem turned out to be IC 1 a
TDA 1670 vertical deflection IC (sub with ECG
1862).

SOLUTION

To confirm this, disconnect pin 14 of IC 1 and re-test
voltage on C57, the monitor should also power up
now without vertical deflection.

ATARI WORLD RALLY WITH

25” HANTAREX MONITOR

SUBJECT

When doing your conversions with a game like
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World Rally by Atari, it really
pays to use a new 25 inch moni-
tor. Driving games have a much
longer life than most other video
games. (Most operators are still
running Pole Positions from
1980!)

CABINET/MONITOR

The big problem with doing a
conversion with World Rally is
choosing the right cabinet. If you
install it in an ten year old cabinet
your new game won’t earn what it
should. You might be better off
giving your money to the Red
Cross for flood relief. If you are
serious about earning money, you
need to have a new 25” big screen
monitor for your game.

Two factors are of major importance with the moni-
tor. The first is the size of the monitor. Not all 25”
monitors are the same size! The difference is the
angle of the CRT. Most sets have a 100 degree tube.
The new Hantarex 25” Polo has a 110 degree tube
which makes it about 2” shorter in depth. This can
be very important when installing the game in a
cabinet where a 19” monitor came out of.

BY THE NUMBERS

The numbers that are important are 22-5/8” wide
and 16-5/8” deep and 20-5/8” high. This monitor
weighs almost twice what a 19” monitor does. I do
recommend using metal brackets and/or carriage
bolts to properly secure the monitor. Most games
were made with the front a little less than 24”

because they get the maximum yield
from their wood. This gives an inch side
clearance in the horizontal position. If
you make a cardboard template of the
side view of the monitor and hold it to
the side of your potential kit cabinet, you
can tell real quick if it is a good choice.

"NOT ALL

25" MONITORS

ARE THE SAME

SIZE!"
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KRISTEL MONITOR

ARACHNID 6000 DARTS

NO VIDEO

PROBLEM

Raster, but no video.

CAUSE

Upon repair of the monitor it was discovered what
was believed to be the cause of the problem, a NUT!
When removing the PCB from the monitor chassis
a Dart Head Nut fell out from between the two
assemblies. Although Dart Head nuts and washers
fall down into the drawer on occasion, this is the first
time it caused a problem like this.

SOLUTION

As a result of the above, D301 (1N4627, and
ECG137H will do also) a 6.2 volt Zener Diode
shorted out, bringing the base of Q302 to near
ground potential, resulting in turning Q301 off,
cutting off the video signal.

KRISTEL MONITOR

WAVY VIDEO

PROBLEM

Swiggly/wavy video at the top part of the screen.
Hard to adjust out, if at all.

SOLUTION

There are two possible causes, both related to each
other, that have been found. First, you may have a
broken solder joint on C206 (l ufd 50 Vdc). Or
second, C206 is open, which would have the same
effect as a broken solder joint.

NOTE

If you find it’s a case of a broken solder joint, check
C206 any way. If questionable, replace.

ARACHNID DARTS

OMNI VISION MONITOR

REDUCED VIDEO

PROBLEM

Small or reduced in size picture on screen. B+
voltage check out O.K.

SOLUTION

Found D14 (MR818 or ECG506) and C18 (330ufd,
16 Vdc used in monitor, although schematic shows
it to be a 470ufd, 16 Vdc) to be bad.

ARACHNID DARTS

MONITOR UNSTABLE

VIDEO

SUBJECT

Arachnid 6000 Series Darts

PROBLEM

Unstable picture and/or sync with little to no con-
trast screen control.

SOLUTION

At first look you might think it’s a monitor problem
but it’s not. Found Q1 (2N2222 or ECG123A) on
the Main Game Board leaky, sending a video signal
to the monitor that’s weak and unstable.

ARACHNID 6000 SERIES

DART HEAD DEBRIS

PROBLEM

Nuts and washers coming loose from the Dart Head,
fall down into the drawer, possibly causing major
problems.
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SYMPTOM

It’s evident to see why this could happen because
the cutouts are just below the Dart Head, which are
right over the Power Supply and Monitor. Although
I experienced a monitor problem from the above,
you may experience other problems in the Monitor
or even in the Power Supply.

SOLUTION

To eliminate this problem you need to get some
nylon fly screen about 4” by 22”, and some spray
glue or rubber cement.

• Start by removing the cables that go through the
cutouts on the dart game, and set them aside.
• Take the nylon fly screen and measure 2” down
from each 4”  side, then fold or crease to a 90 degree
angle.
• Now measure 1-1/2” down from the 90 degree
bend, then fold or crease to a 90 degree angle again.
It should look like a long J strip, which will be used
to cover the bottom cutouts.
• Apply the glue or cement to the area where the
screen will meet around the back, bottom and lip of
the cutouts.
• Install the screen so that the 2” part is on the back,
the 1-1/2” part is on the bottom and the rest is on the
bottom lip, cut off any excess passed the lip.
• When done, cut a slit horizontally just long enough
to let the cables pass through over the cutout above
the monitor.
• Keep it close to the left side and next to the lip of
the cutout, all that’s left is to reconnect the cables.

Now you have one less problem to worry about.

NOTE

Do not try to block off the cutouts completely, if you
do you may have a serious over-heating problem
then. The cutouts act as vents for the Power Supply
and Monitor to reduce the heat build up in the
drawer. The heat rises up through the cutouts up to
the vents on top of the back door, like a chimney is
used for a fireplace.

Some games may not have vents on the back door,
simply cutout a couple of 4” squares about 6” down
and from each side on top of the back door. Glue a
5” square of fly screen around the cutouts and your
done.

SHARP MONITOR

XM1801N DOUBLE

IMAGE

SUBJECT

Sharp Monitor XM1801N used in Nintendo VS
Table Games.

PROBLEM

Rolling and/or double image picture on screen.
Adjusting the V-hold will lock the sync in, but a
double image picture still remains.

SOLUTION

C514 (100ufd/16vdc) has decreased in value. Sus-
pect one finally stabilized at around 7ufd! Replace
C514 to restore picture to normal.

Wells Gardner 25”
Color Monitor

T’Shooting
SYMPTOM

A Terminator 2 video game with a 25" Wells Gardner
color monitor that suddenly went “greenish white”.
The background got very light with a green tinge. In
order to get the background neutral again the green
screen must be turned all the way down. The other
drive controls had to be remixed to get some sort of
balance.

PROBLEM

Now, the background is black, but the color isn’t
right. It looks all blue and red and turning up the
green drive screws the picture up. Obviously, some-
thing failed. Any clues? Where do you start?

SOLUTION

First thing to be done is to use the built-in monitor
test patterns (very nice to have, thanks Williams!).
Check the various color screens and color bars.
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T’SHOOTING

If you want to determine where the problem is,
simply switch the color wires around at the monitor
connector. If the problem moves with the wire, the
board is at fault, if it stays with the color then the
monitor is at fault. From there, you then start to
troubleshoot the bad unit (monitor, CPU or wiring
harness).

WELLS GARDNER 4900
CAP KITS & VERTICAL

FOLDOVER

PROBLEM

Vertical foldover on the 4900 model monitor.

SYMPTOM

After replacing all the capacitors supplied in your
monitor capacitor upgrade kit, you still have verti-
cal foldover.

SOLUTION

C308 (2.2ufd @ 50V) is a common cause of vertical
foldover on these monitors and is not included in
any of the “Get Well” kits currently available. So, if
the cap kit doesn’t cure what ails ya’, try replacin’
C308!

WELLS GARDNER

K7000
NO HIGH VOLTAGE

SYMPTOMS

Wells Gardner K7000 series. No high voltage. B
positive too high: 140 to 160 Vdc. High voltage shut
down.

SOLUTION

Note: All checks done with no power to monitor.

• Check fuse F1
If F1 is open, replace it –but don’t apply power to
monitor yet.

• Check Q11 horizontal output transistor for short.
Place your digital meter to Diode Check mode.
With the positive (+) lead of your meter to ground
and negative (-) lead to the collector of Q11. The
collector of Q11 is the tab mounted on the heat sink.
If Q11 shows shorted before you pull it out, check
capacitor C36 for short. If shorted, replace it with
Wells Gardner part #046x0551-003.

• After you replace C36, recheck for shorted condi-
tion of Q11. If it’s okay, then...

• Check the voltage regulator (IC4) between pins 1
and 4 –should read on your meter about .184 with
the positive lead on pin 1 and negative lead on pin 4.
If shorted replace it.

MONITOR AT THIS POINT SHOULD START UP.

• With monitor running, check B positive IC4 pin 4
–should be between 123 Vdc and 130 Vdc.

• If monitor runs, then shuts down after about 5
minutes –replace D18 damper diode even if it checks
okay.

This should solve most all your high voltage prob-
lems on this monitor.

WELLS-GARDNER K7000
WASHED OUT PIX

PROBLEM

Washed-out picture on K7000 series monitors. Con-
trast and brightness controls do not help.

SOLUTION

Q1, Q2, Q3 are bad. Although they measure good,
replace all 3. On some 13” monitors there are 3
unmarked 9.1V Zener diodes above R7, R8 and R9.
These may be open, also.
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BUILDING AN OBSERVATION MONITOR

The best way to show off that hot new game is to build and install an observation monitor.
 Even if a crowd has formed around the game, people passing by can still see the game

being played with this additional monitor –mounted on top of the game.

ELECTRICAL

The second feature is the ease at which the monitor
plugs in without damage to the existing wiring. The
monitor adapter board I made consists of a printed
circuit board with two male connectors (a six pin
and a three pin) which were removed from an old
chassis board. Traces on the PCB run to both ends.
Connected to both ends are a set of the appropriate
wires (Red, Green, Blue, Gnd, CompSync). On the
ends of the wires are the female connectors –a six
pin and three pin.

After the adapter board is built,
the installation goes as follows:

INSTALLATION

Remove the RGB connector from the game moni-
tor and plug it into the male connector of the adapter
board. Take one of the female connectors from the
adapter board and plug it into the game monitor
(lower). The other female connector runs up through
the cabinet, out of a vent or hand hold in the cabinet

and up into the bottom of the
monitor box and plugs into
the observation monitor (up-
per). Plug in the power cord
of the upper monitor and ta-
da, your done.

IN THE END

At the trade shows, you will
find manufacturers using ob-
servation monitors to help
sell their games. Now you can
use them to increase the
money in your cash boxes and
they also come in handy for
tournament play.

THE GOAL

I originally built one for Street Fighter II Champ a
few years ago. I knew that someday I would have to
move it to the next new hot game that I wanted to
feature. I designed it so it could be attached to
cabinets with different pitches without the need for
additional hardware and could be installed in min-
utes. Since then, it has been used on Mortal Kombat,
NBA Jam and now MKII.

CONSTRUCTION

The box that houses the 19” CRT (just grab any
color RGB video game monitor) is of basic con-
struction. Simply a box made of particle board and
covered with a wood grain laminate. A groove has
been cut into the front to hold the glass. Inside the
box, mount the monitor with an isolation trans-
former. Attach a power cord to the isolation trans-
former and run it out the bottom of the box.

The real secret to the design is the ability to adapt
to any cabinet and the ease of wire hook up.

MECHANICAL

The monitor box is attached
to the cabinet by a pair of
hinges that are bolted to the
front of the monitor box and
screwed to the top of the
game cabinet. The rear of
the monitor box is supported
by two turnbuckles which are
screwed into eyebolts that are
bolted to the box. So that no
matter what the pitch hap-
pens to be, just unscrew the
turnbuckle down until the
proper angle is achieved.
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HANTAREX MTC9000 33”
TUBE SHUT-DOWN

ELECTROHOME GO7
FULL BEAM SYMPTOM

SYMPTOM

Trouble with a Electrohome GO7-CBO: The beam
is at full strength.

STATUS

Changed transistors X303 and X304, and all the
capacitors that are normally associated with this
circuit. The blanking pulse is present.

The only difference between this chassis and a

working chassis is that the 12v on the base of X303
drops to about 5 volts and in so doing, cuts X303 off
to the point that it cannot control the beam.

SOLUTION

Check C107. It’s the 10mfd @ 250vdc capacitor on
the neck board. It causes symptoms similar to those
described above.

NOTE

This same symptom can also be caused by C34
(22mfd @ 160v) being off value and R94 burning
open.

The reason for the R94 (3.9 ohm) resistor opening
is usually because too much current is drawn. Check
IC1 (TDA 1670) or C57 shorting out.

SYMPTOM

An MTC9000 33” monitor was brought in and on
power-up, it would shut down immediately.

If the monitor was turned off and on in two second
intervals, it would fire up. But when completely
turned off, the same result again, it shuts down
immediately.

SOLUTION

I found C35 to measure only .89mfd when actually
it was supposed to be 22mfd @ 25v. After this
capacitor was changed, the monitor fired up every
time.

TECHSTAR★
J o u r n a l
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HANTAREX MTC9000 25"
CLICKING

SYMPTOM

I have some mystery trouble with this monitor. I had
low High Voltage and replaced the flyback. Now I
get a rapid clicking sound from the main board and
corresponding flashes in the picture tube. When it
stops, the picture is badly washed out and out of
focus. I can’t see any sparks even in the dark.

SOLUTION 1
Did you look at that 22uF @ 160V cap in the B+
circuit? That will cause weird problems when it is on
the way out. Value there is not too critical, you could
sub a 33uF or 47uF @ 160v in its place. The cap is

HANTAREX POLO MONITOR

CAPACITOR CHANGE

located roughly dead center on the chassis.

SOLUTION 2
I have encountered this on one occasion also, seems
hopeless doesn’t it? It drove me nutz for about 2
hours. Finally I got out my trusty scope and once
again it saved the day.

Your problem lies in IC 1 (TDA1670A) Check out
pin 1 and 12 you will see the waveform is not steady,
it will cut in and out along with the B+ voltage trying
to reach its peak.

SUBJECT

Hantarex Polo 27” monitor used in Driver’s Edge
(Strata) and Under Fire (Taito).

PROBLEM

The capacitor in position C170 is the wrong type and
may short out after a few months of operation. It is
necessary to replace it with a double metalized
capacitor.

SOLUTION

To obtain a free replacement capacitor contact the
Hantarex Service and Parts Department.

FAX #: (708) 843-7244

PHONE #: (800) 848-5065
                 (708) 843-7226

SPECIAL NOTE

Because of physical size, the original capacitor is
located on the solder side of the PCB under the
C170 board location. After removing the original,
the replacement capacitor can be inserted on the
top side of the PCB in the C170 position.

EXCLUSIVE

This modification applies to the Polo 27” only. No
other size Hantarex monitor requires this capacitor
change.
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PROBLEM

I am having trouble finding someone who knows
anything about Kortek monitors. I have one that has
a ripple or hum bar that runs vertical and pulses the
screen. I’ve separated the power supply out of the
circuit and put a load on it, and with a ‘scope on the
load I still have the ripple. I’ve replaced the zener
diodes, transistors, and all the capacitors in the

KORTEK MONITOR

PARTS SOURCE

PROBLEM

This monitor has had problems with blooming which
was more noticeable with Jumbo 33” and 38” tubes.

SYMPTOM

Quick changes in color have been a major problem;
causing blooming effects.

PENTRANIC MONITOR

BLOOMING UPDATE KIT

power supply but none of that has helped. I also can
not adjust B+.

SOLUTION

Sounds like you need a “Get Well” kit. Zanen
Electronics has get well kits for the Kortek monitors
as well as tech help on same.

PHONE: 806/793-6337.

SOLUTION

Pentranic U.S.A. has released a free kit to enhance
their monitor. Call 317/322-2345 for your free up-
date. It’s worth doing at this price.

Their monitors are very reasonably priced, but the
monitors without this modification are marginal.

PROBLEM

To expand the horizontal range on Wells Gardner
K7000 series.

SOLUTION

If you are adjusting the horizontal frequency on this
monitor, trying to eliminate that one side that has a

WELLS GARDNER

HORIZONTAL RANGE CAP CHANGE

tear in it, and over-adjusting causes the picture to
lose the horizontal sync, try the following capacitor
change:

CHANGE C22
FROM: l mfd/25 W volts
TO: 10 mfd/35 W volts.
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PROBLEM

FET Failures in U2000 Killer Instinct Monitors.

CAUSE

A torrid choke was added to the U2000 monitor
used in Killer Instinct to pass FCC requirements.
This choke causes a voltage peak to occur across
diode D107 and FET Q101 which can exceed their
breakdown rating.

MODIFICATION

If the monitor is working OK, it is recommended
that R108 be changed from .22 ohm to .47 ohm, 2
watt, 5% metal oxide type, when convenient. This
limits the amplitude of the pulse to safe levels.

If either the FET or diode has failed, it is recom-
mended that both be changed along with R108.

KIT AVAILABLE

A kit of parts consisting of fuse, FET, diode, and
resistor can be obtained by calling Wells-Gardner
service department at our toll free number: 800/336-
6630.

NOTE

It is important to note that the FET failures in the
U2000 occur only in the Killer Instincts. All other
U2000 are OK.

WELLS GARDNER

KILLER INSTINCT FET FAILURES

SUBJECT

Horizontal Output Transistor on the U2000 and
U5000.

PROBLEM

In some cases, operating the monitor without the
remote control board or if the cable is intermittent
or has a broken potentiometer, can cause the Hori-
zontal Output Transistor to fail. This happens be-
cause the horizontal frequency goes too low and the
collector voltage on the H.O.T. can exceed its rat-
ing.

SOLUTION

The cure is to change D712 to a germanium type
diode. This will limit the frequency drop and protect
the Output Device. A general purpose germanium
such as lN34 will do quite nicely.

CAUTION

It is recommended that the monitor not be operated
without the remote cable or control board attached.

WELLS GARDNER

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT MODIFICATION
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CAN YOU POWER UP THE CHASSIS WITHOUT CONNECTING

IT TO A PICTURE TUBE?

 Yeah.

BUT WHAT ABOUT THE HIGH VOLTAGE LEAD?

I usually tape the high voltage anode lead to the

table faraway from me, and if the tape comes loose,

just get out of the way! The yoke needs to be

connected on some models for the chassis to power

up, but most 7000’s tend to power up even without

the yoke. It varies by submodel.

WHAT’S THE HAZARD TO THE CHASSIS IF YOU DON’T

PLUG IN THE YOKE?

 No hazard–it may just go into shutdown.

WHAT ABOUT NO NECKBOARD BEING CONNECTED?

 You can still power it up– it will still run.

AND THE SCHEMATIC VOLTAGES?

 They’ll be a little high, especially the B+ and focus–

but you won’t be poking at that with your fingers!

WILL B+ FLOAT UP TO SHUTDOWN VOLTAGE?

 No, they’ve got pretty good regulators on there.

That’s the reason why they’ll run without a yoke. If

it’s got a good regulator it will usually

power up.

MONITOR REPAIR FOR DUMMIES:
WELLS GARDNER 7000 CHASSIS

Use of the information from the following conversation requires advance level bench technician
experience and a safe non-conductive work area, applying power to the chassis

 through an isolation transformer, and sometimes, good reflexes.

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHEN A PICTURE TUBE IS BAD–

WHAT DOES IT DO TO THE CHASSIS?

 Usually, I know the picture tube is bad when you’re

missing one color and you can’t get it to come up by

grounding out the problem gun.

IF YOU CAN’T GET IT UP BY SWAPPING THE VIDEO COLOR

LEADS FROM THE GAME BOARD?

 No, you don’t even have to do that –here’s a way to

test the tube directly: Take an insulated alligator

clip lead, ground one end to the chassis, and touch

the other end to the drive transistor on the neck

board’s collector, which is the tab. That’ll kick that

color wide open, as bright as it can go. If you touch

the bad one and it’s dim, it’s suspected bad. If you

touch one and it brings up the wrong color, there’s

a short. The easiest way to check a tube is with a

picture tube analyzer. And rejuvenate away!

HOW CAN YOU MEASURE WHETHER A PICTURE TUBE IS

BAD? OR DOES IT HAVE TO BE IN CIRCUIT?

 It has to be in operation, because of the voltages

involved.  A CRT analyzer does a fairly good job of

simulating operation.

IS THERE A SHORT IN THE TUBE THAT WILL CAUSE THE

FUSE TO BLOW OR A FAILURE OF OTHER COMPONENTS?

 For all practical purposes, No.
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SO IF THE PICTURE TUBE GOES, IT JUST DOESN’T DO ITS

JOB, AND IT USUALLY DOESN’T TEAR THE BOARD DOWN

WITH IT?

 Exactly.

IN THE CASE OF A SUSPECTED BAD FLYBACK, CAN YOU

DISCONNECT THE HORIZONTAL OUTPUT’S COLLECTOR

LEAD AND POWER UP THE CHASSIS TO SEE IF THE OTHER

COMPONENTS ARE ALL GOOD?

No, because too many of the voltages are coming

through there that are needed for the chassis to

come up. Everything but the AC derived power

would be dead if you did that.

SO HOW DO YOU MEASURE A BAD FLYBACK? CAN YOU

ISOLATE IT?

You can measure if the primary windings are shorted

together normally you’ll measure a handful of ohms,

maybe 2 or 3. If you’re into zero or 1 ohm, you’ve got

a problem... But on the 7000’s they’re notorious for

blowing the safety capacitors.

IS THAT C36?

Yes, and C39. And all that stuff on the schematic

under the flyback–you’ve got a handful of diodes

and a couple of caps–any of that stuff will blow your

fuse.

CAN YOU MEASURE THE C36 CAP ON CHASSIS, OR DO

YOU HAVE TO PULL IT?

It’s best to pull it to test it –it’s a feed-through and a

capacitor– the two right end legs are connected

together and the two left end legs are connected

together, with the capacitor in the middle. It acts as

a fuse and a safety cap. If the voltage goes too high

or the current goes too high, that cap blows.  Note:

Some models DON’T use the 4 lead caps.

WHAT DO WE MEASURE THERE?

Infinity. If you measure any resistance, it’s shot.

Replace it.

WHAT OHM READING DO WE WANT ACROSS PINS 1 AND

4 OF THE VOLTAGE REGULATOR?

150 to 220 ohms you might expect, but it varies by

meter model.

AND WHAT’S ACCEPTABLE MEASUREMENT OF Q11?

With no power and in the diode test mode, you

should see similar measurements of increasing ohms

–just as if you were reading across an 1N4004 diode.

SO WE SHOULD READ ONE OF THOSE TO GET A BETTER

IDEA OF HOW OUR METER READS DIODES IN THE DIODE

MODE AND RESISTANCE MODE.

Also, D18 needs to be replaced if you blew a second

Q11. It works like the diode across the pinball coil.

It will run awhile and blow your Q11 again.

REVITALIZE
YOUR VIDEO!

With STAR★TECH
Journal's

VIDEO
BRIGHT-

ENER
Increase your profits by
increasing the brillance
of your video monitors!

SAFE & EASY INSTALLATION
FITS ALL 11'' TO 36"

MONITORS
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

ONLY $24

Phone: 609/654-5544
Fax: 609/654-1441
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ATARI PRIMAL RAGE

LATEST SOFTWARE REV

COLOR OUT IMPEDANCE

& SELF TEST

SOFTWARE

The latest version for Primal Rage is 2.3.  This
version adds some new finishing moves and
tightens up the overall game play.

IMPEDANCE

Primal Rage is available in three different for-
mats:
1. Showcase:  High impedance.
2. Family Cabinet:  Low impedance.
3. Kit:  High or Low impedance.

The impedance refers to the drive on the color
output circuit.  Most monitors that the kits will
go into will accept high impedance.  The imped-
ance will affect the brightness of the game.

SELF TEST

The motion object test shows ROMs 0-0 in red.
The ROMs are OK if the checksum is 363E0.

DYNAMO 50" MONITORS

AUTO POWER-UP

PROGRAMMING

PROBLEM

The monitor on the 50" TV screen does not power
up automatically on some games like on other
games.

POSSIBILITY

On the HS-13, 50" TV screen used by Dynamo on
familiar games produced by American Laser
Games, the power to the TV screen can be set to
automatically Power On when the game is turned
on - without having to use the remote.

NOTE

You must have model number V5007R in order
to institute this change.

PROCEDURE

To make this software change to the TV, you
must perform the following steps:

a) Unplug the game PCB, so the games does not
come up.

b) Power up the game and make sure the Power
to the TV is on.

c) Press the <MENU> key on the remote.

d) With the menu now on the screen, press the
keys <0>, <0>, <8>.  This will bring up the second
menu screen.

e) On the screen, you will have two choices:
i) LP (Last Power)
ii) Hotel

f) Press #1 to toggle Last Power to (ON).

g) Press <ENTER> to lock the setting.

h) Press <MENU> to go back to the main screen.

i) Press <MENU> again to go back to TV mode.

j) Select <EXT1> as the input and the TV will
stay set from now on.

ELECTROHOME G07 19
INCH COLOR MONITOR

DEFLECTION PROBLEM

Problem
Maximum deflection does not fill the entire
screen.
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SYMPTOM

See figure 1 for symptom on the screen.  This is
with potentiometer R408 adjusted to it’s maxi-
mum.

SOLUTION

A tough to find, but very simple problem to fix.
The component in this case is C407 that has gone
out of value.  This component was measured with
a capacitor meter and was found to measure 1.2
micro farad, the actual value is supposed to be
4.7 micro farad.

REPAIR/VERIFY

This should be replaced with a 4.7 microfarad
capacitor with a 250 working volt rating.  See
figure 2 for diagram.

Figure 2
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HANTAREX MTC-9000
PULSING HIGH

FREQUENCY SOUND

SUBJECT

Hantarex MTC-9000 Color 28" monitor.

PROBLEM

When the monitor is plugged in, there is a puls-
ing squeaking high frequency sound, like the
horizontal oscillator trying to start up and shut
down repeatedly.

SOLUTION

The problem could be one of many capacitors.
C34 (22 microfarad @ 200 volts) may be open, or
C45 (1 microfarad @ 200 volts), or the B+ capaci-
tor on the neck board.  The capacitor on the neck
board may be a different C position but its value
is usually around 10 microfarad @ 200 volts.

FLYBACK PROBLEM

After testing several parts:  IC2, C35, TR14, the
flyback transformer was found to be at fault.
There may be a little difficulty in taking voltage
measurements with the horizontal oscillator
cutting in and out.  Therefore, shut off the power,
unplug the yoke and turn the power back on.  You
will now notice that the squeaking has stopped
and no high voltage is present.

TESTING

Measure the voltage at either end of the large
power resistor mounted on the side of the chas-
sis.  One end approximately 161 volts, and at the
other end approximately 165 volts.  There should
be a difference of 4 to 6 volts DC. This shows that
the flyback has failed.

Another way to see if the flyback has failed, is to
measure between the leads of the flyback to see
which pins are still connected to each other.

CHECK

Also test to make sure that D27 is not shorted.  In

this case, the diode was shorted and replaced by
a 1N4007 diode and pin nine of the flyback was
open from the primary and shorted to pin ten of
the secondary.

MERIT VIDEO DRIVER

FAILURE ON TOUCH

SCREENS

SUBJECT

Games with CRT-250 or CRT-260 CPU boards.

PROBLEM

Unstable picture due to loss of vertical or hori-
zontal sync.

SOLUTION

If your game exhibits this problem, replace the
7406 driver (or U23 for the CRT-250 board) and
add two transient suppresser diodes to the sync
outputs for additional protection.

MOINFO

For more information, contact your Merit Indus-
tries distributor at 800/445-9353.

MERIT TOUCHSCREEN

DRIFTING CALIBRATION

PROCEDURE

SUBJECT

Poor touchscreen performance on uprights.

SYMPTOM

Calibration drifts when simultaneously touch-
ing the screen and the bezel or touchscreen just
not working properly.

CAUSE

Ineffective grounding of the monitor bezel door
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or the monitor is not oriented properly in rela-
tion to the bezel door.

SOLUTION

Provide a better ground connection by removing
the paint from under the ground strap screw on
the bezel door hinge.  Re-orient the monitor in
relation to the bezel door.

BEFORE PROCEEDING

WITH THE FOLLOWING STEPS,
POWER DOWN THE GAME.

GROUNDING THE MONITOR

Open monitor bezel door.  Locate the ground
strap screw attached to the door hinge on the top
of the machine.  Remove the screw, scrape away
the paint underneath screw head and reattach
the screw.  You must re-calibrate the touchscreen
after opening the monitor door!

MONITOR POSITION

Repositioning the monitor to provide proper align-
ment with the bezel:  Bezel door should rest
firmly against the neoprene tape around the
monitor without crushing the tape.  The metal
door cannot touch the monitor screen or the
touchscreen will not calibrate.

PROCEDURE

* Open the rear door to access the monitor/CPU
section.

* Loosen the four bolts securing the monitor
shelf.

* Adjust the two screws at the back of the shelf to
move the monitor assembly closer to, or farther
from, the bezel door.

* Once the shelf is in position, re-secure the four
mounting bolts.

* Close the rear door and power up the game.

* Re-calibrate the touchscreen.

MERIT MEGATOUCH

BLOWN MONITOR FUSE

PROBLEM

Monitor is inoperative after power-up.

GAMES AFFECTED

All Megatouch games using Type 19 Ducksan
monitors.

SYMPTOMS

After power-up, you can hear the fan running
and see the power supply light, but there is no
picture.

CAUSE

Fuse on monitor chassis has blown.

SOLUTION

Replace existing fast-blow 3 amp 250V fuse.  If
you do not have the proper fuse, call Merit
customer service for assistance:  800/445-9353.
Part number is EC3004.

SEGA VIRTUA RACER

TWIN MONITOR FAILURES

PROBLEM

Solder joints on monitor connectors can cause
monitor boards to fail and possibly cause chassis
board and neck board damage.

SOLUTION

This problem is common on the Wells-Gardner
25K8000 series monitors which are issued with
the Virtua Racer Twin by SEGA.

PROCEDURE

Open the back access panel to the monitor and
with the power off.

First inspect the Power Supply PCB on the
monitor.  It will be located mounted vertically on
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the right side of the access pane.

Check connectors P104 and P100 for cold, cracked,
or burned solder joints. Most often, the solder
joints will be burned looking and may possibly
even have the solder melted out of the holes.

Next, inspect the Main Chassis PCB on the
monitor.

Look at connectors P150, P200, P201, P500,
P600, and P700.  You are looking for the same
symptoms as those on the Power Supply PCB.

If you have some bad connector pins, touch them
up with a hot soldering iron and fresh solder.

WELLS GARDNER SERIES 7000 MODEL 19K7689
HALF SCREEN DEFLECTION

PROBLEM

Maximum deflection on the screen is 1/2 with
vertical foldover in the same picture.

SOLUTION

This type of problem was a little hard to find, but
after it was found, it made perfect sense to what
was wrong.  (See the diagram which is figure
number two for component location.)
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IR82 is a 820 ohm resistor and when measured,
had found to have a resistance of 16.23 ohms
(This measurement is done with the yoke un-
plugged from the chassis.) Therefore, it was
obvious that R82 somehow was in parallel with
R81 which has a resistance of 15 ohms.

Then C49 (which should have blocked the Vdc
path between R81 and R82) in the deflection
circuit was found to be at fault with a resistance
measurement of 1.23 ohms.  Replace and verify.
Yep!  That was it.

WELLS-GARDNER

VERTICAL OUTPUT

DEVICE ON U5000
SUBJECT

After 4 months in the field, we began to notice a
higher than normal failure rate on the vertical
output device (U601, TDA 1771) on certain mod-
els of the U5000.  These were primarily used in
Williams’ Cruis’N USA.

PROBLEM

After an exhaustive analysis, we discovered that
some yoke versions were requiring higher out-
put device dissipation and causing the output
device to operate at or slightly above its maxi-
mum temperature rating.  Note: This only occurs
in the 25Khz mode.

SOLUTION

The fix is to reduce the peak currents in the
output device by adding a 24 ohm, 5W resistor in
series with the 30V supply to the output device.
This is accomplished by removing jumper W108
and inserting the resistor.  To maintain 15Khz
operation, this resistor should be shorted out.

RETRO KITS

If you have a monitor that blows the vertical IC,
we recommend that you install the retrofit kit
along with a new IC.  Retrofit kits for this fix are

available from Williams or Wells-Gardner free of
charge.

NOTE

When installing this kit, make sure the orange
wire 15/25 Khz jumper is connected properly (no
connection for 25Khz, connected for 15Khz) to
the 30V post.

Wells-Gardner toll free number is 800/366-6630.

WILLIAMS CRUISIN’USA
VERTICAL OUTPUT

MONITOR FAILURE

PROBLEM

Vertical output premature failure on Wells
Gardner 25K5108 monitor in a Williams
Cruisin’USA.

SYMPTOM

Horizontal line on screen.

CAUSE

Vertical output chip U601 has shorted out.

SOLUTION

Replace U601 available from any major distribu-
tor or get the replacement part from Wells
Gardner.  Also check R303, 1.2 ohm/2w flame-
proof resistor and D302, the high speed rectifier.

NOTE

To prevent this chip from failing, perform the
following modification to the monitor board:

* Remove W108 near U601 at edge of board.

* Install a 25 ohm, 5w resistor in its place.

This should be done to all your monitors unless
a terminal strip is installed near the chip - in
which case the modification is already installed.
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ADDING AN AUXILIARY

MONITOR

SUBJECT

Need an auxiliary monitor? Want to show off
that new video?  Impress a new location?  Draw
passers-by?

SOLUTION

Roll your own!  Just make sure to use an isolation
transformer for each slave you wire up.

NOTE

Do Not parallel the new wiring with the existing
monitor.  Break into the signal cable of the main
monitor and create a ‘Y’ to branch the color
signals. (You might have to put resistors in
series with each branch of the ‘Y’ to remove
ghosting.)

SIMPLE HELPFUL

SERVICE TIPS FOR

T R O U B L E S H O O T I N G

VIDEOGAMES

You have a game on location and it stops func-
tioning.  Try to apply these simple rules before
going into grave expense on the repair.  Use
these helpful hints in case of difficulty.  These
apply to any videogame.

NO RASTER/NO VIDEO

Check A.C. line cord
Check line fuse
Check monitor brightness
Check power switch and/or interlock switch
Check solder connections on line filter & xformer
Check for proper orientation of PCB connector

RASTER/NO VIDEO

Check all PCB to monitor connections
Check power supply voltage on PCB

NO VIDEO/GAME SOUNDS CAN BE HEARD

Check monitor brightness
Check all PCB to monitor connections

WRONG COLORS

Monitor needs degaussing
Check for proper wiring between PCB & monitor
Check monitor adjustment and adjust if neces-
sary

WAVY PICTURE

Check ground is properly connected to monitor
Be certain sync inputs are properly connected
Check horizontal hold adjustment

HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL ROLL

Check horizontal & vertical hold adjustments
Check for proper wiring of sync PCB to monitor

NO SOUND

Check for -5 volts on edge connector or PCB
Check volume control potentiometer adjustment
Check for +12 volts on edge connector of PCB
Check wiring from PCB to speaker
Check speaker for low resistance between the +
and - tabs

BAD SOUND

Check wiring to speaker for bad connections
Check sound with another speaker
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NO SWITCH INPUT

Check ground connection to switch/es
Check wiring between PCB and switch/es
Check switch/es with an ohmmeter

SWITCH OPERATES INCORRECT FUNCTION

Check wiring between PCB and switches
Check wiring for shorts between switch inputs

NO COIN METER

Check wiring to coin meter
Check that +5 volts is on “+” side of meter
Verify a +5 volt meter is used

WHEN COIN SWITCH IS MADE AND METER PULSES,
THE SCREEN BLANKS OUT AND/OR GAME RESETS

Verify that a meter with a diode is used
If no diode is built into meter, a IN4004 can be
used across the meter. Cathode to + side of meter
and anode to - side of meter

MONITOR REPAIR

WITHOUT SCHEMATICS

(PART 1)

The essence of troubleshooting is isolation of the
problem.  Identify the symptom, what does and
does not work.  A monitor is a system.  Power
goes in, signals go in, pictures come out.  It is a
process.  Troubleshooting is a linear process as
well, in parallel with the system.  If we follow the
flow of the system it will lead us to the fault.

OBSERVATION

First we must isolate the area of the circuit that

has failed, then we find out why.  Is it system
wide?  Is the unit dead?  Does it try to start but
can’t? Or is the problem with the sweep?  Vertical
or horizontal?  Complete loss of sweep or partial?
Distorted?  Video problem?  Contrast, bright-
ness, individual color problem?  Missing color?
One color stuck on full?  Answering these ques-
tions leads us towards the repair.  If we have a
missing color, we need not look for a failure in the
sweep circuits since sweep affects all colors
equally.  Is the problem constant or intermit-
tent?  Does the symptom occur right away, or
does the unit have to warm up first.

PRETEST NOTE

I leave it to the reader to provide proper isolated
power to the unit under test and suitable video
signal for testing.  This could be from your bench
setup, or simply from the game the monitor came
from.

OBSERVE SAFETY PROCEDURES

Please be careful working on any monitor.  This
article assumes basic electronic troubleshooting
competence in the reader as well as at least some
monitor experience.  There are dangerous volt-
ages

“The essence of troubleshooting
is isolation of the problem.”

in any monitor, both high DC voltage and the AC
line.  Please use an isolation transformer:  Al-
ways.  You already expect high voltages to be
present in operating monitors, but a monitor
with a blown secondary fuse in the main DC
supply can leave behind a fully charged main
filter capacitor, and it can hold that charge for a
long time.  Don’t let it catch you by surprise.
Always check with a meter first.  Remember to
remove your rings and wristwatches before work-
ing on a live monitor.

GATHER FACTS

Any good repair starts with a visual inspection.
Look for obvious broken parts or wires.  Are there
any burnt components?  If the flyback trans-
former is cracked in half, we know it needs to be
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replaced or the monitor retired.  Is the unit
mechanically sensitive?  Give the chassis a whack
with your hand, or tap the PC board with an
insulated object (a stick).  Does this affect your
symptom?  If so, you have a bad connection
somewhere.  Resoldering will likely fix it, I have
found several intermittent connections over the
years by turning off the lights in the shop, tap-
ping on the board and watching for little sparks
at the bad spot.  Look on both sides of the board.
This won’t work often, but it is really impressive
when it does.

THE BIG THREE

At this point our approach depends upon the
symptom.  I sort problems into three broad cat-
egories.  The unit blows fuses, the unit doesn’t
seem to function, or the unit functions however
poorly with a problem in some specific area.

MONITOR BLOWS FUSES

Monitors that blow fuses can often be fairly
simply repaired.  Most problems that cause fuses
to blow can be found in two areas of the monitor:
The power supply and the horizontal output
transistor and transformer circuit.  If your moni-
tor has a secondary fuse in the DC supply line, it
will tell you where the problem is.  If the second-
ary fuse is blown, then the problem must be
farther along in the system, i.e. in the horizontal
section.  If the horizontal section is bad, check
the horizontal output transistor (or HOT) for
collector to emitter short or low resistance.  The
HOT will be a large power transistor very near to
the flyback.  Flyback transformer and horizontal
output transformer are the same thing.  Since
the emitter almost always is tied to ground, we
can usually make this measurement from the
transistor case (collector) to the chassis ground.
The base drive to the HOT is almost always
provided by a transformer with one side to ground.
For this reason, we cannot check for base to
emitter shorts in-circuit.  Also check resistance
to ground at the HOT collector lead with the
transistor removed.  If still shorted to ground,
check for a bad damper diode or a bad cap,
especially the four lead “safety” cap some models
use.  Follow the printed circuit traces from the

HOT collector directly to these parts.  While you
are at it, check any diode you see in the general
vicinity of the flyback.  If you replace the HOT,
everything else seems OK, and it still takes out
fuses or burns up the new HOT, we have to
suspect the flyback.  If the main fuse blows but
not the secondary fuse, then the fault is likely in
the power supply.

POWER SUPPLIES

If your power supply blows fuses, check your
main rectifier(s) and the voltage regulator.  The
rectifier could be one diode, a bridge of four
discrete diodes, or a bridge.  Whatever it is, it
shouldn’t be shorted.

Follow the traces from the rectifier to the main
filter capacitor and on to the regulator.  The big
filters rarely go shorted, they usually just get
leaky or open up.

The regulator will be either an IC regulator
(which looks like a transistor but may have more
legs) or a discrete regulator, which is to say one
made up from individual transistors.  Anything
with an STR number on it is a regulator IC.
Check the regulator IC for shorts between input
and output, and either of those to ground.

With discrete regulators, a shorted pass transis-
tor usually shuts down a monitor, but often does
not blow fuses, but check it anyway.  Check the
nearby transistors as well.  Your DMM will work
find for this testing, since we are looking for
short circuits in the transistor.  Keep in mind
that some other part of the monitor could have
caused the power supply section to fail.

Monitors have AC line filters at the power input
to prevent interference.  A bad cap here would be
right across the AC line.  Your fuse problem
could be as simple as that.

ISO PROBLEMS

If you just built a conversion and the monitor
gave out where you powered it up, or if you try to
install a slave monitor, especially if you don’t use
a separate isolation transformer for the slave,
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and the same thing happens,
you may have isolation prob-
lems and you can almost count
on blown rectifiers and likely
some traces burnt off the PC
board.  Ground traces are at
risk, and they will burn out at
the narrowest point(s).

HMMM...I’VE SEEN THAT BEFORE

My other problem categories
require a more complicated
approach.  The best tool you
have takes no space in your
tool box.  It is experience.  Your
experience can help you.  Moni-
tors are all pretty similar un-
der the skin, so if something
looks familiar, there is some
chance that it is what you think
it is.  When troubleshooting
with a schematic, we use it to
identify parts so that we might
locate them in the unit.  No
diagrams, we use other clues.

Though a monitor circuit board
looks complex, we are often
concerned with only a small
part of it at a time, and it is not
too difficult to follow the
printed circuit traces to make
up your own schematic, even
if it is just in your head.

Some manufacturers identify
power supply traces on the PC
board with silk screen hatch
marks or a solder stripe down
the center of an otherwise
coated trace.  Learning to trace
out your own schematics will
be valuable in many ways in
your bench work.  A little prac-
tice makes it fairly easy.

NUMBER GROUPS

Many brands give different
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number sequences to each section of the monitor.
Part numbers might group horizontal section
parts in the 600s, power supply in the 900s, and
vertical in the 400s for example.  Check the
numbers silk screened on the PC board.

You may find not only these number groupings,
but on some boards even lines surrounding the
various sections with labels like VIDEO, SYNC,
VERTICAL, etc. Component types and values
can suggest their function.

Electrolytic caps of high voltage rating (160V,
250V) and a value of 10 ufd or more are likely
filter caps or maybe a vertical output cap.  Ver-
tical sweep outputs are usually pairs of transis-
tors on heatsinks, or on newer units a multi pin
IC for the purpose.  The HOT is readily identi-
fied, and the only other power semiconductors in
most monitors will be the regulator in the power
supply and the vertical sweep driver.

REFERENCES

Look up the part numbers in the ECG or NTE
cross reference guide.  Not only will the ECG
book identify your vertical output IC, but it will
provide the pinout as well.  That is the function
of each pin on the device.

Look up your voltage regulator IC and the book
tells you the output voltage to expect.  There are
three color circuits in any monitor, so when you
spot three similar looking circuits side by side on
the PC board, you have probably found the video
or color circuits.

SIMILAR PRINTS

Other schematics can be helpful.  If you can find
another monitor using the same oscillator IC,
use that schematic for clues as to what voltages
and waveforms to expect on the mystery unit.
That will work for circuits close to the IC any-
way.  Even an unrelated schematic can be help-
ful to suggest component functions to look for.

MONITOR REPAIR

WITHOUT SCHEMATICS

(PART 2)
ON TO SECTIONAL PROBLEMS.
There are color or video problems that affect the
picture appearance.  Sweep problems including
deflection affect the shape of the image.

Power supply trouble can affect the other two.
Sync affects the stability of the picture.

COLOR AND VIDEO PROBLEMS

Color problems have the built in advantage of
multiple circuits.  There are three color circuits
so you can compare readings and waveforms
between them. If a color is missing or stuck on
full, suspect the driver transistors on the neck
board.  Drivers are generally in a TO126, TO220,
TO202, or similar tab top case.  Smaller case
types generally contain signal transistors, no
the power types the color guns need.  Look at
these transistors with your scope, comparing the
good color with the bad color.  If the signal on the
base of the bad color driver is about the same as
the others, then look at the collector.

A good waveform there probably means picture
tube problems, but check for waveform at the
CRT socket to be sure.  An open transistor will
leave the collector stuck at the video supply
voltage, typically 100 to 200 Vdc.  Also some-
times called video B+ by us old timers, this
supply should be clean.  Any hash on this video
B+ line means a bad filter cap on the supply.  You
will find each color gun driver transistor has a
load resistor, probably a 1 or 2 watt size or so,
between collector and video B+.  Thus the three
resistors will have one end common (connected
to the same trace).  The common point is the
Video supply line.  A washed out picture that is
hard to darken is probably due to bad filtration
here.  The filter cap may be right on the neck
board or on the main board.  Look for 10 ufd or
more, probably at 250V.  Not sure which cap it is
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and you’re having trouble following the traces?
Use your scope to look at what is on the filter caps
around the board.  With the exception of the
vertical output cap, you should expect to see
smooth DC on them.  If you don’t, the cap is
probably bad.

If the base of the driver has no signal, trace
backwards through the circuitry by looking for
waveforms at transistor leads and comparing to
the other two color circuits.  My experience has
been that color woes are due to driver transistors
first and CRTs (picture tubes) a close second. If
the problem is in the signal portion of the circuit,
the most likely culprit is the one closest (electri-
cally) to the input.  Get yourself a CRT tester/
rejuvenator, even an older one, and use it.  My
old and utterly basic Heathkit model works great.
It is simply amazing how many tubes can be
saved and how few cannot.  A few hundred
dollars may sound like a lot for a piece of test
gear, but save just a few CRTs and it has paid for
itself.

The neck board, the little PC board with the CRT
socket, is often silk screened with CRT pin iden-
tifications.  These are real helpful.  K means
cathode, so KR or RK refers to the red gun
cathode, KG is green, you figure out blue. Fila-

ments are labeled F or H for heater.  One side of
the filament is often ground.  G1 and G2 are grids
1 and 2.

VERTICAL SECTION

Vertical deflection or sweep problems are most
often solved with capacitors. Anyone who uses
“get well” kits for their monitors knows that
changing caps can cure a boatload of symptoms.
Of course if you can’t identify a monitor, you can’t
buy a kit for it.  What you can do is identify the
caps in the vertical circuit and change them, or
at least scope them out and change the leaky
ones. Vertical sweep circuits tend to fall into two
categories:  high voltage (over 100 volts, typically
the same as the main supply) and low voltage (25
to 30 volts or so).  First find the vertical output
device(s), whether special IC or just a pair of
transistors, and see what kind of voltages you
find there.  This helps tell you what kind of caps
to be looking for.  Check the filter and bypass
caps, probably 10 ufd or higher.  Sweep is gener-
ated by charging and discharging a cap through
the vertical yoke.  Thus output cap needs to be
much larger in the low voltage circuits to provide
the same level of energy to the yoke, so we look
for 1000 ufd or more rather than 100 ufd or less
you might find a higher voltage circuit.
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The above caps tend to cure the foldover and lack
of size problems.  The smaller value caps (under
5 ufd) may be more likely associated with stabil-
ity symptoms. Look for caps small in both size
and value when chasing away a jittery picture.

HORIZONTAL SECTION

The horizontal section offers different challenges.
Deflection problems can be simple.  In most
monitors, the horizontal sweep section also gen-
erates many of the operating supply voltages, so
it has to be working for the thing to even light up
at all.  If you find a monitor with a bright vertical
line and no horizontal deflection, there are only
a few things it could be.  Usually the pulses at the
collector of the HOT are routed through width
and linearity coils to the yoke.  A lack of sweep
here means one of those devices is open or the
connections to them have failed.  Check the
solder around anything that looks like a coil.  I
am sure it happens, but I have not replaced a
yoke in over twenty years.  If you think the yoke
is bad, check the wiring first.

Pincushion is the term for a picture with the
sides curved out or in, not straight.  A pincushion
problem will be stable.  If the sides of your
picture have a wiggle that moves up or down, you
have a bad filter somewhere, not a pincushion
problem.  Pincushion correction circuits are of-
ten based upon a small transformer.  They all
look pretty much the same to me.  Look at one in
a monitor you know, then identify the similar
thing in your repair unit.  The usual problem will
be the electrolytic cap or caps related to this
transformer. This was a common problem on the
Electrohome G07 and the Wells 4600 series.
Some techs call the pincushion “keystone”.

BLANK SCREEN

If the monitor doesn’t blow fuses, but otherwise
appears dead, we start with the power supply.  If
the main DC supply is absent nothing else will
work. Check for raw supply, i.e. the AC line
rectified and filtered.  This 160 Vdc should ap-
pear at the input to the voltage regulator IC or on
one side of the pass transistor in a discrete
regulator.  If no raw supply, check for solderwork,

open traces in the AC line, fuse, or current limit
resistor (a power resistor of low resistance value
in the line with the bridge).  Eyeball schematics
are easy here.  If this voltage is on the input of the
regulator but no output is present, replace the
regulator IC or check all the semiconductors in
the regulator circuit.

When the sweep sections are not running, noth-
ing else runs, so the load on the power supply
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disappears.  Under these conditions, the main
supply in some monitors can rise to the level of
the primary supply:  160 Vdc or thereabouts. If
the power supply fails and produces that high a
voltage even under load, the sweep sections will
shut down for safety.  We need to decide if the
failure is regulation or shutdown.  Plug your
monitor into a variac.  You all have one by now,
right?  Watch the main supply, the output from
the regulator, a.k.a. B+, while you dial down the
AC line until the supply drops to what it should
be, say 130 volts.  Leave it set there.  Power down
for a few seconds to reset the shutdown circuit,
then turn it back on at the reduced line level.  If
the monitor now comes alive, the problem is a
lack of regulation in the power supply or hash on
the supply line.  Scope the line and replace the
appropriate filter cap if

the DC is not clean.  Check the regulator semi-
conductors and replace as necessary.  I have to
replace far more caps than regulators.  If the unit
still won’t fire up, then you have a problem in the
horizontal circuit or a bad shutdown circuit.
Trace back from the HOT base, looking for drive
signal.  The base drive transformer and the
driver transistor should be easy to find.  The
oscillator IC should be identifiable, see if it has
any supply and if so, any output activity.  Beyond
that, it is a matter of how much patience you
wish to apply.

There is an old rule of thumb that says, “if the
filament is lit, then the monitor is working.”
While this is often true, there is obviously a lot
more to monitor repair.  If the horizontal sweep
is running, just bringing your scope probe within
a foot of the flyback will pick up the signal.  If the
flyback is happening and there is no lit filament,
check the wiring and solder to the CRT socket
filament connections.

Some symptoms only show up after the unit has
warmed up.  A monitor runs a lot cooler on your
bench than it does in a closed up video game
cabinet.  If this difference affects your symptom,
cover the unit with a towel or packing blanket.
This will hold in the heat and warm the unit.  It

is not likely to catch fire, but I wouldn’t leave it
running unattended and go to lunch. Thermal
symptoms usually yield to the hot and cold ap-
proach, the electronic version of good cop, bad
cop, I guess.  If some function fails after warm up,
locate the related area of circuitry on the PC
board, and spray it with freeze spray.  That’s
what the stuff is for.  Hopefully, the symptom
will immediately correct itself until it warms up
again.  If that works, you can direct your spray to
specific components.  A piece of cardstock or a
business card can be used to keep cooling spray
within an area or away from other components.
Remember, isolate the problem.  A heat gun or a
hair dryer in a pinch can be used to heat an area
if you don’t want to wait for it to do it on its own.

These approaches to troubleshooting are ones I
would use to service any monitor, schematic or
no, but it is important to realize you have the
ability to do the job even without good documen-
tation.  These are just general suggestions and
rules of thumb.  Obviously many situations can
arise that I have not covered.  From time to time
in my career in troubleshooting a system, I have
traced the symptom all the way through a unit
and right on out the input connections, thus
proving that the unit was working perfectly well,
the problem then being elsewhere.  At first I felt
like I had just wasted my time...

But troubleshooting skills will

get you past a lack of

schematics a lot better than

schematics will carry you

through a lack of

troubleshooting skills.

Good Luck!
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Wells Gardner U5000
Symptom: Dead Monitor
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All previous editions of STAR★TECH Journal, Volume One (1979) through Volume Six-
teen (1995) have been scanned onto a single CD-ROM disc with a custom Multi-Media

Microsoft Windows Program which places thousands of articles at the
fingertips of coin-op game technicians. All that’s needed is an IBM com-
patible computer (386 or better) with Windows 3.1 (or later) and a CD-
ROM player. All the technical information published in STAR★TECH Jour-
nal during the past sixteen years will be yours in seconds (many  are out
of print!). Price: $388 (note: subscribers pay only $349) includes ship-
ping (USA). Outside US via Air mail insured please add $11. COD or-
ders ok for domestic delivery. "It's like having another tech in the shop!"
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SERVICING VIDEO MONITORS CD-ROM
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	Free Voltage 
	21” Toshiba CRT
	Fenice-14.28 CGA 240v 14”
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	Eygo 728 
	Glendale GE-728HR 
	Rodo CH-28115K 
	110v 26~ 28” 
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	and 15/24K Dual Resolution
	Sanwa / Sega PM1745 (B) & (C) 29” 110v 
	Used in many Japanese Daytona, Sega Rally
	Toei 
	TC-A292-T
	Toshiba DS-7209A 29” Pure Flat CRT 
	used in “Maximum Tune 2”   15~31 KHz
	Toshiba R-1781 29” Pure Flat CRT 
	used in “Initial D 29”   15~31 KHz
	Wells Gardner U5000, 25” ~ 33”
	Free Voltage 15/25K
	Wells Gardner 9200 Series
	Wells Gardner 9200 Color Gain Adjustment
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